AS CONTEMPORARY AS IT IS CADILLAC.

Here is a 1986 luxury car built for the 1990s. With state-of-the-art technology that contributes to your driving comfort. Aerodynamic styling for reduced wind noise. Plus an independent four-wheel suspension and a transverse-mounted, front-wheel-drive V8 engine, a Cadillac exclusive.

It doesn't get any more contemporary than this.
It's De Ville for 1986.
It doesn't get any more Cadillac than this, either.

With a new limousine-style back window. Plus Cadillac comfort touches such as Electronic Climate Control and the increasingly rare luxury of room for six.

1986 DE VILLE
BEST OF ALL...IT'S A CADILLAC.
Hats off to the Michigan Opera Theatre.

Everything you never expected from an appliance store.
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"Every genuine work of art has as much reason for being as the earth and the sun."

Ralph Waldo Emerson
Civilization

The Budd Company is proud to help support the Michigan Opera Theatre and enjoins everyone in Michigan to help keep the Lively Arts Alive!
Dear Patrons/Friends:

As Governor of the State of Michigan, it is a privilege and pleasure for me to extend my sincerest congratulations and best wishes to all affiliated with the Michigan Opera Theatre during this 15th anniversary season.

Michigan citizens are grateful and appreciative of the tremendous cultural entertainment provided by the Michigan Opera Theatre. Throughout its history, the Theatre has remained committed to maintaining high artistic standards and accessibility to all citizens.

The Michigan Opera Theatre was founded fifteen years ago by Dr. David DiChiera. However, MOT's roots go back to 1962. In the very beginning, MOT was established as the Overture To Opera Company which served as an educational program to acquaint Detroiters with the offerings on the annual Metropolitan Opera Tour. The success of this series laid the groundwork for the establishment of Michigan Opera Theatre which launched its first season at the Music Hall Center for the Performing Arts in 1971.

Today, fifteen years later, the Michigan Opera Theatre is continuing to develop and expand as it moves its productions and administrative offices from its founding home, the Music Hall Center for the Performing Arts, to the Fisher Theatre, New Center Area. Beginning in the fall, the Michigan Opera Theatre will embark on its inaugural season at the elegant Fisher Theatre with three opera/musical theatre selections.

Michigan citizens have certainly enjoyed the cultural and entertaining performances of the Michigan Opera Theatre. I am very pleased to extend to the members and staff of the Michigan Opera Theatre my wish for future success, happiness and fulfillment.

Sincerely,

JAMES J. BLANCHARD
Governor
Come. Let us play some high notes about Detroit.

There's a lot of wonderful things to say about our hometown... not to mention our love for the arts.

Without all of us in supporting roles, the song of life would indeed be out of tune.

So join us. Enjoy the music and take the time to smell the flowers.

MACCABEES
Mutual Life Insurance Company
...Where the exceptional is ordinary
25800 Northwestern Hwy. Southfield, Michigan

Photography: Dick Kahn, Milwaukee
Welcome to the 1985/86 Michigan Opera Theatre season.

Similar to the great excitement of our first season at the Music Hall Center in 1971, our 1985/86 year is indeed auspicious as Michigan Opera Theatre celebrates its 15th Anniversary, a celebration filled with important initiatives.

Our 15th Anniversary Season is highlighted by the company’s move to the 2100-seat elegant Fisher Theatre, the new site of our annual fall series presentations. Additionally, the Michigan Opera Theatre company headquarters has moved into newly renovated and expanded facilities in the New Center Area.

The decision to seek a new home was both difficult and emotional, but ultimately determined by a natural course of events due to our momentous growth. The costs of producing opera are greater than any other art form and necessitates that at least 50% of our financial resources be derived from ticket revenues. With the Fisher Theatre, we have been able to take advantage of the increased seating capacity in order to maximize our ticket sales income. In fact, our current season subscription base has grown dramatically, achieving a record level of close to 7,000 subscribers. Similarly, our administrative, volunteer and rehearsal needs have burgeoned to a point that we had to expand in order to successfully carry out both immediate and long range company goals.

As you may recall, the company’s humble origins began in 1962 as Overture To Opera, the educational touring arm of the Detroit Grand Opera Association. Overture To Opera’s growth led to the formation of a full time professional opera company in 1971, and the founding of the Music Hall Center in 1973, as both a home for Michigan Opera Theatre and a center for the performing arts. Since that time, the Music Hall stage has been graced by a host of aspiring young artists and renowned luminaries including Wilhelmenia Fernandez, Cleo Laine, Catherine Malfitano, Leona Mitchell and Victoria Vergara. Simultaneously, Detroit audiences witnessed many important revivals and premières including Regina, Most Happy Fella, Anoush and Washington Square.

Upon reflection, it has been both a challenge and a privilege for Karen and myself to have played such an integral role in the growth of a cultural institution whose very existence has been so intertwined with the renaissance of our city. We are most thankful to the many volunteers, patrons and artists who have given so much of their support and tireless work in pursuit of Michigan Opera’s vision. While there are many individuals to acknowledge, I do wish to recognize the leadership of Mr. Lynn Townsend, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Mr. Robert E. Dewar, Chairman of the Board of Directors, for their outstanding support, wisdom and conviction that Detroit could sustain its own nationally recognized opera company.

Our 15th Anniversary Season is a significant turning point in the history of the company. With the recent announcement of a prestigious “challenge grant” from the National Endowment for the Arts, the stage is now set for Michigan Opera’s next phase — a period of accelerated growth. As we build upon our new fall series at the Fisher, and move ahead at achieving a full international grand opera series at the Masonic Temple next spring, our future is indeed promising and exciting.

To our friends and supporters, thank you for believing in our dream. It is truly a special occasion to share with you our 15th Anniversary Season.

David DiChiera
General Director
We believe that a kiss is still a kiss, a sigh is still a sigh; the fundamental things apply, as time goes by.

People used to respond to friendliness. They still do. Housewives used to respond to helpful information. They still do. Businessmen used to respond to facts that helped them solve a problem. They still do.

People used to smile at gentle humor and warm up to the person who knew how and when to use it. They still do.

Given a choice between the silly and the sincere, people always used to choose the sincere, and they still do.

Given a choice between beauty and ugliness, people always did choose beauty, and they still would.

Ayermakes human contact

NW Ayer
2000 Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202 (313) 874-8500
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Michigan Opera Theatre was saddened this year by the recent death of a founding member and devoted trustee, Theodore O. Yntema, whose support and enthusiasm were important factors in our growth.
Michigan Opera Theatre, 1985-86 season, now at the Fisher Theatre.
A new season, a new stage. And the old, familiar magic.
More vital than a piece of velvet, the curtain lifted by the arts leads to our humanity.

For the arts take us far into the realm of ourselves. A place where we learn to understand our fears and ambitions. Our joys and depressions. And our hopes. In fact, all those emotions that make us more alive.

To keep the curtain raised the arts must thrive. They deserve our praise and support.

One of America's great banks

Member FDIC
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In Special Recognition of Michigan Opera Theatre’s

The General Director’s Circle plays a vital role in nurturing Michigan Opera Theatre’s stature as one of Detroit’s premier cultural institutions. The generosity of Circle members helps to ensure the financial stability necessary for the production of the highest quality opera and musical theatre season after season.
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Lincoln Continental.
You don’t really need others to confirm the wisdom of your choice. But, invariably, they will.
For more information, call 1-800-445-6000.

LINCOLN. What a luxury car should be.
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A Brilliant Combination of Science and Art.

Start with The Ideal Cut Diamond. Scientifically cut and polished for maximum brilliance. The standard of excellence among those who value beauty. Laser inscribed for positive identification.

Then, let your imagination take form with a handcrafted David Wachler & Sons design... the perfect setting.

An Ideal Cut Diamond, the setting by Wachler. A brilliant combination of science and art.

David Wachler & Sons

THE FAMILY OF AWARD-WINNING JEWELRY DESIGNERS.

Certified Gemologist • Member, American Gem Society

Downtown Birmingham, Corner Maple & Woodward

(313) 540-4622

Renaissance Center — Tower 200, Detroit

(313) 259-6922
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...is a name given to those who have reached the very pinnacle of their art. It marks a total dedication to excellence. That's something we value at Manufacturers Bank. We commend those who constantly strive to be the best they can be.
## ORCHESTRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violin I</td>
<td>Charlotte Merkerson, Armond Jackson, James Underwood, Gordon Simmons, Horn, Karen Lane, Arlene Nixon, Trombone, Maury Okun, Greg Near, Timpani, Gregory White, Percussion, John Dorsey, Harp, Patricia Terry-Ross</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumpet</td>
<td>James Underwood</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trombone</td>
<td>Maury Okun</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viola</td>
<td>Arlene Nixon</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violin</td>
<td>James Greer</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>Gordon Simmons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassoon</td>
<td>Jonathan Boyd</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia</td>
<td>Ann Cannell, Gordon Simmons, Clarence Jones, Ray Litt, David Ludwig, Barbara Martin, Michael McCormick, James Moore, Robert Morency, Richard Mox, Anthony Noto, Bill Pelto, Rita Pendelton, Jan Phillips, David Podulka, Roderick Reese, Mary Robertson, John Sartor, John Schmidt, Alan Spiller, William Steiner, Stephen Stewart, Judith Szefi, Fran Theis, Dean Unich, Douglas Webber, Lea Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CHORUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>Pamela Hill, Ann Augustin, Carol Guither, Carol Ober, James Forgey, Bassoon, Jonathan Boyd, Christine Prince</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarinet</td>
<td>Carol Ober</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassoon</td>
<td>Jonathan Boyd</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>Pamela Hill, Ann Augustin, Carol Guither, Carol Ober, James Forgey, Bassoon, Jonathan Boyd, Christine Prince</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarinet</td>
<td>Carol Ober</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassoon</td>
<td>Jonathan Boyd</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>Pamela Hill, Ann Augustin, Carol Guither, Carol Ober, James Forgey, Bassoon, Jonathan Boyd, Christine Prince</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarinet</td>
<td>Carol Ober</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassoon</td>
<td>Jonathan Boyd</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>Pamela Hill, Ann Augustin, Carol Guither, Carol Ober, James Forgey, Bassoon, Jonathan Boyd, Christine Prince</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accept no substitutes.

While other full-size cars are compromising, this one retains its classic stature. Caprice Classic. There is no substitute for this kind of luxury. This kind of room. It was engineered to uncompromising standards to provide you with everything you expect from a full-size car.

Room, comfort, power and more... Compare Caprice to its higher-priced competition and you'll see. While some are downsizing, Caprice retains its generous room for six adults. Caprice still has over 20 cubic feet of trunk space. And Caprice keeps all the horsepower, torque and towing capacity you've come to expect from a full-size car. Why settle for a downsized compromise, when you can get all this in Caprice?

So classic because it's so contemporary. Caprice uses the most advanced technology to give you the most traditional benefits. It slips smoothly, quietly, confidently down the road. Its computer-designed independent full-perimeter frame uses 16 cushioning body mounts to achieve limousine-like road isolation. Precise variable-ratio power steering makes for virtually effortless control. Its three-speed automatic uses a nonslip torque converter clutch for smooth cruising. Its advanced swirl-port-induced 4.3 Liter V6 uses some of the highest engine technology GM offers to give you power that rivals a V8.

The advantages of a conventional drive design. It's no coincidence that Caprice's powertrain parallels the design of premiere world-class luxury cars. Some people simply prefer the beautifully balanced handling and cornering of rear drive. Not to mention the excellent towing power.
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SUZANNE ACTON
(Chorus Master for the 1985/86 Season) returns to Michigan Opera Theatre for her fifth season as the company’s Chorus Master and principal coach/pianist. In addition to her mainstage work, Miss Acton has recently been appointed the company’s Music Director for Community Programs including the annual state-wide touring productions and the community-wide Overture To Opera musical programs. Miss Acton, who has garnered unanimous praise from Detroit-area critics, has coached singers in New York City as well as for the opera companies of Dayton, St. Louis and San Diego.

MARTINA ARROYO
(Title role in Turandot) returns to Michigan Opera following her 1979 performance as Leonore in I Trovatore. As an international vocal luminary of the first magnitude, Miss Arroyo has performed to great acclaim with the prestigious opera companies of the NY Metropolitan, Vienna State Opera, London’s Royal Opera, La Scala, Hamburg and Paris as well as the concert halls of Salzburg, Berlin, Rome and Stockholm. A native of NYC, Miss Arroyo’s famed soprano repertory includes Tosca, Turandot, I Trovatore, La Forza del Destino, Madama Butterfly and the Verdi Requiem.

*ALICE BAKER
(Nancy in Martha) is a Detroit native, who has recently completed several engagements with the Lyric Opera of Chicago. While in Chicago, Miss Baker debuted in the title role of Rossini’s Le Cenerentola, Dorabella in Così fan tutte and Ludmilla in The Bartered Bride for the Opera Center’s touring productions. For the Lyric Opera’s mainstage productions, Miss Baker appeared as Peep-Bo in Peter Sellars’ The Mikado and, as Rose in Lakme. Miss Baker has also performed with the LA Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl and is a featured soloist in Roger Wagner’s recent recording of the Messiah.

*PETER DEAN BECK
(Set Designer for Gianni Schicchi and I Pagliacci) has designed scenery and lighting for more than seventy productions since receiving his MFA degree from NYU School of the Arts. Mr. Beck’s numerous opera credits include Puccini’s Il Tritico for the Juilliard School American Opera Center, as well as productions of Madama Butterfly, Faust, Carmen, Aida, Rigoletto and La Cenerentola for the companies of Baltimore, Rochester, Miami and the Texas Opera Theatre. In addition to his operatic work, Mr. Beck has designed Stravinsky’s Firebird and Petrushka for the Eugene Ballet.

*LAWRENCE ADAMS
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera Theatre as a member of the company’s Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Mr. Adams, a baritone, will perform comprimario/chorus roles for the company’s fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi/ I Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, Mr. Adams has served as an apprentice with the Des Moines Metro Opera, the Lake George Opera Festival and the American Lyric Theatre. His repertory credits include Romeo et Juliette, La Fille du Regiment, Così fan tutte and The Magic Flute.

KAREN AZENBERG
(Choreographer for West Side Story) returns to Michigan Opera Theatre following her choreographic work in last season’s highly praised Sweeney Todd. Miss Azenberg’s numerous credits include credits include Fiddler on the Roof, Oliver, They’re Playing Our Song, A Funny Thing Happened on The Way To The Forum, and a musical revue of the Truman Administration for the Smithsonian Institute. She has choreographed repertory pieces for the Dance Family and performed for several seasons with The Second Avenue Dance Company, as well as with Stuart Hodes and Rachel Lampert.

MICHAEL BAUMGARTEN
(Lighting Designer for Gianni Schicchi and I Pagliacci) served as the resident Assistant Lighting Designer last season. Mr. Baumgarten is a graduate of the Yale University School of Drama and is currently the Resident Lighting Designer for the Arkansas Opera Theatre. Mr. Baumgarten has just completed lighting the Charlotte Opera’s production of Don Giovanni, and will repeat his lighting for Shreveport Opera. He has also designed productions for the Santa Fe Opera, Eugene Opera and Opera Memphis.

*DON BERNARDINI
(Rinuccio in Gianni Schicchi and Beppe in I Pagliacci) is a Metropolitan Opera Regional Finalist and has received accolades in other such competitions as the Rosa Ponselle and Baltimore Opera International Competition. Mr. Bernardini has recently completed an extensive national tour of Verdi’s La Traviata and Rossini’s The Barber of Seville for the Texas Opera Theatre. His numerous tenor role credits include principal roles in Carmen, Madama Butterfly, The Bartered Bride and The Magic Flute.

* denotes Michigan Opera Theatre debut.
"CHARLES R. CAINE 
(Costume Designer for West Side Story) was the staff costume designer for the Metropolitan Opera from 1964-79, working with Franco Zeffirelli, Nicola Benois, Marc Chagall and Jean-Pierre Ponnelle. Mr. Caine's vast array of recent designs include Die Walkure, Der Rosenkavalier, Turandot, Emman and Luisa Miller for many opera companies including the Met, NYC Opera, San Francisco Opera, Opera Theatre of St. Louis, Lyric Opera of Chicago and Miami. His recent musical comedy designs include Annie Get Your Gun and Carousel.

"GHENA DIMITROVA 
(Title role in Turandot) makes her long awaited North American role debut in Detroit as the oriental princess Turandot. A native of Bulgaria and frequent performer with the Sofia Opera, Miss Dimitrova is considered one of the world's most acclaimed Verdi/Puccini sopranos today, prompting critics to liken her unto Tebaldi, Callas and Nilsson. Her many highly praised international engagements include La Scala, Munich, Berlin, Salzburg, Verona, London, Paris, Moscow, Buenos Aires and her 1984 Carnegie Hall debut in a concert version of Nabucco.

"ANNE EWERS 
(Stage Director for Turandot) returns to Michigan Opera following her praised stage work with the company's recent successes of Aida with Leona Mitchell and Anna Bolena with Joan Sutherland. Recently, Ms. Ewers made her directing debut with the Canadian Opera in a new production of Tosca featuring the double cast of Martina Arroyo and Johanna Meier. In addition to her work in Detroit this season, Ms. Ewers will present the East Coast stage premiere of Handel's Agrippina in Boston, make her directing debut with the Minnesota Opera in L'Elixir d'Amore, and return to Toronto to co-direct Salomé.

"DAVID GATELY 
(Stage Director for Martha) has served as Staff Stage Director for the Houston Grand Opera and the Texas Opera Theatre where he has presented such works as The Daughter of the Regiment, Aida, Hansel and Gretel, Peter Grimes and La Traviata. Mr. Gately's most recent critical acclaim has come from his Tosca for Tulsa Opera, Gianni Schicchi/Pagliacci for Opera/Omaha, La Bohème for the Dayton Opera and La Traviata with Opera Comique in Paris. Mr. Gately currently heads the Opera Workshop Program at Westminster Choir College in Princeton, N.J.

"SHARON CHRISTMAN 
(Title role in Martha) returns to Michigan Opera following her renowned performances as The Queen of the Night in last season's The Magic Flute, a role she has also sung to great success for the NYC Opera, Dayton Opera and the Hawaii Opera Theatre. Miss Christman was recently featured in Pennsylvania Opera's Così fan tutte and as Gilda in Rigoletto for the New Jersey State Opera. A native of Cincinnati, Miss Christman has sung the title role of Lakme with Eve Queler and the Opera Orchestra of New York, and in 1986, will make her Queen of the Night debut with L'Opera de Montreal.

"CHRISTINE DONAHUE 
(Title role in Martha) returns to Michigan Opera Theatre after having appeared with the company in the 1978 spring production of Madame Butterfly. A graduate of the Juilliard School, Miss Donahue has sung to great success the role of The Queen of the Night for the Houston Grand Opera and the Sarasota Opera, the title role in Lucia di Lammermoor for the Lake George Opera Festival and Violetta in La Traviata for the Cleveland Opera. She has also performed with the opera companies of Omaha, Annapolis, San Antonio and Texas Opera Theatre.

"MARK D. FLINT 
(Conductor for Gianni Schicchi and I Pagliacci) returns to Michigan Opera Theatre as the company’s Principal Guest Conductor and Director of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. Maestro Flint’s extensive operatic credits include recent productions for the NYC Opera of Rigoletto and La Traviata, for the Sarasota Opera, a new production of The Postman Always Rings Twice for Ft. Worth Opera, The Crucible for Chicago Opera Theatre and La Fille du Regiment for the Central City Opera Festival. His future engagements include Aida with Opera Memphis, and L'Enfant Prodigue for the Mobile Opera.

"PAUL GEIGER 
(Plunkett in Martha) returns to the bass-baritone role of Plunkett he recently performed for the 1983 Chicago Opera Theatre revival. Mr. Geiger has garnered national praise for his acclaimed work with the Chicago Opera Theatre in the title role of The Marriage of Figaro, Mustafà in Italian Girl in Algiers and as Belcore in The Elixir of Love. Mr. Geiger's success has taken him to the opera companies of the Chicago Lyric, San Francisco Opera and Opera Comique, in New Orleans, the Minnesota Opera and the Mississippi Opera in such diverse repertory as Aida, Billy Budd, Tales of Hoffmann and La Forza del Destino.

* denotes Michigan Opera Theatre debut
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Artists

*FRANK GUARRERA
(Titolo role in Gianni Schicchi) a baritone singer of great distinction, was recently inducted into the American Singers Hall of Fame at the Philadelphia Academy of Vocal Arts.
Mr. Guarrera's illustrious and long standing career with the Metropolitan Opera began in 1948, at the request of Arturo Toscanini and includes many international triumphs on both the operatic and concert stage including La Scala, San Francisco Opera, Santa Fe, Washington and Philadelphia. Mr. Guarrera's famed operatic repertory includes Carmen, Rigoletto, The Barber of Seville and Gianni Schicchi.

*THOMAS HAMMONS
(Simone in Gianni Schicchi) is a bass-baritone and a graduate from the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. Mr. Hammons has appeared in numerous comic works including The Barber of Seville, The Mikado, The Daughter of the Regiment, Sousa's El Capitan, The Impresario, The Marriage of Figaro and Don Pasquale. Mr. Hammons has also had extensive work in contemporary opera including Schoenberg's Moses und Aron, The Doctor in the American premiere of Oliver's The Dutchess of Malfi with the Santa Fe Opera and, the world premiere of Meecham's Tartuffe with the San Francisco Opera.

*BERYL HENDERSON
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Mr. Henderson, a tenor, will perform comprimario/chorus roles for the company's fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi/I Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. Mr. Henderson is a graduate of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music where he worked with John Reardon. Mr. Haile's numerous musical theatre credits include Annie Get Your Gun for the Miami Opera, Bernstein's for the Anchorage Opera and as one of the original producers for Broadway's Tintypes.

*EVANS HAILE
(Conductor for West Side Story) currently serves as the company dramaturg and artistic advisor for the Greater Miami Opera. A graduate of the Juilliard School, Mr. Haile is the co-producer and conductor for the "American Music Theatre in Concert" series at New York's historic Town Hall, where he worked with MOT veterans Judy Kaye, Elaine Bonazzi and John Reardon. Mr. Haile's numerous musical theatre credits include Annie Get Your Gun for the Miami Opera, Bernstein's for the Anchorage Opera and as one of the original producers for Broadway's Tintypes.

*CYNTHIA HAYMON
(Liu in Turandot) was recently acclaimed for her performance in the title role of Virginia Opera's world premiere, Harriet, The Woman Called Moses. Cited by the critics as a "major discovery," Miss Haymon has appeared in the Santa Fe Opera productions of Orpheus in the Underworld, Der Liebe Der Danae and We Come To The River. Miss Haymon will appear in the title role of Porgy and Bess for the 1986 Glyndebourne Festival and subsequent 26 American city tour for 1986/87, and will make her Covent Garden debut in 1987 as Liu.

PEGGY IMBRIE
(Production Stage Manager, 1985/86 season) returns to Michigan Opera for her seventh season. Recently Ms. Imbrie completed her fifth season with the Lake George Opera Festival and has worked with Ft. Worth Opera and the Opera Theatre of St. Louis where her credits include Fennimore and Gerda, The Postman Always Rings Twice for the Edinburgh Festival, Madama Butterfly, Paul Bunyon, Idomeneo and The Barber of Seville. This season will mark Ms. Imbrie's debut with Opera Memphis, Sarasota Opera, Syracuse Opera and the Indianapolis Opera Company.

*NICKOLAS KAROUSATOS
(Silvio in I Pagliacci) is a native of Washington, D.C., and a recent graduate of the Juilliard School. Mr. Karousatos has appeared in several leading baritone roles for the American Opera Center productions of The Magic Flute, Menotti's The Her, Sessions' Montezuma and Massenet's Manon. His extensive European credits include Don Pasquale in Brussels, Valentin and Figaro in Lisbon, Wolfram in Tannhauser for the Strasbourg Opera and, Gurnem in La Traviata for the Frankfurt Opera. Mr. Karousatos has performed at the Chautauqua Festival, the Kennedy Center and Opera Memphis.

* indicates Michigan Opera Theatre debut.
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Artists

**STEVEN LARSEN**
(Conductor for Martha) is the current Music Advisor for the Chicago Opera Theatre, where he has achieved critical acclaim for his work, especially with the 1983 revival of Martha.

Besides his many conducting assignments with the Chicago Opera, including the recently successful The Elixir of Love, Maestro Larsen has conducted the Dayton Opera's The Barber of Seville. Coupled with his operatic work, Maestro Larsen has also conducted the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the Grant Park Symphony, the Netherlands Radio Orchestra and the Tulsa Philharmonic.

**CHARLES LONG**
(Tonio in I Pagliacci) returns to Michigan Opera following his two former engagements with the company in I Pagliacci and in the title role of Rigoletto. As a baritone singer, Mr. Long began his career with the Western Opera Theatre and the San Francisco Opera where he performed such roles as Jack Rance, Iago, Don Giovanni and, created the role of Titus in Floyd's Billy's Doll for the Houston Grand Opera. Mr. Long made his European debut in Menotti's Man of la Mancha, returns to Michigan Opera as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program.

**WILLIAM M'ARCH McCARTY**
(Stage Manager for Martha) is a veteran of numerous Michigan Opera productions including last season's Faust, property master for the 1981-83 mainstage seasons, costume designer and director for Alice in Wonderland and as technical director/ stage manager for the company's state residency tours in 1981-83. Mr. McCarty has recently been a featured performer with the Michigan Renaissance Festival, the Rochester Mime Ensemble, as the property master for the Goodspeed Opera House, and stage manager for Dayton Opera.

**ROBERT O’HEARN**
(Set Designer for West Side Story) is an acclaimed scenic designer for the Metropolitan Opera, beginning with his 1950 debut with The Queen of Spades, followed by such successes as L'Elisir d'Amore, Meistersinger, Aida, Parsifal and Le Nozze di Figaro. Mr. O’Hearn has created designs for productions of Otello in Boston and Hamburg; Porgy and Bess at the Vienna Volksoper and Bregenz; La Traviata in Santa Fe and La Fanciulla del West for the Houston Opera and Vienna Staatsoper. In the world of ballet, Mr. O’Hearn’s works have been designed for ABT, NYC Ballet, San Francisco and Ballet West.

**MARTIN LEWIS**
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera Theatre as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Mr. Lewis, a baritone, will perform comprimario/chorus roles in the company’s fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi, Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. A recent graduate of the Boston Conservatory of Music, Mr. Lewis has served as an apprentice with the Des Moines Metro Opera and the Santa Fe Opera companies. His operatic credits include Così fan tutte, Ariadne auf Naxos, Help! Help! the Globolinks!, Don Pasquale and Albert Herring.

**LEE MAYMAN**
(Set Designer for Martha) has pursued a multi-faceted career in opera, Broadway and off-Broadway, regional theatre and television since the 1970's. His operatic designs include Italian Girl in Algiers and Don Giovanni for the Lyric Opera of Kansas City; Don Pasquale, Carmen, Don Giovanni and Daughter of the Regiment for the Virginia Opera; and The Merry Widow and Madama Butterfly for Tri-Cities Opera. In NY, Mr. Mayman has been the art director for NBC-TV's Saturday Night Live since 1977, and has won several Emmy Awards for his set designs.

**MICHAEL MONTEL**
(Stage Director for West Side Story) returns to Michigan Opera following his previous engagements with the company including last season's hit Sweeney Todd, The Sound of Music, Copland's The Tender Land and Joan of Arc. Mr. Montel recently directed Top Girls for the University of Connecticut and Miss Firecracker Contest at the Cincinnati Playhouse. Last season he directed the world premiere of P.D.Q. Bach's opera The Abduction of Figaro for the Minnesota Opera. Mr. Montel is the former Artistic Director for Broadway's New Phoenix Repertory Company.

**BRAD PACE**
(Costume Designer for Gianni Schicchi and Martha) is the acclaimed costume designer for the Portland Opera's recent productions of Martha, Un Ballo in Maschera, Lucia di Lammermoor and The Barber of Seville. Mr. Pace's additional operatic credits include supervision and construction of costumes for La Traviata, Wuthering Heights, Die Fledermaus, La Fanciulla del West and Così fan tutte.

*denotes Michigan Opera Theatre debut
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MARION PRATNICKI
(Zita in Gianni Schicchi) returns to Michigan Opera following her debut with the company as Marthe in Faust and Annina in La Traviata, 1983. Currently an Assistant Professor of Voice at Western Michigan University, Ms. Pratnicki has sung with the opera companies of Syracuse, Indianapolis, Rochester and Chautauqua in such repertory as The Mikado, Faust, Otello and The Marriage of Figaro.

DAVID REILLY
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera Theatre as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Mr. Reilly, a tenor, will perform comprimario/chorus roles in the company's fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi/ Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin and Wayne State University's Hilberry Theatre, Mr. Reilly has enjoyed a diverse background in vocal performance, theatre, dance and scenic design. A recent member of MOT's Aida production, Mr. Reilly has performed in such productions as The Mikado, Oklahoma and Kiss Me Kate.

JOSEPH RESCIGNO
(Conductor for Turandot) is Artistic Advisor of the Florentine Opera of Milwaukee, as well as a frequent guest conductor of opera and symphony throughout the United States. Last season, Maestro Rescigno conducted The Merry Widow and Aida in Milwaukee, L'Italiana in Algeri for Washington Opera, and in St. Louis, The Barber of Seville and the world premiere of Minoro Miki's Joruri. This year finds Maestro Rescigno at the NYC Opera for La Fille du Regiment, Milwaukee for Rigoletto and Seattle Opera for Tosca.

*PAMELA SOUTH
(Lauretta in Gianni Schicchi and Nedda in I Pagliacci) made her operatic debut in 1975 with the San Francisco Opera where she sang many principal roles. Her recent successes include a NYC Opera debut as Mimi in La Boheme, Pamina in The Magic Flute for Hawaii Opera, Opera/Omaha and Minnesota Opera and in the title role of The Merry Widow for the Colorado Opera. In 1983, Miss South sang Musetta opposite Placido Domingo in La Boheme for the Denver Opera. Miss South will sing opposite James McCracken in I Pagliacci for the Portland Opera and Musetta for the Miami Opera.

*RENEE A. REED
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Ms. Reed, a soprano, will perform comprimario/chorus roles for the company's fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi/ Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. Currently a senior at Dayton Ohio's Wright State University, Ms. Reed has performed in Manon Lescaut, Emanu, Carmen and Elixir of Love. For the Dayton Opera, she has sung the role of Berta in The Barber of Seville and Mme. Praskovia in The Merry Widow and is an active member of Dayton's Opera Funitas.

*DIANA SOVIERO
(Lauretta in Gianni Schicchi and Nedda in I Pagliacci) has been acclaimed throughout North America and Europe. She has made many important debuts including Ann Trulove in The Rake's Progress and Norina in Don Pasquale for the San Francisco Opera; Nedda in I Pagliacci for Houston; Mimi in La Boheme for the Chicago Lyric; and, Liu in Turandot for Dallas Opera. Miss Soviero was highly praised for her La Traviata in Paris and her Liu opposite Dimitrova's Turandot in Vienna. In 1986 she sings Juliette for L'Opera de Montreal.

Marilyn Rennagel
(Lighting Designer for West Side Story) has served as the Staff Lighting Designer for Michigan Opera for the last seven years and has designed for Dallas Opera, Philadelphia Opera, Ft. Worth and Miami Opera. Most recently she designed the lighting for the AIDS Benefit at the Shubert Theatre in NYC and two productions at the Alliance Theatre in Atlanta. Ms. Rennagel's Broadway credits include Woman Of The Year, Clothes For A Summer Hotel, Peter Allen — Up In One, Do Black Patent Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up? and John Curry's Ice Dancing.

CHARSIE RANDOLPH
(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Ms. Randolph, a soprano, will perform comprimario/chorus roles in the company's fall season productions of Gianni Schicchi/ Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. Ms. Randolph was a finalist artist with the North Carolina Opera in such operas as Cinderella, The Pirates of Penzance, Faust and The Toy Shop. Last season, Ms. Randolph was awarded the Christine Witter Award by the San Francisco Opera and performed the role of Nanetta in Falstaff for the Merola Opera Program.

DENNIS BLACKPATTON
(`Artists"
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**Maria Spacagna**

(Liu in Turandot) is considered one of today's leading lyric sopranos. Her extensive credits include Gilda in Rigoletto and Liu in Turandot for the NYC Opera, Micaela in Carmen for both the Portland and Dallas Operas, and Madama Butterfly, Don Giovanni and L'Elisir d'Amore for the Opera Theatre of St. Louis. For the Canadian Opera, Miss Spacagna recently sang Liu opposite Martina Arroyo's Turandot, Mimi in La Boheme and returns to Toronto this season as Violetta in La Traviata. Other highlights of her 1985/86 season include Liu in Portland, Gilda in Milwaukee and Mimi in Dallas.

**Albert Takazauckas**

(Stage Director for Gianni Schicchi and Pagliacci) won an Obie for his direction of David Mamet's acclaimed double bill Sexual Perversity in Chicago and Duck Variations at the St. Clements and Cherry Lane Theatre in NYC. His extensive Off-Broadway theatre credits include Riff-Raff Revue at the Theatre For The New City and Piano Bar at the Chelsea Westside Theatre. His operatic engagements include The Postman Always Rings Twice for Ft. Worth, Madama Butterfly for Western Opera Theatre and a future Tosca for the Seattle Opera.

**Michael Van Engen**

(Lord Tristram in Martha) is a native of Iowa and a graduate of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. Mr. van Engen, a bass-baritone, is a former member of the 1980 Michigan Opera Apprentice Program and a recent member of the Cincinnati Opera Ensemble Company. He has sung with the Santa Fe Opera, the San Francisco Opera Merola Program, Western Opera Theatre, Dayton Opera, Pittsburgh Opera and has appeared regularly with the Cincinnati Opera. Mr. van Engen is the recipient of the prestigious National Norman Treigle Memorial Scholarship given by the NYC Opera.

**Jon Fredric West**

(Calaf in Turandot) returns to Michigan Opera following his performance with the company in the 1979 / Pagliacci and in the 1981 Tosca. A native of Dayton, Ohio, Mr. West successfully debuted with La Scala in 1983 as Canio in Pagliacci, a role he repeated with the NYC Opera as well as the roles of Calaf, Don Jose and Cavaradossi. He has recently performed the title role in Samson et Dalila for the Connecticut Opera and has performed with the opera companies of Houston, St. Louis, Miami, Frankfurt, Bogota and the Scottish Opera.

**Maurice Stern**

(Canio in / Pagliacci) is a dramatic tenor originally from NYC, currently residing in West Germany. Since 1980, Mr. Stern has been a frequent performer with the Deutsche Opera am Rhein in Dusseldorf and has garnered critical praise for his work in Otello, Cavalleria Rusticana, Pagliacci, Loehengrin and Fidelio. In 1984, Mr. Stern had a great success as Calaf in Turandot opposite Olivia Stapp, and recently debuted in La Fanciulla del West for both the Charleston and Italian Spoleto Festivals. Mr. Stern will appear as Canio for the Dayton Opera, Baltimore Opera and as Otello for L'Opera de Montreal.

**Celeste Tavera**

(Artist Intern, 1985) joins Michigan Opera Theatre as a member of the Young Artist Apprentice Program. In this capacity, Ms. Tavera, a soprano, will perform comprimario/archlorus roles in the company's fall season productions of Gianni Schicchii Pagliacci, Martha and West Side Story. A native of Orange County, CA, Ms. Tavera has been critically acclaimed for her performance with the Five Penny Opera in the title role of Manon, The Merry Widow and Hansel and Gretel. She has appeared with the Long Beach Opera in Christopher Alden's renowned The Coronation of Poppea.

**Ernesto Veronelli**

(Calaf in Turandot) makes his North American role debut in Detroit as Calaf. He has performed to great success throughout the principal European opera houses including La Scala, Parma, Covent Garden, Vienna, Cologne and Stuttgart. His acclaimed tenor repertory includes Turandot opposite Ghana Dimitrova and Eva Marton, and as the Duke in La Traviata opposite Dame Kiri Te Kanawa for the Paris Opera telecast. This season Mr. Veronelli will make his Met debut in Pagliacci and will sing Radames opposite Leona Mitchell's Aida for both the Canadian Opera and the 1986 Met touring production.

**Peter West**

(Designing Director for Martha) is a transplanted New Yorker living in the Pacific Northwest, where for the past twelve years he has designed lighting for theatre, dance and opera. His recent credits with the Portland Opera include Carmen and Martha and a future engagement with The Marriage of Figaro. His dance credits include extensive work with the post-modern Portland Dance Theatre as well as the lighting design for the Pacific Ballet Theatre's Nutcracker and Coppelia. We regret that we were unable to print all artist profiles due to publication deadline.

* denotes Michigan Opera Theatre debut.
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“Wait! You can fly Republic Airlines nonstop and you won’t have to change swans in Chicago.”
Michigan Opera Theatre's Young Artists Apprentice Program is now in its seventh successful season. This nationally recognized training program helps young opera singers, directors, stage managers, coaches, technicians, and administrators to prepare for careers in opera. Held annually during MOT's mainstage fall productions, the Young Artists Apprentice Program attracts applicants from all corners of the country, and its candidates audition locally and regionally.

Apprentices participate directly and fully in all productions. When not engaged in singing supporting roles or acting as covers for major roles, singers attend master classes with the current conductor, director, or expert in another facet of opera. An additional aspect of their busy schedules is weekly classes in movement, drama, make-up, diction, and individual coachings. Production apprentices have the opportunity to perform valuable functions as assistants to established professionals in the fields of stage management, coach/accompanying, wigs and make-up, costuming, technical theatre, and arts administration.

Interns in all categories experience a veritable 'immersion in opera' experience. In retrospect, many former apprentices regard this as one of the most valuable aspects of the program.

Since its inception, MOT has been committed to the development of young American talent, and recognizes with pride those apprentices who have gone on to establish careers in the field. Three alumni of the program, all native to Michigan, have gone on to garner coveted awards from prestigious national competitions as well as continued progress in their careers.

David Parsons, Kathleen Segar, and Claritha Buggs have demonstrated a talent, dedication to the art form, and pursuit of excellence, causing them to be recognized as outstanding artists of the future.

In addition, the Michigan Opera Theatre staff now includes eleven former interns, including the present directors of Productions and Sales, the Wig and Make-Up Master, the Chorus Master, and the Props Master!

Michigan Opera Theatre is steadfastly seeking to provide opportunities for emerging talent. The list of now prominent artists who made their debut or had an early start with MOT is impressive: Carmen Balthrop, Kathleen Battle, Rockwell Blake, Maria Ewing, Wilhelmia Fernandez, Catherine Malitano, Leona Mitchell, Neil Shicoff, and Victoria Vergara, among others.

ARTISTS, FALL 1985

Beryl Anthony Henderson
New York, New York
Tenor

Martin Lewis
Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Baritone

Reene Reed
Dayton, Ohio
Soprano

David W. Reilly
Detroit, Michigan
Tenor

Charsie Randolph Sawyer
Kentwood, Michigan
Soprano

Celeste Tavera
Orange County, California
Soprano

Lawrence Adams
New York, New York
Baritone

Production Interns

Lori Lundquist,
Taylors Falls, Minnesota
Technical

Scott Fields
Huntington, Indiana
Production Staff

T.J. Wilcock
Payson, Utah
Costuming

Cheryl Poteet
Taylor, Michigan
Costuming

Sheryl Turner
Detroit, Michigan
Wigs and Make-Up

Nancy Lynn Rice
New York, New York
Music

Steven Siegelman
Berkeley, California
Technical

Cathy Kubel
Huntington, Indiana
Stage Management

Raymond Fisher
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Stage Management

David Bruce Freiman
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Stage Direction

Judy Barrett
Dearborn, Michigan
Technical

Robert C. Nunez
Dubuque, Iowa
Production Staff

FUNDING FOR THE YOUNG ARTISTS APPRENTICE PROGRAM

Detroit Grand Opera Association
Francis Robinson Professional Engagement Award (Awarded to Sharon Bennett, Soprano)

Rose Cooper Memorial Apprentice Award (Awarded to Celeste Tavera, Soprano)

David L. Gamble Apprentice Award (Awarded to Charsie Randolph Sawyer, Soprano)

Michigan Foundation for the Arts Apprentice Award (Awarded to David Reilly, Tenor)
By Kentaro Matsumoto, Age 7, Tokyo, Japan
Winner of “How I Will Use Burroughs Computers in the Next 100 Years”
Centennial Children’s Poster Contest.

Burroughs is proud to support today’s artists. And tomorrow’s.
Great performers design great parts.

One of the world’s great performers is setting track records in the SCCA’s Trans Am and National racing series. Paul Newman and his partner Jim Fitzgerald are enjoying a successful season in the Bob Sharp Racing Team’s Nissan 300ZX Turbos. One of the main reasons behind their great performances? A Bendix electronic engine control system and Bendix DEKA™ fuel injectors developed by Allied Automotive. Both are available to car and truck makers today.

The Bendix electronic fuel injection system used with exceptional results by Bob Sharp Racing provides improved program flexibility, greater power over a broader speed range and better dynamic response than the system it replaced. Fiber optics are used to eliminate electromagnetic interference — one of the first such applications in an engine control system.

Bendix DEKA™ Series fuel injectors are critical links in the system. These high-performance injectors, commercial grade, promise reliable performance and the ability to meet increasingly stringent emissions requirements.
Drivers deserve great parts.

In the automotive business where performance is the name of the game, Allied Automotive plays a leading role in supplying the world’s vehicle manufacturers and the aftermarket with great parts.

Allied Corporation, Automotive Sector, World Headquarters, P.O. Box 5029, Southfield, MI 48086.

© 1985 Allied Corporation
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Gianni Schicchi

Comedy in one act
Music by Giacomo Puccini
Libretto by Giovacchino Forzano
English translation by Anne and Herbert Grossman
First performance: New York City December 14, 1918

THE CAST
Zita, "Old Woman," Buoso's cousin
MARION PRATNICKI
La Ciesca, Marco's wife
RENEE REED
Marco, Simone's son
MARTIN LEWIS
Rinuccio, Zita's nephew
DON BERNARDINI
Simone, Buoso's cousin
THOMAS HAMMONS
Nella, Gherardo's wife
CELESTE TAVERA
Gherardo, Buoso's nephew
BERYL HENDERSON
Betto, Buoso's brother-in-law
LAWRENCE ADAMS
Gherardino, Gherardo's child
KATIE O'SHAUGHNESSEY
Gianni Schicchi, a peasant
FRANK GUARRERA
Lauretta, Gianni Schicchi's daughter
DIANA SOVIERO,
October 11, 13 and 19
PAMELA SOUTH,
October 12, 16m and 18
Master Spinelllocchio, Physician
DAVID W. REILLY
Amanitio di Nicolao, Notary
DAVID LUDWIG
Pinellino, Shoemaker
RODERICK REESE
Guccio, Dyer
DAVID PODULKA
Conductor
MARK FLINT
Stage Director
ALBERT TAKAZAUCKAS
Lighting Designer
MICHAEL BAUMGARTEN
Set Designer
PETER DEAN BECK
Costumes courtesy of Portland Opera Association, designed by BRAD PACE
Wig and Make-up Designer
REBECCA WATSON
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then conceives of a plan to impersonate the dead man himself. Lauretta is sent from the room while the body is removed from the bed. When the doctor pays a call, he is convinced by Schicchi's imitation of Buoso that the patient is better. Now Schicchi tells the others to send for the notary; donning Buoso's nightshirt and cap, he promises to dictate a new will. The relatives are overjoyed, until they hear the tolling of the death knell. The jig is up, apparently, but it turns out the bell tolls not for Buoso but for the mayor's major-domo. Their greedy hopes renewed, the relatives murmur a delighted requiescat in pace and get down to the business of bribing Schicchi to leave them the choicest items. He agrees but warns them they are all accomplices and that the penalty for a fraud is the loss of a hand and exile from Florence (Farewell, Florence).

When the notary arrives with witnesses, Schicchi bequeaths some small property to the relatives but reserves the best of it for "his devoted friend, Gianni Schicchi." The notary is hardly out of the door when the enraged family falls on Schicchi and pillages the house while he chases them out. The lovers Rinuccio and Lauretta, revealed on the terrace gazing rapturously out at the city, are happy. Schicchi asks the audience whether he was not justified in tricking the relatives and condemning his own soul (a reference to the appearance of his name in Dante's Divine Comedy) for the sake of the young lovers. He asks for applause and interprets it as a verdict of "not guilty."

Courtesy of OPERA NEWS

The germ idea for Puccini's opera Gianni Schicchi was taken from the briefest of references to the Florentine rogue of that name in Canto XXX of Dante's Inferno. The excellent libretto was explained and worked up for the composer by that gifted playwright-cum-producer Giovacchino Forzano. In his invaluable study of Puccini, Dr. Mosco Carner states that it is a matter of doubt as to which of the two — composer or poet — first had the idea of amplifying a libretto from this source. The work was completed in April 1918 and first produced at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York on December 14 of the same year.

While based on a fundamentally macabre theme, Gianni Schicchi is Puccini's only opera devoted in its entirety to a comic subject, though, in his more dramatic works he shows, by many deft touches, how delightfully he can handle comedy. Gianni Schicchi was an historical personage. He was a member of the Cavalcanti family, originally of peasant extraction. According to one version, the story goes that he offered to impersonate Buoso Donati at the request of the latter's son Simone, who feared that his father might have left a substantial part of his ill-gotten gains to the church, when he undertook to dictate a will in accordance with Simone's wishes, for which service he was to receive as his reward a very beautiful and much-coveted mare. According to another version, he himself was who bequeathed himself the mare, along with a handsome legacy. This latter version is the one adopted, adapted and elaborated by Forzano and Puccini.

The poet Dante, from whose slight and slighting reference to the genial scoundrel the germ of the idea for the opera originated, held the peasant classes in general and all nouveaux
riches in particular in the greatest contempt. His sympathies lay very naturally with the Donatis, whereas it is made amply clear by the context and slant of the libretto in which direction lay those of Forzano and Puccini. The reference to the Ghibellines in Schicchi’s little ditty Addio Firenze appears somewhat mystifying until one remembers that, in the prolonged struggle between Guelph and Ghibelline which rent the length and breadth of Italy during the Middle Ages, the latter were expelled from Florence for good and all in 1267. Dante, a supporter of the Ghibellines, suffered exile.

Other points which may need some clarification are as follows.

Fiesole, built on an eminence from whence a breath-takingly beautiful panoramic view of Florence may be had, where Rinuccio and Lauretta first declared their mutual affection, is now a mere suburb of Florence, but at one time was an important Etruscan settlement which dominated the entire countryside, till ousted from this proud position by its rapidly expanding neighbour-city. The Ponte Vecchio, celebrated bridge spanning the Arno upon which river Florence is situated, was the centre of the goldsmith’s craft and is lined on either side by tiny jewellers’ shops, so that one is tempted to wonder why Lauretta felt impelled to go so far afield as Porta Rossa to buy ‘the ring’. The Piazza della Signoria was the political centre of Florence, whilst in the Piazza Santa Croce stands the largest and most beautiful of the Franciscan churches, reputed to have been built by Arnolfo di Cambio. Prato, Empoli and so on, where Buoso Donati had his extensive holdings, are, of course, places in the environs of Florence, some of them still noted today.

The second half of the 13th century was a period of tremendous expansion both artistically and materially — Florence, for instance, became the banking centre of Italy — and men of talent of every description flocked to the city. Rinuccio alludes to some of them in his aria Firenze è un albero fioreto — Arnolfo di Cambio, from Colle Val D’Elsa, the architect who designed Florence Cathedral built around the old Church of Santa Reparata, to which foundation Buoso Donati had willed the bulk of his fortune, the great painter Giotto, reputed to be a native of Colle in the fertile Mugello valley, and the celebrated and powerful family of Florentine bankers, Medici.

The main characters of the opera are based upon the stock characters of the Commedia dell’Arte, with which they can easily be matched up, while two other such — the Spanish Captain and his Blackamoor — are mentioned during the scene of false alarm when, hearing the tolling of a bell, the dismayed relatives fancy the news of Buoso’s death has leaked out prematurely. Thus the action is seen to derive from the mainstream of Italian comedy and adhere to its traditional conventions.

The brilliant, sparkling and audaciously witty score which accompanies this outrageous farce is very different from any other of Puccini’s. With the solitary exception of Lauretta’s o mio babbino caro, gone are the melting lusciously-orchestrated tunes to be replaced by pungent fragmentary themes and motives which crop up throughout the entire course of this droll and caustic intrigue, wherever and whenever called for, with suitable rib-tickling allusiveness.

—Courtesy of Peggie Cochrane
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Mastering the Challenge

Lyric Drama in Words and Lyrics by Leoncavallo
First performed May 21, 1892

THE CAST
Tonio, a member of the Players
CHARLES LOPERS
Canio, head of the Players
MAURICE STIRLING

Beppe, a member of the Players
DON BERNARD

Nedda, Canio's wife
DIANA SOVII
October 11, 12
PAMELA SOL
October 12, 16

Silvio, a villager
NICHOLAS KADLICEK

Conductor
MARK FLINT
Stage Director
ALBERT TAK
Lighting Design
MICHAEL BACH
Set Designer
PETER DEAN

Wig and Make-Up
REBECCA WANG

Chorus Master
SUZANNE APPEL

Sung in Italian

Through a generous night presented by Scbicchi and sponsored by the company...

The Titles for courtesy of the Portland, Or Association by Philip...
Lyric Drama in two acts

Words and Lyrics by Ruggiero Leoncavallo

First performance: Milan
May 21, 1892

THE CAST

Tonio, a member of the troupe of strolling players
CHARLES LONG

Canio, head of a troupe of strolling players
MAURICE STERN

Beppe, a member of the troupe
DON BERNARDINI

Nedda, Canio's wife
DIANA SOVIERO,
October 11, 13 and 19
PAMELA SOUTH,
October 12, 16m and 18

Silvio, a villager
NICHOLAS KAROUSATOS

Conductor
MARK FLINT

Stage Director
ALBERT TAKAZAUCKAS

Lighting Designer
MICHAEL BAUMGARTEN

Set Designer
PETER DEAN BECK

Wig and Make-up Designer
REBECCA WATSON

Chorus Master
SUZANNE ACTON

Sung in Italian with English Surtitles

Through a generous gift, the opening night performance of *Gianni Schicchi* and *I Pagliacci* is sponsored by ANR PIPELINE Company.

The Titles for *I Pagliacci* are courtesy of the Portland Opera Association SUPERTEXT, Portland, Oregon. Titles written by Philip Kelsey.

### Synopsis

**Setting**: Outside Montalto, Calabria, in southern Italy, late 1930's.

**PROLOGUE**: The hunchback Tonio, dressed as the clown Taddeo from commedia dell'arte, steps before the curtain to address the audience (*Sì, può?*). The author of the drama, he says, wanted to revive the traditional masks and costumes, but with a difference. Instead of the commedia dell'arte tradition — *it's only a play, we're only acting* — the author and actors want to show that those onstage are human beings of flesh and blood. Do not be deceived by our costumes, says Tonio: underneath we are flesh and blood like you, and the play we bring you offers a *slice of life*.

**ACT I**: Excited villagers mill around as a small theatrical road company arrives at the outskirts of their Calabrian town. Canio, head of the troupe, describes that night's offering (*Un grande
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I Pagliacci

spettacolo), and when someone jokingly suggests that the hunchbacked Tonio is secretly courting his wife, Canio warns that he will tolerate no flirting with Nedda (Un tal gioco).

Vesper bells call the women to church and the men to the tavern, leaving Nedda alone. Disturbed by her husband’s suspicious glances, she envisions the freedom of the birds soaring overhead (Stridono lassu). Tonio appears and tries to make love to her, but she laughs at him. Enraged, he reaches for her, and she lashes out with a whip, getting rid of him but inspiring an oath of vengeance.

Nedda, in fact, does have a lover — Silvio, who now appears and persuades her to run away with him at midnight. But Tonio, who has seen them, hurries off to tell Canio. Shortly the jealous husband bursts in on the guilty pair; Nedda stops Canio from following Silvio, who has escaped. To Tonio’s glee, Canio demands that Nedda tell who her lover is. When the raging Canio pulls out a dagger, Beppe, another member of the troupe, grabs his arm, reminding him that they have a show to give. It is time to put on their costumes, and Canio alone muses bitterly that a clown’s face cannot mask his heartbreak, (Vesti la giubba).

ACT II. The villagers, Silvio among them, assemble to see the evening’s play, “Pagliaccio and Columbine.” In the absence of her husband Pagliaccio (played by Canio), Columbine (Nedda) is serenaded by her lover Harlequin (Beppe), who dismisses her buffoonish servant Taddeo (Tonio).

The two sweethearts dine together and plot to poison Pagliaccio, who soon arrives; Harlequin slips out the window. With pointed malice, Taddeo assures Pagliaccio of his wife’s innocence, firing Canio’s real life jealousy. Forgetting the plot, he demands that Nedda tell him her lover’s name and says that he is no longer the character Pagliaccio (No, Pagliaccio non son). The audience cheers Canio’s “acting” as he denounces his wife for her betrayal. Nedda asks why he does not send her away then, and he replies that he will not give her up. Nedda finally defies her husband openly, enraging him further. Tonio stops Beppe from interfering, but when Silvio (in the audience) sees Canio grab a knife from under the table, he rushes forward to protect Nedda, drawing his own dagger. As Nedda tries to escape, Canio stabs her and when Silvio runs to her side, he stabs Silvio as well. Horrified by the double murder, the villagers seize Canio who ironically tells the audience, the comedy is ended.

— Courtesy of Opera News and John W. Freeman

Ruggiero Leoncavallo

In Leoncavallo’s case, the perpetrator of the crime passionelle, after having served his prison term, was taken to see the opera.

Born in Naples, Leoncavallo was a few years older than Mascagni and one year older than the most famous of the verists, Giacomo Puccini. Except for the great and unexpected success of Pagliacci, Leoncavallo’s career was a series of failures. Earning his living as a café pianist in his youth, he traveled extensively. Under the spell of Wagner’s epic ideas, he planned a giant trilogy called Crepusculeum, drawn from Italian Renaissance history, but completed only the first part. Of his numerous operas, the most interesting were La Bohème — 1897, which suffered in comparison with Puccini’s version, and Zaza (1900), an attractive lighter work that served as a vehicle for Geraldine Farrar’s farewell to the Metropolitan Opera.

Apologists for Leoncavallo attribute his neglect in part to the fact that he chose the wrong publisher — Sonzogno, instead of the influential Ricordi — and in part to the relative earliness of his death (1919), which marked the end of this stipend that the Italian government paid to theaters presenting operas by living composers. The durable popularity of Pagliacci, however, would be the envy of any composer. Its most famous exponent, Enrico Caruso, sang the role of Canio eighty-three times at the Met and forty-three on tour, and his best-selling Victor record of Vesti la giubba resounded on thousands of phonographs around the world.
On May 19, 1890, a young man in Rome wrote to his father, "I feel as though I'm losing my mind. It was really overwhelming." The young man was Pietro Mascagni. Two nights before, at the Teatro Costanzi, he had started a revolution. Though Italy had endured a major political upheaval, the Risorgimento, during the nineteenth century under Garibaldi and Mazzini, it took the first performance of <i>Cavalleria Rusticana</i> to revolutionize opera. Mascagni's sixty curtain calls would echo, damningly for him, the remainder of his life. Verismo had arrived.

While <i>Cavalleria Rusticana</i> was enjoying its unprecedented success, another struggling Italian composer was in great frustration. Ruggiero Leoncavallo, commissioned to compose a trilogy on the Italian Renaissance by the publisher Ricordi, produced <i>I Medici</i>, only to have it rejected by Ricordi as too costly for performance. Irritated at Ricordi and inspired by the fact that Ricordi's rival Sonzogno had sponsored <i>Cavalleria Rusticana</i>, Leoncavallo in four months composed <i>Pagliacci</i>, which Sonzogno accepted. It was mounted in triumph on May 21, 1892, at the Teatro dal Verme, Milan, conducted by Toscanini.

Corresponding to the statements by the Goncourts, Zola and Verga, Leoncavallo gave verismo opera its manifesto in the prologue to <i>Pagliacci</i>, following the suggestion of the first Tonio, Victor Maurel. Much influenced by Wagner, in the prelude Leoncavallo establishes four themes — those of the players, of Canio's despair, of love and of suspicion — before Tonio emerges from behind the curtain to address the audience. One recognizes immediately how similar and yet how different are Mascagni and Leoncavallo: the siciliana in <i>Cavalleria Rusticana</i> is sung with the curtain down: in <i>Pagliacci</i> the prologue breaches the space between...
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Leoncavallo titles his opera Pagliacci to provide a documentary universal reference, that all mankind are “players.”

if Mendes pressed his accusation, Verga’s story “The Mystery Play,” moreover, recounts how Nanni killed Venera’s lover Cola, with whom she fell in love while he was performing in a play during Easter. The fact that Leoncavallo knew of one actual murder gave him the impetus to compose the prologue to Pagliacci.

It is from the prologue that the tension of Pagliacci emerges. In his address to the villagers (“Un tal gioco”), Canio declares, “The stage and life are not the same thing.” This assertion, clearly made in ignorance, shows how far Canio is from the brutal truth revealed in the prologue. His “Vesti la giubba,” therefore, has unbearable power, because a masker, and actor, has been unmasked — about life. Leoncavallo makes this particularly evident in Canio’s repetition of words from the prologue, “ uom,” “sighiozzo” (sob) and “spasmo.” His confused identity from “Tu se’ Pagliaccio” to “No, Pagliaccio non son” exposes the terrifying similarity between the stage and life. The original score and Leoncavallo’s widow attest that the final line of Pagliacci, “La commedia e finita,” was to be sung, not spoken, by Tonio, ending the opera as he began it. When uttered by Canio, however, its bitter truth is revealed. In fact Pagliacci uses the ancient comedic characters of the alazon (braggart, Canio) and the etron (ironist, Tonio) to subvert comedy itself: life is not what it seems.

The contrasts between Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci indicate that the term verismo is relative and arbitrary. Veristic operas ultimately are a created, not a representational truth. Puccini, even in Il Tabarro, never used street or regional language and was never attracted to genuine paesani. Mascagni rarely dealt with Italian subjects, and few verismo operas ever had their setting in Italy or among the lower classes. It is true that verismo cornerstones like La Bohème, Tosca, Adriana Lecouvreur and Andrea Chenier depict artist figures ruined by sordid life, but their contexts scarcely correspond to the paesanismo of Cavalleria or Pagliacci.

“I found your successor in your predecessor, Verdi,” Hans von Buelow once remarked to Mascagni. From the perspective of the twentieth century, one realizes that the revolution inspired by Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci had marked antecedents. From Rigoletto came the idea of the “jester jested” in Pagliacci; atmospheric music and a romanticized “low life” appear in Carmen; Cavalleria Rusticana with its impassioned passage recalls Il Trovatore and in its local color even Aida. Opera in modern dress had already taken place with La Traviata, while the exchanges between Canio and Tonio in Pagliacci parallel in Otello.

“It is a pity I wrote Cavalleria first, I was crowned before I became king.” So confessed Mascagni later in life. But the revolution he initiated remains one landmark of the transition from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, with La Bohème, Il Tabarro, Andrea Chenier, Tiefland, Louise, even Wozzeck and Katya Kabanova, revealing its significance. In his story “Ieli” Verga wrote, “Anybody who knows how to write is one who keeps words in a tinder box.” Like Mt. Etna brooding over Sicily, such explosions occur — as did Pagliacci and Cavalleria Rusticana.

— Courtesy of Opera News.
Out of the wood comes the perfect smoothness of the world's first barrel-blended 12 year-old Canadian whisky.
The Michigan Opera Theatre will acquaint you with some very interesting people.
Friedrich von Flotow's

Martha

November 1 - 9, 1985
Fisher Theatre
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Isn't it time to think trade?
A scene from Act I, the Fair at Richmond

Romantic Comedy in three acts
Music by Friedrich von Flotow
Libretto by W. Friedrich Riese
English translation by George and Phyllis Mead, used by arrangement with G. Schirmer, Inc., Publisher and copyright owner.
First performance: Vienna November 25, 1847

THE CAST

Nancy / Julia, a friend of Lady Harriet Durham ALICE BAKER

Lady Harriet Durham / Martha, Lady-in-Waiting to Queen Victoria
SHARON CHRISTMAN, November 1, 3 and 8
CHRISTINE DONAHUE, November 2, 6m and 9

Sir Tristram Mickleford, Lady Harriet’s cousin
MICHAEL VAN ENGEN

Plunkett, a wealthy farmer PAUL GEIGER

Lionel, a friend of Plunkett KRISTIAN JOHANNSSON

Conductor STEVEN LARSEN
Stage Director DAVID GATELY
Lighting Designer PETER WEST
Scenery courtesy of Portland Opera Association, designed by LEE MAYMAN
Costumes courtesy of Portland Opera Association, designed by BRAD PACE
Wig and Make-up Designer REBECCA WATSON
Chorus Master SUZANNE ACTON

Through a generous gift, the opening night performance of Martha is sponsored by Cadillac Motor Car.

Synopsis

ACT I, Scene 1. The residence of Lady Harriet Durham near Richmond, England.

Lady Harriet Durham, Lady-in-Waiting to Queen Victoria, is in her boudoir with a group of her friends in attendance. They comment on the fact that she seems to have lost interest in the pleasures of the Court. She asks them to leave; then confides to her maid Nancy that she is bored and needs some new diversions.

Sir Tristram Mickleford, Lady Harriet’s cousin and admirer, arrives to invite her to the cockfights and races. From the street outside comes a song of a group of young women who are on their way to the Richmond Fair to hire out as maidservants to the local farmers.

This gives Lady Harriet the idea for an amusing escapade: she and Nancy will go to the Fair dressed as farm girls.

Copyright 2010, Michigan Opera Theatre
“When MOT sings, E.F. Hutton listens.”
Although Sir Tristram objects, Lady Harriet persuades him to come along and gives each of them a new name. Nancy will be "Julia," Sir Tristram will be "Bob," and Lady Harriet herself will be "Martha."

Scene 2. The Richmond Fair.
A crowd is waiting for the opening bell. Among them are Plunkett, a prosperous farmer, and his foster brother, Lionel, who are discussing the possibility of hiring two good maidservants. Lionel expresses his gratitude to Plunkett for his kindness through the years, ever since Lionel's father brought him to live at the Plunkett farm. The father, an exile from the Court, never revealed his true identity. Plunkett reminds Lionel of his father's deathbed message: the ring he gave to Lionel is, in time of danger, somehow to be shown to the Queen.

The fair opens and the Sheriff reads the law to the waiting crowd: 1) a servant must agree to be hired for a year for a sum agreed to by both parties, and 2) the contract becomes binding when money changes hands. Lady Harriet, Nancy and Sir Tristram arrive too late to hear the Sheriff's proclamation. The two women, who are in a holiday mood, agree to be hired by Lionel and Plunkett, and accept their money. At Sir Tristram's urging, they then try to leave. Lionel and Plunkett assert their legal rights and the Sheriff affirms them. The two farmers take "Martha" and "Julia" home with them.

ACT II, Scene 1. Plunkett's Farmhouse.
Lionel and Plunkett arrive with their new "servants." However, the men soon discover that the women are not ordinary servants. They don't even know how to spin; their employers are forced to teach them. Meanwhile, Lionel has fallen in love with "Martha." She complies with his request that she sing for him (The Last Rose of Summer). He declares his love and asks her to marry him. Although Lady Harriet is also attracted to Lionel, she forces herself to reject him because of the supposed difference in their stations. At midnight Plunkett decides it is time to retire for the night, and locks the women in. When Sir Tristram arrives in a carriage, they are able to escape through a window.

Scene 2. An Inn, A Hunting Forest Near Richmond.
The Queen's hunt is in progress. Plunkett and a group of friends are enjoying themselves and celebrating the qualities of British ale. Nancy arrives with a group of ladies of the Court. Plunkett recognizes her as "Julia" and insists that she return to his service. The ladies rudely send him away. Lionel appears, thinking sadly of his lost love (In My Dreams). He encounters Lady Harriet walking by herself. Although he is confused by her elegant attire, his feelings of joy at seeing her again lead him to renew his declaration of love. Lady Harriet is deeply moved, but deliberately insults him to discourage his impossible hopes. Lionel angrily asserts his rights as "Martha's" master, and she calls for help. Lady Harriet's men arrive and put Lionel under restraint. When he hears Nancy address "Martha" as "My Lady," he realizes that he has been the victim of a hoax.

Plunkett, knowing that the Queen is nearby, and worried about the danger that Lionel is in, takes the ring from his foster brother and hurries away to see what can be done.

ACT III. Plunkett's Farmhouse.
Outside the farmhouse, Lady Harriet muses on her love for Lionel and resolves to win back his heart. Lionel steps from the house and resists her apologies, even when she explains that through his ring he has been identified as the long-lost heir to the Earl of Derby, unjustly banished from court. As Harriet and Lionel part, Nancy enters telling Plunkett that she would never be separated from her love, whereupon the two resolve to marry.

Evening falls as the ladies and gentlemen of the court, disguised as peasants, set up a replica of the Richmond Fair outside Lionel's house. Harriet, dressed as "Martha," cites her qualifications as a servant of true love and wins Lionel's forgiveness. The entire company joins the reunited couple in a toast to eternal love.
There is no character named “Martha” in the opera of that name, except under disguise; and the best-known excerpt from the opera — indeed, the only one that most people know, “The Last Rose of Summer” — is not the work of the opera’s composer, but is an old Irish folk tune that was borrowed and inserted at random, even though it has nothing whatsoever to do with anything in the opera.

Add to these oddities a plot so lightweight that it makes the old Jeanette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy movie musicals seem like profound philosophical treatises by comparison — and you have the ingredients of an unlikely but endearing work by a German composer whose musical influences were French and who used an English setting he knew nothing about.

The man who created this work, Friedrich von Flotow, came from an old and long-established German landed family. Like many of the European landed gentry in the early nineteenth century, the family fell on hard times, and was virtually impoverished by the Napoleonic wars. Friedrich, born in 1812, was destined for a governmental or diplomatic career; but he quite early developed an interest in music, and when he was sixteen his family allowed him to go to Paris to study composition at the Paris Conservatoire.

He became a student of Anton Reicha, the Czech composer, an exact contemporary and an intimate friend of Beethoven, who had settled in Paris. Though Reicha’s own chamber works are still performed occasionally, he is probably best remembered for his influence as a teacher on a whole generation of young French composers. Hector Berlioz was one of his outstanding pupils; others were Charles Gounod and Cesar Franck.

Although his formal musical studies emphasized piano and composition, Flotow was strongly attracted to opera. In Paris he attended performances of works by Boieldieu, Auber, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Donizetti, and Halévy. He began to move in fashionable society and was a guest in private homes where Chopin and Liszt played — both of them almost exactly Flotow’s age. He came to know Gounod and particularly Jacques Offenbach, who was both a personal friend and a musical influence. So completely did Flotow become absorbed into Parisian musical life that he was often introduced at “Monsieur de Flotteaux.”

Meanwhile he began to produce his own compositions. It is known that he composed string quartets, violin sonatas, at least one mass, and a large quantity of solo piano works of various kinds; but many of these compositions have been lost and are known only from entries in diaries or letters. The surviving Flotow corpus consists almost entirely of vocal works — a few operas and many songs.

Actually he was very prolific as an opera composer, producing approximately thirty works in this form. Many of them, however, do not survive in any form. Some of them had no public performance, being intended only as private entertainment for friends, and...
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A scene from Act I, Lady Harriet's boudoir. Photo courtesy of Chicago Opera Theatre

some were lost in a fire in 1842 that destroyed several of Flotow's manuscripts. Only Martha still holds the stage.

Flotow's most notable success before Martha came with Alessandro Stradella in 1844. This was an opera based on the life of the seventeenth-century Italian composer. The work premiered in Hamburg in 1844 and the next year was performed simultaneously at two theaters in Vienna. Its libretto was by F.W. Reise, a German journalist living in Paris, who wrote under the pseudonym of W. Friedrich. Later he also collaborated with Flotow on Martha and other works.

It was as a result of the success of Alessandro Stradella that Flotow was invited to compose a new opera for the Court Theater in Vienna. It was a story based on a ballet that had been performed at the Paris Opera early in 1844, to which Flotow had contributed the music for one act. Then it had been called Lady Harriet, or The Servant of Greenwich, and told in dance form substantially the same story as Martha. Reise began working on the libretto and Flotow on the music. It was finished and first offered to the public on November 25, 1847, in Vienna.

Martha turned out to be Flotow's greatest success, perhaps his only lasting one. It became highly popular in Vienna, and within a year was also performed at Weimar, Munich and Berlin. Within a decade it had been done repeatedly in London, first in German, then in Italian, and finally in English. Its first production in the United States came in New York in 1852, in the English version that has been used ever since.

Flotow lived on for many years without ever achieving another similar success, though he never gave up trying. Meanwhile Flotow had married twice and fathered two sons. He and his family lived for some years in or near Vienna, where he was often consulted about the staging of operas. Finally he moved to the German city of Darmstadt, where he died in 1883.

Today Martha is Flotow's single claim to fame. If not a profound work, it is at least a merry and good-humored one which sends audiences away in the same cheerful mood as an MGM musical or a Broadway show by Jerome Kern or Cole Porter. If its pretensions are not great, at least it does what it sets out to do very well. It is another variation on the old story of bored, well-born ladies who set out in disguise to find adventure. As soon as they encounter two enterprising young farmers who are looking for serv­ vant maids, the outcome is predetermined. The two couples will be paired off, as soon as the ladies are able to realize that true love is more important than baubles and social status. There are no real complications, no barriers to their lives — just enough delays to make them as eager as the audience for the final curtain that signifies that all is well at last, that the Queen's attendants can easily transform into farmers' wives.

There is no pretense of reality here, no suggestion that life could turn out other than wonderfully for any of the four young lovers. Lady Harriet, the Lady-in-waiting to the Queen, finds that, just like the whole chorus of farmers' wives, she can sew and mow and bake and brew, all at a moment's notice, as required by turns of the plot. So the harsh realities of life are sus­ pended, even the melancholy Irish tune, "This the last rose of summer," takes a happy turn when it is incorpor­ ated into this plot. As Lady Harriet reminds us at the end, "In the bright rays of spring-time, the rose blooms anew.

As if this excursion into a world where it is perpetual spring were not optimism enough, the whole cast joins at the end in the jubilant lines that might summarize the whole spirit of Martha:

"The birds are all singing in heaven above, All nature invites us to join and to love."

Reprinted from the Portland Opera Encore Magazine, courtesy of Stanley Johnson, Professor of English at Portland State University.
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A pause! A pause!

Stop for a brief moment to savor a truth about theatre: Theatre is a team effort. It requires the players to play, the audience to respond. Both give and both take.

The wonderful thing is, this is true of most-effective efforts: there is give and take, whether it be in the art of commerce or of the theatre. So tonight we pause to praise, and to salute all those whose combined efforts bring us this memorable performance.

There's a reason... Comerica BANK
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Synopsis

Setting: 1957, the West Side of New York City

ACT I. A danced Prologue indicates the bitter tensions between the Jets, a self-styled “American” street gang, and the Sharks, a group of young Puerto Ricans. The leader of the Jets, Riff, swears to drive the Sharks, led by Bernardo, from the streets (Jet Song). Riff determines to challenge Bernardo that night at a dance in the gym, and prevails upon his best friend and co-founder of the Jets, Tony, to help him. Tony has been growing away from the gang and feels the stirrings of other emotions (Something’s Coming), but he agrees.

Bernardo’s sister, Maria, newly arrived from Puerto Rico to marry his friend Chino, attends the dance (The Dance At The Gym) and despite the obvious hatred between the gangs, meets Tony, who at once falls in love with her (Maria). Later, after the dance, while the gangs begin to assemble at Doc’s drugstore to choose a place and weapons for their rumble — a gang fight — Tony visits Maria on the fire escape of her apartment, and they pledge their love (Tonight), promising to meet the next afternoon at the bridal shop where Maria works. As he departs, the Sharks are taking their girls home before going off to the drugstore; a playful argument develops between Anita and a homesick Puerto Rican girl over the relative merits of life back home and in Manhattan (America).

At the drugstore, the Jets are nervous about the approaching meeting with the Sharks, but Riff advises them to play it cool (Cool); and when the Sharks arrive an agreement is reached,
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at Tony’s insistence, to have a fair, bare-handed fight — each gang to pick its best man — the next night under the highway. Next day, Tony visits Maria at the shop, and among the mannequins they enact a touching wedding ceremony (One Hand, One Heart). Maria makes him promise to stop the fight between his gang and her brother’s. In the quintet (Tonight), Tony and Maria sing of their love, Anita, who is Bernardo’s girl, makes plans for a big evening, and Bernardo and Riff and their gangs make their own plans for the rumble.

In a deserted area under the highway, the gangs meet for the fight. As it is about to get under way, Tony rushes in and begs them to stop, as he has promised Maria. Bernardo, enraged that Tony has been making advances to his sister, pushes him back furiously. Suddenly switch-blade knives appear, and Riff and Bernardo begin to fight (The Rumble). In the ensuing action, Riff is knifed and Tony, grabbing his weapon, in turn knives Bernardo. Frenzied, the gangs join the battle until they are interrupted by a police whistle. They flee, leaving behind the bodies of Riff and Bernardo.

ACT II. In her room, Maria is gaily preparing for her meeting with Tony (I Feel Pretty). She is unaware of what has happened until Chino bursts into her room and tells her that her brother has been killed by her lover. Seizing a gun, he rushes out in search of Tony. Tony, however, has climbed the fire escape to Maria’s room, and in spite of her grief she is unable to send him away. Clinging together desperately they envisage a place where they can be free from prejudice (Somewhere). In the streets and alleys the gangs flee the police, panic-stricken by the killings. Two of the Jets, Action and Snowboy, have already been questioned, and they explain to the rest of them how to handle the adults (Gee, Officer Krupke).

The sorrowing Anita knocks at Maria’s door, and Tony leaves by the window, taking refuge in the basement of Doc’s drugstore. Anita upbraids Maria for allowing Tony to come near her (A Boy Like That), but Maria’s answer (I Have A Love) carries its irrefutable force, and at length Anita agrees to go warn Tony that Chino is gunning for him. She goes to the drugstore but is brutally taunted by the Jets for her nationality, and finally in hysteria she spits out a different message for Tony: that Chino has killed Maria in revenge.

Doc tells Tony what Anita has said, and Tony leaves his hiding place and wanders numbly on the streets, calling for Chino to come and get him too. At midnight he runs into Maria, who has been searching for him, but their moment is brief: Chino appears from behind a building and shoots Tony dead. The stunned gangs, the Jets and the Sharks, appear from the shadows and, through Maria, drawn together by the tragedy, lift up the body of Tony and carry him off.

Reprinted from the notes to the Original Broadway Cast recording by courtesy of CBS Masterworks, 1957 CBS Inc.
N ow that the repertoire of America's commercial musical theatre is being increasingly accepted as a durable artistic statement, a recording of West Side Story cast with opera stars is perhaps less an anomaly than an inevitability. Both this work and Leonard Bernstein's Candide have been produced by opera and operetta houses for years now, and Stephen Sondheim's Sweeney Todd made its opera debut in 1984, only five years after opening on Broadway. In fact, the fine line between opera and Broadway has rarely before been so blurred. And since West Side Story has a direct responsibility for this situation, the piece begs to be reappraised in a fresh and broader context.

One may well ask how something so popular, so deeply ingrained in our collective musical consciousness, as West Side Story could become associated with a theatrical medium so encumbered with elitist associations. Yet one need only think of Gershwin's Porgy and Bess, restored to its operatic full length after decades of popularity in a truncated version with spoken dialogue, to realize how blind even sympathetic audiences can be to the true nature of a work of art. Those who have been waiting for the great American opera may have missed several because of looking in the wrong place.

In writing West Side Story, Bernstein and his collaborators set out to create a work of operatic power but using musical comedy techniques. The result was initially acclaimed for having fulfilled Broadway's long-standing desire for an integrated expression of drama, music and dance. Bernstein's musical On the Town had already accomplished much the same thing in 1944, even addressing the issue of emotional alienation in the modern world which would later become an earmark of his stage works. And though he achieved a thorough musical integration in Wonderful Town (1952), West Side Story had the universal resonance of the Romeo and Juliet theme, and it realized the ideal of total theatre more fully and fluidly than anything Bernstein had written before, with a score more unified, personal and modern than he had previously dared to compose for the Broadway stage. Bernstein the eclectic, for whom a line from his Offenbach-flavored Candide of the previous year, "I am easily assimilated", may have had a special personal significance, is nowhere to be found in West Side Story, in which his so-called popular style is merged with that of his symphonic works.

But West Side Story's clean break with Broadway's lighthearted past was at first met with puzzlement. As with the reception that first greeted Bizet's Carmen, critics asked why such prodigious theatrical talent had been put at the service of such unsavory
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BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY
characters. One even decried the score for lacking potential "hits." After the initial shock waves had subsided, the show went on to inspire a sporadic but ambitious series of musicals — Gypsy, Company, Cabaret and Sweeney Todd — which turned their back on Broadway's unwritten rule that entertainment was synonymous with escapism and proved that Broadway audiences could be challenged both musically and dramatically — and like it.

Meanwhile, in the 1950s and '60s, many opera houses were going through a period in which music dominated all other artistic concerns. Only in the last decade have they consistently sought to redress the balance between music and theatre, partly through technological advances in stagecraft and the expanded role of stage directors. In these changed circumstances, opera companies now find themselves equipped to open up their repertoire to the previously un-categorizable, whether early music-theatre experiments by Poulenc, Stravinsky and Weill, or the newer non-linear theatre of Robert Wilson and static and iconographic works of Philip Glass. All these pieces have been accepted on the opera stage: they require the musical and theatrical resources that such companies possess.

Viewed in this light, West Side Story may seem to be at least as much at home in the modern opera house as in a Broadway theatre, whose means the show has always strained to their limits. Simply from a logistical standpoint, the music's near-symphonic scoring requires an orchestra that so over-crowded the pit of New York's Winter Garden Theatre in the original production that wind players were forced to double several different instruments. Besides calling for dancers with ballet training, West Side Story makes vocal demands in the two principal roles that are seldom to be found outside the sphere of opera. The song (or aria) "Maria," for example, contains an extended high B flat. But even setting the question of tessitura aside, it is frequently to the operatic voice that Bernstein's writing is grateful, rather than the chest voice of show music.

Where West Side Story diverges most obviously from what is traditionally called opera is in its juxtaposition of "serious" and "popular" singing styles in the secondary roles. This is essential to the work's dichotomy of enlightenment vs. primitivism, exaltation vs. the commonplace. Purely in terms of credibility, how could trained voices be expected to do justice to the "grit" of "Gee, Officer Krupke?" But how can other than formally trained voices be heard in the opera house? This is more a matter of performance practice than of genre. Not dissimilar problems have been resolved in certain vocal works of Mussorgsky, Weill and Schoenberg. Naturally one might ask how many international opera stars could pass on the stage for New York teenagers, though related questions about Madame Butterfly have never stood in the way of productions of Puccini's opera.

What most clearly separates opera from lighter forms of musical entertainment is the function of music in unfolding the drama and portraying its characters — the element that allows The Magic Flute to transcend its hum­ble singspiel genre and keeps Carmen from being any less an opera now that it is performed, as Bizet intended, with spoken dialogue rather than sung recitatives. Considered thus, the score of West Side Story can fairly stake a claim to operatic status. It possesses strong thematic unity, it is fired by enormous rhythmic subtlety and variety, fleshed out with chords built on harmonically unstable augmented fourths, most apparent in the confronta­tions of the gangs (including the song "Cool"), but also strongly present in the music's most lyrical passages, a benefic story of volatile bigotry and short-lived romance. A more specific kind of musical symbolism is found in "Something's Coming" and "Maria," both based on the same three-note motif — first heard (as D-G#-A) when Tony sings "Who knows?" in the earlier number and then taken up in the later one, setting the name "Maria" (Eb-A-Bb). It is the second note of this motif, the raised fourth degree, that gives it its special piquancy and eloquence — a yearning appoggiatura that urgently demands resolution as Tony is drawn irresistibly toward Maria. By introducing adumbratively the plaintive germ cell of "Somewhere" in the closing bars of "Tonight," Bernstein suggests that the lovers are sealing their tragic fate along with their relationship.
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Salute the Michigan Opera Theatre.

Newsweek
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One of this trio should strike just the right note, and we'll be happy to give you more information. Con brio, of course. Allegro, too.
And by creating the lyrical, resigned "I Have a Love" almost completely out of the thematic material in the fiery and acerbic "A Boy Like That" which precedes it, the music reflects Anita's fateful changing of loyalties, from which the rest of the drama unfolds.

In the Quintet, which juxtaposes the various elemental forces of the drama as they careen toward a climactic confrontation, Bernstein conspicuously declines to differentiate the rival gangs, thus underscoring the work's most important ideological point: it doesn't matter if, as both groups sing on their way to the gang war, "they began it." Violence is violence, and it cannot be justified.

It is Bernstein himself, however, who finally concedes that West Side Story is, after all, not an opera. "At the denouement, the final dramatic unraveling, the music stops and we talk it. Tony is shot and Maria picks up the gun and makes that incredible speech, 'How many bullets are left?' My first thought was that this was to be her biggest aria. I can't tell you how many tries I made on that aria. I tried once to make it cynical and swift. Another time like a recitative. Another time like a Puccini aria. In every case, after five or six bars, I gave up. It was phony. But I don't love [the work] any less. That doesn't make it a stepchild or a foundling. It is what it is."

More important, ultimately, is West Side Story's universality, as witnessed by its adaptability to changing surroundings, in theatres and opera houses around the world. Less surprising, perhaps, is how well it lends itself to updating: in a 1984 production in Atlanta, the choreographer-director Michael Rivera successfully introduced the more angular popular dance styles of the 1980s. Why, for that matter, can't these Manhattan street kids of the 1950s be South Bronx graffiti gangs of the '80s? "Alas", says Bernstein, "the materials of the work have not become dated. Would that they had, for the sake of our world."

At the risk of implying that West Side Story has a Faustian relationship with the muses of the theatre, some critics have tentatively suggested that its music adjusts so well to modern times, it actually seems to grow younger. Bernstein couldn't resist making this observation himself during the recording sessions. "It sounds as if I just wrote it yesterday. I know I'm not wrong because of the orchestra. I didn't expect to find so early on in the proceedings ... beaming, radiant faces. I didn't expect to hear such warmth as I've been hearing. I'm feeling very up and young, identifying with this almost three-decade-old piece and feeling rather like the way I felt when I was writing it."

— David Patrick Stearns is a Music Critic with USA Today.
Indulge your senses with a Weekend Holiday at the Hotel St. Regis. Enjoy world class cuisine prepared in the continental manner. Sip sparkling wines and nibble caviar as you savor the ambience of the Caviar Bar. Watch the world go by as you linger over luncheon at the Grand Cafe de Detroit. Meet new friends at the Friday Night Tea Dance. Top off your weekend with the English Hunt Club Sunday Brunch.
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• Select tickets to Michigan Opera Theatre's Fifteenth Gala Season
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Turandot

March 5 - 8, 1986
Masonic Temple Auditorium
Fruehauf diversification serves better transportation around the world.

Fruehauf has long been known as the largest manufacturer of truck-trailers in the U.S. And the world. But today, the Company's interests also range from automotive through recreational vehicles, to farm equipment, aerospace and shipyards — all the way to finance. Fruehauf. Expanding horizons to serve you through total transportation. Worldwide. We invite your inquiries regarding trailer components.

DON GIOVANNI
adult $14
8 PM - Saturday - OCT. 26
stu./sr.cit. $12
Mozart's masterpiece, sung in English by a touring professional troupe, brings the magic and splendor of opera to audiences of all ages. The production sparkles with the hallmarks for which the San Francisco Opera Center has become nationally recognized.

LES BALLETS JAZZ de MONTREAL
adult $10
8 PM - Saturday - JAN. 25
stu./sr.cit. $8
Now on world tour, the members of this high-energy troupe are inspired by internationally known Genevieve Salbaing, their "directrice artistique." Their style combines jazz stepping, the grace of classical ballet, the earthiness of modern dance and the excitement of Broadway.

MI DORI
adult $8
7 PM - Sunday - MARCH 9
stu./sr.cit. $6
In appearance she's a 14-year-old bobby soxer with a cereal-bowl haircut. But when she picks up her violin, this astonishing child prodigy, born in Osaka, Japan, virtually stuns her audiences with the professional maturity of her playing. She personally entertained President and Mrs. Reagan.

COPPELIA
all seats
8 PM - Friday & Saturday - MAY 16 & 17
$13
Delibes' classical grand ballet, the story of a Medieval toy maker who falls in love with the splendid doll he creates, combines world-class and top local talent. With Evelyn Cisneros and Kirk Peterson of the San Francisco Ballet in the leading roles, the production is a joint effort of the Lake St. Clair Symphony Orchestra and the Macomb Center.

Macomb Center, at Hall and Garfield Rds., Clinton Twp., offers 1,200 perfect seats, excellent acoustics and many other features. It is the newest and finest theatre facility in southeast Michigan. Telephone orders accepted with VISA or MasterCard
Call (313) 286-2222
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Synopsis

Setting: Peking in legendary times

ACT I. At sunset before the Imperial palace, a Mandarin reads the crowd an edict; any prince seeking to marry the Princess Turandot must first answer three riddles. If he fails, he must die. The latest suitor, the Prince of Persia, is to be executed at the moon's rising; the bloodthirsty citizens rush forward to kill him in a surge of mass hysteria, but are repulsed by the guards. In the tumult a slave girl, Liu, kneels by her aged master, who has fallen from exhaustion. A handsome youth, Calaf, recognizes the old man as his long-lost father, Timur, vanquished king of Tartary.

When Timur reveals that only Liu has remained faithful to him Calaf asks her why; she replies it is because once long ago he smiled at her. As the sky darkens, the mob again cries for blood, but greets the moon with sudden, fearful silence (La sui monti dell’Est). The
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onlookers are further moved when the Prince of Persia passes by, and call upon the princess, hidden in the palace, to spare him. Calaf, too, demands that she appear, as if in answer, Turandot steps onto her balcony, with a contemptuous gesture bidding the execution proceed.

The crowd falls prostrate, and Turandot withdraws. As the death cry is heard, Calaf — who has been transfixed by the beauty of the unattainable princess — strides to the gong that announces a new suitor. Turandot's ministers, Ping, Pang and Pong, attempt to discourage him. When Timur and the tearful Liu also beg him to reconsider (Signore, ascolta!), Calaf seeks to comfort them; but as their pleas reach new intensity (Ab! Per l'ultima volta!), he strikes the fatal gong and calls Turandot's name.

ACT II. Scene 1. In a palace pavilion, Ping, Pang and Pong lament Turandot's bloody reign, praying that love will soon conquer her icy heart and peace return. The three let their thoughts dwell on their beautiful and peaceful country homes, but the noise of the populace gathering to hear Turandot question the new challenger calls the ministers back to harsh reality.

Scene 2. Before the palace, the aged Emperor, seated on a high throne, vainly asks Calaf to reconsider. Turandot enters to describe how her beautiful ancestor, Princess Lou-Ling, was brutally ravished by the Tarrar King when he conquered China centuries before (In questa Reggia); in revenge, she has turned against all men and determined that none shall ever possess her (Mai nessun m'aura).

Then, facing Calaf, she asks the first riddle: What phantom is born every night and dies every morning in the human heart? "Hope," Calaf answers correctly. Unnerved, Turandot continues: What flickers red and warm like a flame, yet is not fire? "Blood," replies Calaf after a moment's pause. Visibly shaken, Turandot delivers her third riddle: What is like ice yet generates fire, enslaving you if you go free, making you a king if it takes you as a slave?

A tense silence prevails until Calaf triumphantly cries, "Turandot!

While the crowd voices thanks the princess begs her father not to give her to the stranger, but to no avail. Calaf, hoping to win her love, offers Turandot a challenge of his own: If she can learn his name by dawn, he will forfeit his life. Turandot accepts, as the crowd repeats the Emperor's praises.

ACT III. Scene 1. In the palace gardens, Calaf hears a proclamation: On pain of death no one in Peking shall sleep until Turandot learns the stranger's name. The prince muses on his impending joy (Nessun dorma), then Ping, Pang and Pong try unsuccessfully to bribe him to leave the city. As the fearful mob threatens him with drawn daggers to learn his name, soldiers drag in Liu and Timur; Calaf tries to convince the mob that neither knows his secret. When Turandot appears, commanding the dazed Timur to speak, Liu cries out that she alone knows the stranger's identity but she will never reveal it (Tanto amore segreto, inconfessato). Though she is tortured, she remains silent. Impressed by such endurance, Turandot asks Liu's secret: "love," replies the girl (Tutte le di gel sei cinti). When the princess signals the ministers to intensify the torture, Liu seizes a dagger and kills herself.

Following the procession carrying her body, everyone leaves except Turandot and the prince. He demands she look on the innocent blood shed for her sake (Principessa di gelo). Haughtily, she warns him not to touch her, but he embraces her passionately and kisses her. She confesses that of all her suitors he was the first she feared, and it is he who has drawn her first tears (Del primo pianto). Now that he has won, she begs him to leave without demanding more. He makes her a gift of his life: His name is Calaf, son of Timur. She too has won, he says, as she summons him before the emperor and the populace.

Scene 2. Outside the Imperial palace, Turandot brings Calaf in triumph. For a moment it appears she might announce his name and demand his death. Instead she says his name is Love. The crowd hails love as the light of the world.

— Courtesy of Opera News

"Here ends the opera, terminated by the death of the Maestro (Puccini)," said conductor Arturo Toscanini to the La Scala audience at the world premiere in 1926.
Turandot is the quiz opera par excellence. The asking of riddles, the test by questioning, the challenge by conundrum—these are devices used in the arts from time immemorial. Almost always the game is played for high stakes. It was fortunate for Oedipus that he knew the answer to the Sphinx's riddle—"What is it that walks on four legs in the morning, two at noon, and three in the evening?"—for had he not replied "Man" the Sphinx would have devoured him alive. In mythology and legend, in drama and novel, the hero is confronted with some sort of quiz: he must know a recondite fact, interpret an arcane meaning, or choose the right casket. (One suspects, however, that Portia led Bassanio to the lead casket by winks and hints and sighs.)

Nor is the quiz unknown in the operatic field. Mime is allowed to ask Wotan three questions. Wotan retaliates by asking three, knowing perfectly well that the dwarf cannot answer the last question. Here is a fixed quiz if ever there was one.

At least the quiz in Turandot is an honest one. The prize is the Princess and the stake is the stake on which is impaled the head of the unfortunate suitor who cannot solve the riddles. The results are frightful. Not only does the Prince of Persia lose his head (at the beginning of the opera), but later, as the courtiers Ping, Pang and Pong reminisce, they draw up a list of no fewer than twenty-six previous victims, all princes, all unable to answer the questions, all dead.

Three enigmas are propounded. "The riddles are three — death is one." But outside of the opera itself, in the history of its creation, there lies a further enigma, the solution to which we can only guess at. The question is, why did Puccini take so unconsciously long a period to compose this work? What was it that held him back? Why did he, a careful but certainly not a dilatory craftsman, require more than three years to create three-quarters of an opera, in total length a little shorter than La Bohème, which he completed in about two and a half years? What were the difficulties which so protracted the task that death intervened?

The question is not an idle one. For had the work not progressed at a snail's pace, had he taken no more time with Turandot than with the preceding work, the "Triptych," Puccini might have lived not only to finish the opera but, what is equally important, to make the corrections, the shaping and smoothing and cutting, the adjustments in balance, the clarification of the character of the Princess, in short the creative improvement of detail which a masterpiece requires to make it a masterpiece.*

*Puccini kept revising La Bohème up to and even after its première. Consequential revisions were made in Madame Butterfly after its initial failure.
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could have been, as Puccini intended it to be, the capstone of his edifice. As it is, it is an opera containing astonishing greatness. But it is a capstone with rough edges.

The answer that while Puccini worked on Turandot he was a sick man, that the labor proceeded under the shadow of death, is not satisfactory. Health is not a requisite for the completion of great works, as innumerable examples — Watteau and Renoir, Robert Louis Stevenson and Friedrich Schiller — can testify. On the contrary, ill health often acts as a spur. What, then, is the answer?

We must examine the many letters which Puccini wrote to his two librettists, Giuseppe Adami, a successful playwright, and Renato Simoni, another playwright and something of an authority on China; we must read carefully Puccini's other statements about his final aims and ambitions. He wanted to go beyond the "slight" music (the word is his own) he had composed and, produce a work of grand proportions, a new kind of opera, one of epic breadth and seriousness. That seriousness was to be leavened, contrasted with and relieved by comic elements taken from the media dell'arte. Though Puccini had always been intractable or atmospheric additions. For the first time the chorus takes part in the action itself, and indeed in the first act of the opera it has the leading role.

Four themes there are: the legendary-icy, the cynical-comic, the softly romantic, and the theme of the people, exotic and barbarous. Two of the themes were new to him, one was familiar, one only half familiar. We can understand why he proceeded so hesitatingly. He may have known that it was the last composition he was to undertake; even before he began it he told his wife that he was suffering strange pains in his chest and had lost his voice. If then it was to be his swan song, Puccini, always exigent with his librettists, turned into a despot who demanded the impossible, scowled at every word and regarded every line of the text with hypercritical eye, changed his mind, fumed, fretted, complained, stopped the work, put it aside, could not rest, started over again. He begged Simoni and Adami: "Put all your strength into it, all the resources of your hearts and heads, and create for me something that will make the world weep."

"Put all your strength into it, all the resources of your hearts and heads, and create for me something that will make the world weep."

a third element. Neither the heroic nor the comic sufficed. He could not altogether abjure the theme which in his previous operas had served as the mainspring of his inspiration. Call her Manon or Mimi or Cio-Cio-San, it was always the same character who accelerated his romantic pen. Without her he could not compose, the charming fragrant little creature who meets love, is destroyed by it, suffers melodiously, and expires not with a shout but with a sigh. So he added to the old fable of the man-hating goddess the character of Liu, the faithful and loving slave girl with her full heart and blind adoration. Liu is his invention: you will not find her in Gozzi.

When we have said all that, we still have not catalogued the task. For the first time in any of his operas, Puccini made the crowd, the chorus, a protagonist. It is possible that he was inspired to do so by Moussorgsky's Boris Godunov, with which he had become acquainted late in life. Puccini had previously used choruses for musical effects: he had used them well in the second act of Manon Lescaut and the
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"The language of tones belongs to all mankind, and melody is the absolute language in which the musician speaks to every heart."

Richard Wagner
ing. This was to be accomplished in a final duet, to which the composer attached the utmost importance. "It must be a great duet. These two almost superhuman beings descend through love to the level of mankind, and this love must at the end take possession of the whole stage in a great orchestral peroration." This he did not live to accomplish.

What a pity! What cause for regret that libretto and music were so long in the making! For had the opera — begun in the summer of 1920 and left unfinished by the winter of 1924 — been truly finished and revised by this genius of the theater, we might now be in possession of one of the greatest of the music dramas of the twentieth century. Francis Toye says that Turandot "brings a particularly vivid realization of what the world lost by Puccini's premature death."

Even as it is, Turandot is a wonderfully fascinating work and contains some of Puccini's finest music. Ernest Newman thought that it was the composer's masterpiece. Similarly, Mosco Carner, who recently published a critical biography of the composer, believes that Turandot "represents the consummation of his whole creative career."

The consummation, yes; but to repeat, not a "finished opera," neither in the actual nor the psychological sense. Because the conversion of the Princess from an iciness which is so inhuman as to be symbolic to a humanity which Puccini no doubt intended to be as warm and loving as are the hearts of his other heroines — because that conversion is insufficiently motivated and occurs too suddenly, it leaves us but half-convinced. Because that all-important last scene, which must "take possession of the whole stage," was never finished, we leave the performance with a sense of frustration. Yet Turandot is an opera we would not willingly do without. The unfinished can offer artistic satisfaction, as works by Dickens or Schubert, Leonardo or Michelangelo prove.

— 1960 RCA Records, reprinted by permission.
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Where the dreams of young people are the products of the future.
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Michigan Opera Theatre has gained national recognition for its diverse fifteen years of musical triumph on the mainstage. Equally significant in regional and national acclaim is the company's extensive community programs as developed by its director, Karen DiChiera. Taking its cue from the company's original name, Overture To Opera, MOT's Community Programs Department has continued to adhere to the early company philosophy of providing year round professional opera entertainment in any and all settings, and to all segments of the population.

Simply put, Michigan Opera Theatre's Community Programs is not limited to only performances for children or for that matter, only opera performances. Rather, this unique program has continued to broaden its out

"Michigan Opera Theatre's Overture to Opera Company had the audience in the proverbial palm of their collective hands."

Independent Newspaper, December 1984
Doing the lion’s share of quality printing in the Detroit area.
New Audiences, New Avenues" program; and, carry the MOT banner for week-long residencies into communities throughout the Great Lakes region as well as the prestigious John F. Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

While we celebrate the company's many important operatic and musical successes here in Detroit, we also recognize the invaluable accomplishments and services of our acclaimed state-wide Community Programs Department.

Overture To Opera

Michigan Opera Theatre's popular Overture To Opera Company is a year-round program devoted to introducing community and school audiences to the magical world of opera and vocal entertainment. Students of all ages can explore music throughout history, journey to the magical land of Bremen or go on a musical adventure that is specially designed to teach students the hazards of smoking, entitled "The Night Harry Stopped Smoking." Composed by John Davies and Ross Dabrusin for the Syracuse Opera, this new anti-smoking musical will be sponsored by the American Lung Association of Southeastern Michigan.

For adult audiences, the Overture To Opera Company offers a year-round variety of traveling musical revues to accommodate even the most discriminating musical tastes. During our current season, the company will offer its acclaimed Broadway '86 with the spotlight on Jerome Kern favorites, "Presenting Henry's Revue," "Goes By Telephones," "The Front Page," and "The Beggar's Opera." Overture To Opera Company's smash hit, "FAERIE LORE is the state's hottest community event, a musical featuring pop hits from all over the world. "Witches of the Mississippi Theatre," "Cats," "The Phantom of the Opera," and "Into the Woods."
the spotlight on American composer Jerome Kern plus such popular favorites as The Original Broadway Revue, Operetta Encores, As Time Goes By and the one-act opera The Telephone by famed composer Gian Carlo Menotti. From Detroit's river front Chene Park to the Calumet Theatre in the Upper Peninsula, MOT's Overture To Opera Company is a smash hit!

**Michigan Opera Theatre-In-Residence**

FAERIE TALES, FABLES and FOLKLORE is the theme of the Opera in Residence '86. In honor of the Grimm Brother's bi-centennial, Humperdinck's Hansel & Gretel will be the featured production for this year's state tour, complimented with in-school programs about the Brother's Grimm.

"Witnessing the talents of the Michigan Opera Theatre Residency was a genuine "SPRING LIFT.""

The Delta Reporter, April 1984

Michigan Opera Theatre-In-Residence, now in its 12th year, makes opera an intimate part of each community by involving area residents in workshops, assemblies, ensembles and an actual opera production. Working through schools and civic groups, Michigan Opera Theatre's professional opera company acquaints young people and adults with all aspects, both creative and technical, of opera production. Climaxing the week's activities is the performance of a complete opera for the general public. Michigan Opera Theatre artists sing the principal roles and community residents are choristers and technical aides.

In each community a local sponsor is responsible for hosting Michigan Opera Theatre and planning opera-related activities in the school and community.

Sponsors also sell tickets for the opera performance and pay a fee for the week's activities. This funding as well as support from the Michigan Council for the Arts, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts, ensures that Michigan Opera Theatre enjoys a high quality artistic production.

"..., rave reviews are still coming in from parents, students and staff."

Daily Tribune, May 1985

**Docents and Volunteers**

Michigan Opera Theatre welcomes the participation of men and women in the many educational activities of the Community Programs Department. These services range from lectures to office assistance.

A special word of thanks this season goes to Rita Settimo who has devoted countless hours to MOT's Community Programs. Rita has visited many schools to prepare students for an opera performance or to discuss careers in the arts, and has worked diligently in the office keeping files up to date. Our hats off to the special support Rita has given the Community Programs!

**Accessibility**

Interpreted performances for the hearing impaired are a part of the main season's offering. Two performances of West Side Story will be interpreted by John Ray and Mary Wells on November 26 and 29. Mary and John have interpreted previous productions of Faust and The Magic Flute both in Detroit and Dayton. Their interpretations have made the opera experience more meaningful for the hearing impaired and the hearing audience as well. This year's signing of West Side Story has been brought about by special request from the hearing impaired community.

Michigan Opera Theatre has been selected to conduct a special research project sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts and OPERA America. The purpose is to determine whether surtitles or interpreting is most useful for the hearing impaired audience. The study will be based on a signed performance of Gianni Schicchi and a surtitled production of I Pagliacci on October 13. Members of the hearing impaired audience will be asked to respond with their preferences.

For further information about the MOT Community Programs and booking reservations, contact Mary Pratt Cooney, 313/874-7850, or write to: MOT Community Programs, 6519 Second Avenue, Detroit MI 48202.
The luxurious difference between riding the road and managing it. Introducing a luxury car that won't take you for a ride. You're now in charge of every bump, curve and thrill. Your on-hand resources include four-wheel independent suspension and front-wheel traction. An available anti-skid braking system and a choice of three suspension levels: standard, sporty, or European.

Don't just ride the road. Manage it. No matter what it manages to throw at you.

There is a special feel in an Oldsmobile...

Let's get it together... buck up.
The Michigan Opera Theatre wishes to thank
Alex and Marie Manoogian
for underwriting the cost of these pages.
"This Aida was a wonderful spectacle . . ."
Detroit News

Detroit Free Press

"Sweeney Todd . . . one of Michigan Opera’s great triumphs - a distinguished musical theatre production."
Oakland Press

The Merry Widow
The Magic Flute
Sweeney Todd,
The Demon Barber of Fleet Street
Aida
"Super Sutherland... Bolena Triumphs"

Detroit News

"Anna, Bolena tops opera list."

Birmingham Observer/Eccentric
The 1982/83 Season

Haunted Castle
Lucia di Lammermoor
Treemonisha
The Marriage of Figaro
The Sound of Music

"Wilhelmenia Fernandez was a superb Countess."
Michigan Chronicle

"Fine Polish opera adds its charm to the Detroit Scene."
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Wilhelmenia Fernandez and Scott Reeve in The Marriage of Figaro

A company scene from Haunted Castle
The 1981/82 Season
Tosca
Carmen
Anoush
The Mikado
Porgy and Bess

"The American premiere of Anoush
... one of the best MOT has done."
Detroit News

Ellen Kerrigan as Anoush

The 1980/1981 Season
Die Fledermaus
Of Mice and Men
Don Giovanni
Rigoletto

Lawrence Cooper and Robert Moulson in Of Mice and Men
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MOT has grown into a regional opera company to be proud of.

The 1979/80 Season

The Most Happy Fella
Il Trovatore
La Bohème
Joan of Arc

“Michigan Opera’s revival of The Most Happy Fella is an enjoyable edition of Loesser’s hit musical.”

Variety

Catherine Malfitano in La Traviata
The 1978/79 Season
The Pearl Fishers
Show Boat
La Traviata
I Pagliacci
The Emperor Jones

"MOT's new production of The Pearl Fishers . . ., Bizet would have been ecstatic with the results."

Detroit Free Press

A scene from The Pearl Fishers

The 1977/78 Season
Regina
Carmen
The Student Prince
Faust
Amahl and the Night Visitors

"This Faust is one of MOT's most memorable efforts."

Detroit News

A scene from Faust
The 1976/77 Season
Washington Square
Madame Butterfly
Naughty Marietta
The Magic Flute

Elaine Bonazzi, Richard Cross and Catherine Malfitano in the world premiere of Washington Square

The 1975/76 Season
Porgy and Bess
La Boheme
Lucia di Lammermoor
The Barber of Seville

Kathleen Battle in The Magic Flute

"Kathleen Battle’s Pamina was what Mozart must have dreamed of."
Detroit News
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“Jerome Hines, one of the greatest ‘Borises’ of all times.”
Detroit Free Press

“This premiere (Washington Square) is a milestone for Detroit and Michigan.”
Variety

“A new star shines brightly in Lucia . . . Catherine Malfitano.”
Detroit Free Press

“A resplendent Porgy and Bess.”
Macomb Daily

The 1974/75 Season
La Traviata
Boris Godunov
The Elixir of Love
Die Fledermaus

Leona Mitchell in Porgy and Bess
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The 1973/74 Season
Rigoletto
Madame Butterfly
The Merry Widow

Michigan Opera Theatre offers opera in English, with young but established singers and first-rate productions.

Christian Science Monitor

The 1972/73 Season
Cosi fan tutte
Tosca
The Telephone
The Medium

Kyo Do Park in Madame Butterfly

Sol Mineo and Muriel Costa-Greenspon in The Medium
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DiChiera's magic with both music and finance.

"Greenspon's New Medium - An Opera Tour de Force."
Detroit Free Press

"Performance of Tosca is Termed Outstanding"
The Flint Journal

Phyllis Curtin in Tosca

The 1971/72 Season
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
La Rondine
The Perfect Fool

Opening night marquee for the first season
As a member of the Michigan Opera Theatre Guild, you are a part of a very special opera family. In addition to supporting one of the fastest growing opera companies in North America, MOT Guild members have the unique opportunity to go behind the scenes and become involved with many of the creative talents, both on-stage and off, who are responsible for the exciting performances and varied activities of the company.

Membership in the Michigan Opera Theatre Guild entitles you to a year’s subscription of BRAVO, the company’s news publication; exclusive invitations to festive cast parties and special events; advance notification of the Guild’s opera trips both abroad and nationally, as well as information about the company’s many special programs, lectures and community-wide activities.

During this year’s 15th Anniversary Season, the Guild will participate in several of the subscriber afterglow and cast parties; will launch a new series of fund raising projects entitled Opera To Go; host two opera trips including one to the opera houses of Eastern Europe; provide assistance for the annual OPERATHON project with radio station WQRS; manage a very active hospitality and transportation program for the many seasonal artists; and continue with its second annual and most unique fund raiser, The Grand Estate Sale.

Be a part of this year’s special 15th Anniversary Season and give yourself a chance to become closer to one of the finest opera companies in the Great Lakes Region. Join today by sending in your contribution of $25 and travel with us beyond the footlights:

MOT Guild/Volunteer Activities
6519 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Directors and Members
Dale Austin
Carol Chadwick
Suann Darmody
Betty Gerisch
Irene Gordon
Pat Jemma
Alice Johnston
William Martin
Jacque Mularoni
Karen Rapp Schultes
Norman Smith
William K. Springett
Roberta Starkweather
Ronald Switzer
Sue Vititoe

The 1985-86
MICHIGAN OPERA THEATRE GUILD BOARD
Sharon Gioia
President
Victoria Kulis
Vice President
Thomas Schellenberg
Treasurer
Joann Lessnau
Secretary
“Music is not the illusion of grace, but grace itself.”
—Anonymous

Best wishes for a most successful season.

Ford Parts and Service Division
OAKLAND MALL

&

Oakland Plaza

Salutes
Michigan Opera Theatre
&
David DiChiera

OAKLAND MALL

1-75 at 14 Mile Road

John R at 14 Mile Road
across from Oakland Mall

Jay Kogan, Owner of Oakland Mall
THE 1984-85

Contributors

Michigan Opera Theatre gratefully acknowledges all gifts received after June 30. Contributions received beyond this date will be published in next year’s program book.
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When you’re turning your dial... don’t roll over Beethoven.

Stop at WQRS for Exciting Classics!

At WQRS we’re excited! Why?
Because we bring you the greatest music you’ll ever hear, 24 hours a day.
And we play the programs you want to hear such as "Kaleidoscope" with Mike Whorf, and "Adventures in Good Music" with Karl Haas. Along with the sounds of America’s great orchestras from Detroit, New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia... and many others. Along with the finest music, WQRS fills you in on the latest news, weather and traffic reports throughout the day. And you won’t want to miss our exciting contests, giveaways and cash prizes.

So, tune to WQRS, and see for yourself just how exciting the classics can be!

WQRS FM 105
CORPORATE

Michigan Opera Theatre wishes to thank the following companies for their special sponsorships:

ANR Pipeline Company for generously underwriting the purchase of surtitle equipment.

Cadillac Motor Car for their performance sponsorship of "Sweeney Todd."

Michigan Bell Telephone Company and Ameritech Publishing, Inc. for sponsoring the opening night performance of "AIDA."

MAJOR BENEFACCTOR


BENEFACTOR

Burroughs Corporation Chrysler Corporation Fund National Bank of Detroit

SPONSOR

Allied Corporation Comerica Bank Deloitte, Haskins, & Sells Detroit Edison Jacobson’s Stores, Inc. Maccabees Mutual Life Insurance Company The Stroh Brewery Foundation

SUSTAINER

Acme Mills Company Arthur Andersen & Company Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Michigan


PATRON

The Arvin Foundation, Inc. Beatrice Foods Company Champion Spark Plug Company Coopers & Lybrand Copper & Brass Sales, Inc. Cross & Trecker Foundation


DONOR


JENNY DRIVALA in La Traviata, 1983.
Contributors

Ludington News Company, Inc.
MTD Products, Inc.
Manufacturers Hanover Mortgage Corp.
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.
Jack Martin & Co., P.C.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
Meijer, Inc.
Michelin Tire Corporation
Models & Tools, Inc.
Motorola, Inc.
Nipponenso Sales, Inc.
Paychex, Inc.
Price, Waterhouse & Company
Schostak Brothers & Company, Inc.
Sequoia Industries, Inc.
Sheller-Globe Corporation
Simpson Industries Fund
A.O. Smith Automotive Products Company
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc.
Somerset Clinical Lab
Sur-Flo Plastics & Engineering
Trim Trends, Inc.
Troy Hilton
TRW, INC. — AWW
Union Carbide Corporation
Uniroyal, Inc.
Vancraft Manufacturing, Inc.
Charles W. Warren & Company
Wilhelm Engineering Company
Arthur Young & Company
The Wyatt Company

CONTRIBUTORS
A & J Collision
Ambassador Bridge
American Motors Corporation
Ameritech Publishing, Inc.
Arrowsmith Tool & Die, Inc.
Auto Metal Craft, Incorporated
Awrey Bakeries, Inc.
B&E Sales, Inc.
Leo Burnett Company, Inc.
The Chessie System, Inc.
Christian & White
City Building Maintenance Company
Colonial Federal Savings & Loan
Thomas Cook, Inc.
The Coon-DeVisser Company
Core Industries, Inc.
The Crown Division of the Allen Group Inc.
Tom Davis & Sons Dairy Co.
Delta Model & Mold Company
The Detroit Free Press

Kux Manufacturing Company
League Insurance Group
Edward C. Levy Company
Macauley’s
Marposs Gauges Corporation
C.H. Masland & Sons
W.C. McCurdy Company
Melody Farms Dairy
Metropolitan Detroit AFL-CIO Council
Michigan Box Company
Miesel-Sysco Food Service Company
Miller Parking Company
Minkin-Chandler Corporation
Multifastener Corporation
Northern Engraving Corporation
Osborn Industries, Inc.
Parker, Wittus and Company
R.J. Patteri & Assoc., Inc.
Perry Drug Stores, Inc.
Anonymous
Precision Printing
PVS Chemicals, Inc.
Prudential Bache Securities
Real Estate One, Inc.
Renolds Aluminum
Rogind-Parker, Inc.
Security Bank & Trust Company
The Stank Company
The F.D. Stella Products Company
Trico Products Corporation
Triplett Services
Vickers, Incorporated
Wineman Foundation
George Williams Interiors, Ltd.

The following companies are participants in the Matching Gifts Program.

MATCHING GIFTS PROGRAM
Alco Standard Corporation
Allied Corporation
Ameritech Publishing, Inc.
Beatrice Foods Company
Cross & Trecker Foundation
Detroit Edison
The Dow Chemical Company
Equitable Life Assurance of United States
IBM Corporation
K mart Corporation
Michigan Bell Telephone Company
The Stanley Works Foundation
TRW Inc.-AWW

*In addition to their generous annual support, these companies have also made a special grant sponsorship.
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"...Roney & Co. is known for making sound investments. Our new headquarters in downtown Detroit is one example. We believe in Detroit's future — as do a lot of others."

James M. Olin
Managing Partner
Is it true that the Free Press attracts more readers in the 25-49 age group, more college graduate readers, more white collar and professional readers, more readers in every income bracket from $25,000 per year and up?

YUP.
Many people and their families are comforted by the knowledge that preparations for interment in White Chapel have been made in advance. Should you wish to make such plans, a competent White Chapel staff member will be pleased to assist you. Please call 564-5475.

White Chapel

MEMORIAL CEMETERY

Private • Non-Sectarian
West Long Lake at Crooks, Troy
INDIVIDUAL

SPONSOR
Dr. & Mrs. Roger M. Ajluni
Anonymous
Dr. & Mrs. Robyn J. Arrington
Mr. & Mrs. James Merriam Barnes
Mrs. Carl O. Barton
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Bell II
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Betti
Mrs. Martin L. Butzel
Mr. Pat Carnacchi
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Cohen
Shelly and Peter Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Rodkey Craighead
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Egan
Mrs. Charles T. Fisher, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Ford III
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Frenkel
Mr. & Mrs. Mervyn G. Gaskin
Mr. & Mrs. Alan L. Gornick
Mr. & Mrs. H. James Gram
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Griffin
Dr. & Mrs. Edward L. Herman
Dr. Richard L. Hogan
Tony & Myrna Horne
Mr. & Mrs. Maxwell Jospey
Dr. & Mrs. Martin A. Kellman
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Kessler
Mr. & Mrs. Walton A. Lewis
John & Julia Long
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Maniscalco
Mr. & Mrs. Alex Manoochian
Mrs. Leo A. Marx
Dr. & Mrs. Lucius J. May
Mr. & Mrs. Paul S. Mirabito

DONOR
Mrs. Maxine W. Andreae
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon E. Areen
Dr. Harold M. Arrington
Dr. Robyn J. Arrington, Jr.
Robert A. Barnhart
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Barron
Mrs. Stephen J. Bartush
L. Karl Bates
Mr. & Mrs. W. Victor Benjamin
Mr. & Mrs. Solomon Bienenfeld
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard W. Bigley
Dr. & Mrs. F. Ross Birkhill
John I. Bloom
Robert S. Boris
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Bortz, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Bright

Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Cascio
Mr. & Mrs. Martin J. Caserio
David W. Clark
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Colombo
Mrs. Mary Rita Cuddihy
Mr. & Mrs. Edward P. Czapor
Don & Mary Lou Dane
Julia Donovan Darlow &
John Corbett O'Meara
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Day
Mrs. Selden S. Dickinson
Jean & John Dinzin
Dr. Shirley Dobie; Dr. Victor Bloom
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W. Donovan
Lawrence P. Doss
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Droouillard
Mr. & Mrs. George Drummey
Mr. & Mrs. David K. Easlick
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Edman
Dr. Evelyn J. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Flournoy
Mr. & Mrs. Mandell Foner
Mr. & Mrs. Louis P. Fontana
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Fridholm
Mr. & Mrs. Edward P. Frohlich
Warran E. Gauerke
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Germack, Jr.
Mrs. Aaron H. Gershenson
Mrs. William Gershenson
William T. Gossett
Dr. & Mrs. Beri H. Haidostian
Mary & Preston Happel
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic H. Hayes
David & Joan Hill
Sarah K. Hoyt

Colonel & Mrs. Arthur Jefferson
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley R. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Kahn
Dr. & Mrs. Ned N. Kuehn
Dr. & Mrs. Robert S. Levine
Patricia Lewellen
Mrs. Sally Butzel Lewis
Dr. & Mrs. Kim K. Lie
The Reverend &
Mrs. Michael R. Link
Mr. & Mrs. Harry A. Lomasón II
Elizabeth A. Long
Professor Judith Q. Longyear
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Lopatin
Dr. & Mrs. Robert E. Mack
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas G. McDonald
Mr. & Mrs. John McDougall
Daniel & Miriam Medow
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Michaels
Thelma Michalka
Mr. & Mrs. Paul L. Nine
Michael W. Pease
Robert E. L. Perkins, D.D.S., M.S.D.
Mrs. Edwin Peterson
Dr. & Mrs. Michael F. Prysak
John B. Quinlan, Jr.
Richard K. Ream
Randy Reid

The award-winning Mikado and Porgy and Bess posters, designed by Simons, Michelson, Zieve, 1982.
It's really pretty simple. When the news is breaking, there is one place to find out first. When the weather is changing, there is one radio station that knows for sure. And, no matter what the sport or what the score, there is one place that you can turn to get it all.

Because when people in Detroit tune in to WJR Radio 76, they know what's going on. They just simply know.

WJR Listeners Know
Contributors

Mr. & Mrs. John J. Riccardo
Dr. & Mrs. Ulrich Ringwald
Dr. & Mrs. Norman Rosenzweig
Phyllis & Sheldon Ross
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew M. Savel
Dr. Ivan C. Schatten
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Schlageter
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Schwendemann
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Scollard
Dr. & Mrs. David F. Simpson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Sloan
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Slotkin & Mrs. Selma Hyman
Mr. & Mrs. Roger B. Smith
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Straith
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Stuecken
Mr. & Mrs. C. Thomas Toppin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. VanDusen
Dr. Howard R. Weissman
Justice & Mrs. G. Mennen Williams
Mr. & Mrs. W. Gary Wood
Ms. Joan E. Young and Mr. Thomas L. Schellenberg

PATRON

Mr. & Mrs. William J. Adams
Dr. & Mrs. Juan E. Alejos
Mrs. Judson B. Allford
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Alleshouse
Dr. & Mrs. Edward Alpert
Mr. & Mrs. Max Altekruse
Dr. & Mrs. Robert H. Ambrose
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond P. Amelotte
Dr. & Mrs. Harvey Amoe, Jr.
Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur E. Anderson
Mr. Tom Angott
Anonymous 2
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Appel
Dr. Joseph N. Aquilina
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Arena, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Allan A. Ash
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Atlas
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Avadenka
Father Paren Avedikian
Paul Aviews
Elizabeth Axielson & Donald Regan
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Balda
Patricia Ball
Mrs. Harry F. Banks
Millicent C. Baranowski
Ralph B. Barna
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph S. Bassett
Mrs. & Mrs. Russell L. Bearss
Dr. & Mrs. Jacques Beaudoin
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver N. Benson
Illo Benvenuti
Dr. & Mrs. Owen J. Berger
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Berkaw, Jr.
William Betz
Mr. & Mrs. E. Bidigare
Dr. & Mrs. John Bielawski
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice S. Binkow
Mary Alice Bird
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L. Bird
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Blackmon
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene W. Blanchard
Dr. & Mrs. Alfred D. Blanchet
Bloomies, Inc., Gayle Fuller Laffrey
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur Blumenstock
Mr. & Mrs. Martin A. Bogdan
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin E. Bohms
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. Bohn
Henry S. Booth
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Booth
David R. Borger
Kathryn V. Bovard
Ruth T. Brailey
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Braun
Dr. & Mr. Robert Bree
Mr. & Mrs. Sander J. Breiner
Mr. & Mrs. Harry A. Breitenbeck
Elmina Brooks
Mary Alice Bird
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L. Bird
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Blackmon
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene W. Blanchard
Dr. & Mrs. Alfred D. Blanchet
Bloomies, Inc., Gayle Fuller Laffrey
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur Blumenstock
Mr. & Mrs. Martin A. Bogdan
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin E. Bohms
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. Bohn
Henry S. Booth
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Booth
David R. Borger
Kathryn V. Bovard
Ruth T. Brailey
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Braun
Dr. & Mr. Robert Bree
Mr. & Mrs. Sander J. Breiner
Mr. & Mrs. Harry A. Breitenbeck
Elmina Brooks

Dr. & Mrs. Arnold L. Brown
Leon Brown
Dale A. Buss
Dr. & Mrs. John D. Butler
Dr. & Mrs. Roger Byrd
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Cahalan
Roy & Ilse Calogero
Jane R. Cameron
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence F. Campbell
Helen H. Cannon
Glenn Carlos
Dominick R. Carnovale
Dr. & Mrs. James Au. Carter
John Cassato
Clarence & Sharon Catallo
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Cavanary, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Cetnar
Carol S. Chadwick
David G. Chardavoyne & Dr. Kristine M. Duffy
Priscilla & Grant Chave
JoAnn Cheek
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert S. Christner
Edward Chupka
Susan Cicchini
Honorable & Mrs. Ferdinand Cinelli
John Ciupak
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Claes
Charles H. Clark
Dr. & Mrs. H. F. Clark
Beverly Clouse
Mr. & Mrs. Fred K. Cody
Sheldon S. Cohn
Mrs. Marshall E. Collins
Kenneth Collinsson
Mr. & Mrs. E. J. Colosimo
Dr. & Mrs. Julius V. Combs
Mr. & Mrs. H. C. Conerway, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Claude H. Cooper
Janet B. Cooper
Dr. Ralph R. Cooper
Robert Cousino
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Cracchiolo
Naomi Crim
Mr. & Mrs. J. N. Crutchfield
Dr. & Mrs. Victor Curatolo
Mr. & Mrs. Paul W. Czamanske, Jr.
Mr. Robert E. Dacey
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle K. Daly
Mary T. Daly
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip D. Daniels
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Daniels
Mr. & Mrs. W. L. Darby
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis A. Darin, Jr.
Mrs. Florence S. Davis
John Paul Davis
Loren A. Deer
Jon M. DeHorn
Acherry Dent
Mr. & Mrs. A. D. Dermidoff
Mr. & Mrs. Omoro Derubelis
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence H. Dickelman, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Leon A. Dickson
Mr. & Mrs. Peter W. Dixon
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Contributors

Imogene Coca in Die Fledermaus, 1980.

Joann Hubenka
Dr. Luther G. Huddle
Frederick G. L. Huettwell
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur Hughes
Dr. & Mrs. T. A. Hyde
Winifred Laura Jack
Dr. & Mr. David Jacknow
Raymond E. Jackson
Jane Jacobsen
Aaron J. Jade
Rita James
Dr. & Mrs. Gage Johnson
Michael R. Johnson
Lydia Johnstone
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Kahn
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Kappy
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Karolak
Julia & Donald Keim
Carol Keller
Bernard Kent
Mr. & Mrs. W. Richard Keros
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Kerrigan
Mrs. Madeline Kessler
Mr. & Mrs. Kurt R. Keydel
Dr. & Mrs. Theodore W. Killar
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Kilby
Thomas G. Kirby
Dr. & Mrs. Herman Klein
Julian Klein
Mr. & Mrs. Peter D. Kleinpell
Eleanor and Harvey Kline
Sidonie D. Knighton
Ronald and Janice Kohls
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Kolito
Mr. & Mrs. Balthazar Korab
Mr. & Mrs. C. J. Koreman
James F. Korzenowski
Kenneth C. Kreger
Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Kreger
Sharon & Alfred Kreindler
Christopher J. Kresge
Joseph Krinsky
Dr. & Mrs. James M. Kryvicky
Ralph Kuenz
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Kuffler
Dr. & Mrs. James Labes
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence B. Lademan,
In honor of Dr. & Mrs. David DiChiera
Dr. David Laderach
Dr. & Mrs. Richard L. Lamont
Dr. & Mrs. Robert M. Landsdorff
Mr. & Mrs. Clinton D. Lauer
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Lazzarini, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Ledyard
Barbara A. Leeper
Harold E. Leithauser
Susan & Bruce Leitman
Dr. & Mrs. Nicholas Lekas
Mrs. Bruno Leonelli
Mrs. Theodore Levin
David Baker & Kathleen McCrea Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. J. B. Lewis
Norman Lewis

Dr. & Mrs. Edward A. Dolan
Mr. & Mrs. Harry M. Dreifss
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest DuMouchelle
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Duncan
Mrs. Saul H. Dunitz
William J. Durell
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander E. Dziewit
Mr. and Mrs. E. Dziuba
Dr. & Mrs. Paul J. Dzul
Ms. Patricia Eames
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Earle
Anne Edsall
Mr. & Mrs. S. W. Eichenhorn
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Eisenberg
Dr. George T. Eldis
Mrs. Erika Endler
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Englehart
Mr. & Mrs. Erik E. Erikson
John Eschrich
Wendy Evans
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. Ewing
Ernest C. Fackler
David Feger
W. Hawkins Ferry
Judith Fierz
Dr. & Mrs. Lionel Finkelstein
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore A. Finnaneck
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred J. Fisher, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. Fisher III
M. M. Fitzpatrick
Helen Fugel
Mr. & Mrs. H. S. Ford, Jr.
Mrs. Anthony C. Fortunski
Mr. Earl A. Foucher
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Fox, Jr.
Philip Fox II
Mr. & Mrs. David Frank
Ivan Frankel
Mr. & Mrs. Helmut Franz
Mr. & Mrs. Ivan D. French
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald J. Friedman
Friend of MOT
Mr. & Mrs. M. Kelly Fritz
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Frost
Mr. & Mrs. Grant C. Fry
Mary Ann Fulton, J.D.
Gary A. Gagnon
Henry Garrick
General Motors Women's Club of Detroit
Mary Lee Gentry
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Gerich
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Gibson, Jr.
Mrs. Fred A. Gies
Ruby S. Gillis
Leona Glossenger
Charles Good
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Goodale
Harold Gordon
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Goudie
Kerry Price Gower
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Grady
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley C. Grandon
Hal Green
Dr. & Mrs. Leslie M. Green

Mrs. Sue I. Green
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Greer
Drs. Ralph & Gertrude Gregory
Honorable Roman S. Gribbs
John Gross
Gordon Grossman
Carson Grunewald
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gualtieri
Mr. & Mrs. William Halbert
Harrison A. Hale
Dr. & Mrs. Joel I. Hamburger
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Hamburger
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Hampson
Mrs. Kay A. Hand
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Hannon, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Hanson
Dr. & Mrs. Karl Hanyi
Mary C. Harms
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh G. Harness
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Hartley
Gary Hartung
Margaret E. Harrz
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Hayden
Mr. & Mrs. William B. Heaton
Marvin J. Heinitz
Dr. & Mrs. James B. Heitler
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald W. Hepp
Dr. & Mrs. Delbert M. Herman
Dr. & Mrs. E. C. Herzog
Dr. Gilberto & Marguerite Higuela
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Hockman
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Hochman
Mrs. Lee Hoffman
John Hopp
Beverly Horn
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Good health shouldn't be tough to swallow

Every year countless hours and dollars are spent searching for ways to improve your well-being. To make it easier for people to be born healthy, to grow healthy, and to stay healthy.

Consider the results:
In this century diseases such as smallpox, polio, tuberculosis, and diphtheria (to name a few) have been virtually eradicated. Child-killers like mumps and measles have been brought under control. And major advances have been made towards the discovery of cures for heart disease, cancer, even the common cold.

As the world's leading manufacturer of soft elastic gelatin capsules, we know that good health should be, and can be, easy to swallow. That's why we're proud to be a member of the international pharmaceutical industry, dedicated to making good health available to all, in all corners of the world.

World Headquarters—Troy, Michigan. Facilities in Florida, New Jersey, North Carolina, Utah, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, South Korea, United Kingdom, and West Germany.
### Contributors

**Vinson Cole and Wilhelmenia Fernandez in Faust, 1983.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributors</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John A. Libby</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Lester A. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. William Liberson</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Lester A. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. William Lichty</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Henry L. Newman, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Morris J. Lipnik</td>
<td>Mrs. Ruth L. Nicholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Nahman Litt</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. G. Nigosian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Robert Litt</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. E. F. Nikodem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Thomas V. LoCicero</td>
<td>Mr. Irving Nusbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. William Loos</td>
<td>Hanna Obertynski, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Lopatin</td>
<td>Ross Ogden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Leon Lucas</td>
<td>Mrs. Claude D. Olmstead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Edward Lundy</td>
<td>Arthur D. Ortland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois K. MacKenzie</td>
<td>Reverend Thaddeus J. Ozog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lou Mair and Friend</td>
<td>Samuel M. Panzica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. George Mallos</td>
<td>Randy Paquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise &amp; Robert Malone</td>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Frank H. Parcells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Charles Manoogian</td>
<td>Dr. Robert G. Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Carolyn Mansfield</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas L. Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Heront Q. Marcarian</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Robert Pastor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Harold M. Marko</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Steven C. Pavelka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Peter A. Martin</td>
<td>Miss V. Beverly Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Thomas B. Marwill</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Pearce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony J. Mattar</td>
<td>Marjorie Peebles-Meyers, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Martin J. Mattler</td>
<td>Dennis J. Phener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. John L. Mayer</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Marvin L. Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Carol Maywood</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. H. C. Philp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. R. A. Mazzara</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Kenneth A. Picki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Julio C. Mazzoli</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Ralph Pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Robert E. McCabe</td>
<td>Daniel L. Piertor, D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable &amp; Mrs. Wade H. McCree, Jr.</td>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Kenneth Pitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. John D. McGinty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angus &amp; Susanne McMillan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. James H. McNeal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. &amp; Mrs. Norman McRae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Megenity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius S. Megyesi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Mehall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Lyle E. Mehlenbacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Lawrence Michelini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Bruce D. Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton J. Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Michael Minasian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Jeffery H. Miro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Philip M. Mistretta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. John K. Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Paul Mittleman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Henry B. Morgenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Roger Morris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald K. Morrison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Earl A. Mossner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Mramor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Louis B. Muench</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Murray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Walter R. Naas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Detroit Symphony’s 1985-86 season brings you some of today’s finest musical performers and guest conductors, including Isaac Stern, James Galway, Sir Colin Davis, Charles Dutoit, and Jean-Pierre Rampal. Andy Williams at Christmas. And Jessye Norman and Frederica Von Stade in an exciting music festival called Images. All selected for you by our Music Director Gunther Herbig.

Come hear these great stars and many more, this season at the Symphony.

Buy your tickets today and enjoy music at its best. Be a part of our dazzling new season.

For tickets and a free brochure call 567-1400
Contributors

Dr. & Mrs. Harold Plotnick
Mr. & Mrs. Brock E. Plumb
Dr. & Mrs. Mike Popoff
Mr. & Mrs. David W. Porter
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Porter
Mr. & Mrs. Hughes L. Potiker
Robert A. Potter
Grace B. Prunk
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn T. Purdy
Trudy Quigley
Dr. & Mrs. R. D. Rabinovitch
Donald Rafal
Charles Randolph
Mr. & Mrs. Jack C. Ransome
Dr. & Mrs. Frank T. Rastique
Lawrence B. Raymond
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Redfield
Mr. & Mrs. Robert R. Reilly
Mr. & Mrs. Henry C. Reimer
Mr. & Mrs. Jules L. Reinhardt
James & Alicia Renfrew
James Richards
Mr. & Mrs. Dean E. Richardson
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Rigg
Mr. & Mrs. D. Clyde Riley
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Rinaldo, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Milton P. Ritter
William Rittinger
Jack Rixmann
Mr. & Mrs. E. C. Robelli
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Roberts
John L. Roberts
Robert C. Robinson
Attorney & Mrs. Horace Rodgers
Fannie Rogers
Dr. Bernardo A. Rojas
Pamela A. Romano
Honorable & Mrs. George W. Romney
Dr. & Mrs. David B. Rorabacher
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Rosenfeld
Robert S. Rosenfeld
Mr. & Mrs. Ronsweig
Henry Z. Rosner
Mr. & Mrs. George Roumell, Jr.
Mrs. Audrey Rudolfski
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Ruppel
Lois & Wilmer Rutt
Marion E. Ryan
Mr. & Mrs. James Sackett
Dr. Fanny D. Saddul
Dr. & Mrs. William T. Sallee
Dr. & Mrs. Edward Sarkisian
Takako June Sasaki
Mrs. Edsel A. Saunders
Ann M. & Ernest W. Scanes
Dr. & Mrs. Norman R. Schake
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Schmidt
Mr. & Mrs. Jarvis Schmidt
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Schmidt
Mr. Frank E. Schober
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Schultes
Joe & Bonnie Schwab
R.C. Schweizer
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Schwyn
Mr. & Mrs. Donald M. Swan, Jr.
Robert & Mary Margaret Sweeten
Mr. & Mrs. Burt E. Taylor, Jr.
Mrs. William A. Ternes
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Tewksbury
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Thom
Dorothy Tomei
Mrs. William C. Tost
Mr. & Mrs. Lynn A. Townsend
In honor of
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Yntema
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Townsend, Jr.
Robert J. Trainer
Barbara B. Trudgen
Tuesday Musicale of Detroit
Mrs. Joseph A. Vance
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald Vander Molen
Lawrence R. Vamal & J.K. Felt
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Vedder
Steve Veresh
Mrs. Anthony A. Vermeulen
Arlene & Steven Victor
Dr. & Mrs. C. H. Votriede
Joan Wadsworth
Thomas Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Ward H. Walkotten
Mr. & Mrs. Otis Wardwell
Joseph S. Warenko
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Wasielewski
Myles Watkins
Mr. & Mrs. Harold N. Weinert
Marvin Weisenthal
Robert D. Welchli
Mr. & Mrs. Michael G. Wellman
Alison K. Welsh
Irma J. Wertz
Dr. & Mrs. William J. Westcott
Dr. & Mrs. Edwin J. Westfall
Mr. & Mrs. F.E. Westlake
Mr. John C. Whaley
Mr. & Mrs. Buff Whelan
Gilbert H. Whelten, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Whiting, Jr.
Maria F. Widger
Dr. Marilyn L. Williamson
Father Robert J. Witkowski
Women's City Club of Detroit
David P. Wood
Mrs. Sara Woods
Constance C. Wright
Drs. Irvin & June Yackness
Mr. & Mrs. Minoru Yamasaki
Dr. & Mrs. William J. Yetzer
William Yetzer, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Young
Mr. William J. Young, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph E. Younkin
Mrs. Joseph R. Zanetti
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Zeuman
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Zurkowski
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Mr. John R. Secrest
Charles E. Segar
H. Gunther & Emily Seydel
Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. Shaler
Mr. & Mrs. G. A. Shepherd
David Shereda
Stephen Shreader
John Shureb
Walter G. Shureb
Mr. & Mrs. Mal Sillars
Gary Martin Sklar
Lee William Slazinski
Robert F. Sly, M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. David C. Smith
Jack Smith
Patricia J. Smith
Phyllis Snow & Dr. J. Stuart Young
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan D. Soberman
Lincoln E. Solberg, M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Sotn
Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Sparvero
Mrs. Barbara A. Stalnaker
Robert Staphan
Dr. Sheldon & Jessie Stern
Brad & Bobbie Stevens
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Stevenson
Mr. & Mrs. Ulrich W. Stoll
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Strickland
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Strobele, Jr
Mrs. Carolyn Stubbs
Susan Susselman
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DETOUR'S BEAUTIFUL MUSIC STATION IS FM 97.
IT'S EASY TO RELAX ON WJOI FM 97.
THE MUSIC'S AS BEAUTIFUL AS THE NAME.
Contributors

FRIEND

Mr. & Mrs. Albert L. Abbott
Mr. & Mrs. Ansel Aberly
Mr. & Mrs. Armand R. Abramson
Dr. & Mrs. Edward Adamek
David J. Adams
Adam & Vivian Agotesku
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph A. Aiello
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Albrecht
Kenneth & Beverly Allard
J. W. Allen
Virginia Allen
Margaret & Wickham Allen
Alma Boyd Florists
Julie Sands Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Anderzak
C. Joy Andress
Anonymous 7
Sheila L. Anthony
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Antisdel
Dr. & Mrs. Andrew Antonakes
Mr. & Mrs. Robert V. Arabian
Dr. & Mrs. Eduardo Arciniegas
David Aronson
Mrs. Stephen Atwood
Ms. Dorothy Austin
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold R. Axelrod
Mr. James E. Backus
Mr. & Mrs. Fred E. Baer
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell W. Baker, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Jack B. Baldwin
Mary Ball
Dr. & Mrs. Gail Bank
Mr. Eugene Banka
Mr. David Barko
Mr. & Mrs. John Barnard
Albert J. Barry, Jr.
Baron Bates
Sarell K. Beal
Stanley A. Beatie
Atty. George Bedrosian
Frank & Linda Beeckman
Ms. Jacqueline T. Belanger
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Benedetti
Miss Elaine Beresh
Mr. & Mrs. A. H. Berker
Sondra L. Berlin
Dr. Frederick Bernhart
Miss Doris J. Berry
Dr. & Mrs. Lee A. Bertling
Mr. Robert Bienzaczonek
Juanita Bilinsky
Dr. & Mrs. Eric Billes
The Birmingham Muscicale
Linda F. Bishaiie
Mrs. Zita Marie Bist-Ozga
A. Victor Bizer
Flora Blackman
Mr. & Mrs. James Blake
Dorothy Blakey-Stanton
Mary M. Blaschak
Mr. & Mrs. David Blatt
Reverend Hal Blay

Fred V. Blesse
Pearlena Bodzin
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Bohlander
William D. Bolster & Alan J. Frye
James Bombard
Mr. & Mrs. Howard H. Bondy
Alice M. Bone
Mr. Albert Bonucci
Mr. & Mrs. A. Jack Boone
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Booth
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Borgula
Richard F. Borsos
Linda Borushko
Mr. & Mrs. John Borysko
Mrs. John J. Borzya
John F. Bowen
Dr. George Bower
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Boyce
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin N. Bozeman
Ruth E. Bozian
Jack & Edna Bradford
Thelma Bradford
Ann Brash
Carole A. Braxton
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Brewer
Mr. & Mrs. Fritz J. Bridges
Kathryn H. Briggs
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Briglia
Mr. & Mrs. E. David Brockman
Mr. & Mrs. Kendall Brooks
Dr. Nathan Brooks

Mr. & Mrs. Hugh B. Brous, Jr.
Martha Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Brown
John & Florence Brownfain
Herbert Bruce
Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur T. Bull
Mr. & Mrs. George V. Burbach
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Burns
Lestor & Ev Burton, Ruth & Nat Share
Robert Cadotte
Georgia G. Callahan
Betty & Willie Calloway, Jr.
Robert M. Cambell
Dr. & Mrs. Hugh A. Cameron
Mr. & Mrs. Doug Campbell
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard J. Cantor
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Capo
Jesse J. Cardellio
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Cardiff
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel L. Carman
Dr. Oscar Carretero
Gloria J. Carson
Charles M. Casper, Sr.
Mrs. Carl L. Castiglione
Marco Caraffo
Dr. Albert E. Chabot
Miss Denice Childers
Dr. & Mrs. Yung Soo Choi
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Cianciolo & Family
Rev. Ward Clabuesch
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley J. Clamage

The Ford Yard Tractor is for those who know the difference between cheap and real value

Real value. That sums up the Ford Yard Tractor. Whether you’re looking at the YT-16 five-speed, or the YT-16H with hydrostatic drive.

The Yard Tractor can do most of the same jobs as a lawn and garden tractor, yet it’s priced lower. And while its price is remarkably low, a close inspection reveals quality and intelligent design.

A 16-hp Industrial/Commercial engine. You’ve got plenty of power to put a 26-inch rear tiller to good use. Or mow a 48-inch swath. Or clear your drive with a 36-inch snow thrower.

Heel-toe hydrostatic. The YT-16H features a convenient heel-toe hydrostatic drive system. Press with your toe for forward. Down with your heel to slow, stop or back up. Your hands stay on the steering wheel. Accu-set speed control lets you set and maintain a steady speed for mowing big areas and tilling.

Quality starts with beefy construction. A Yard Tractor has an all-steel hood and fender deck, plus a hefty frame. It’s built to last. The fit and finish are Ford quality. And standard features include niceties like sealed-beam headlights... adjustable seat and two-position steering wheel.

Shop around. You’ll find cheaper tractors. But if you know quality, you’ll like the YT-16 and YT-16H. Because a Ford Yard Tractor is a real value.

See Ford Tractors at these convenient locations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALMONT</td>
<td>J. C. Ernst Equip. Co., Inc. 4611 N. Van Dyke Hwy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURTON (FLINT)</td>
<td>Flint Ford Tractor, Inc. 3266 E. Bristol Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANTON</td>
<td>Canton Tractor Sales, Inc. 42045 Michigan Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONROE</td>
<td>J &amp; R Farm Tractor Co. 13330 S. Dixie Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONTIAC</td>
<td>Munn Ford Tractor, Inc. 3700 Laper Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHMOND</td>
<td>J. C. Ernst Equip. Co., Inc. 68293 Oak Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALINE</td>
<td>Saline Ford Tractor, Inc. 6947 E. Michigan Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>Wm. F. Sell &amp; Son, Inc. 16555 S. Telegraph Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTICA</td>
<td>Utica Tractor Sales 6991 Auburn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Contributors

Mr. & Mrs. John Alden Clark
Nadine Clark & Mary Ann Reyes
William P. Clark
Thomas K. Clough
Mary Ann Coffey
Arnold M. Cohn, M.D.
Colonel Nester E. Colc
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Collins
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Colombo
Ms. Jane Colsher
Mr. & Mrs. T. Neal Combs
Mr. Richard P. Connolly
Mary Carol Contoy
Barbara & Gerald Cook
Mrs. George A. Cook
Mr. & Mrs. Edmond B. Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Cooper
Carol E. Copp
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Cornell
Ms. Rena Coulter
Mr. John E. Courtney
Mr. & Mrs. Gary L. Cowan
Cherryl L. Cregar
Judith Cullis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Cunningham
Mr. Peter J. Curtis
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick R. Cushing
Ms. George Cusulas
Terry T. Cwik
Audrey A. Czekiel
Mr. & Mrs. C. Dalgleish, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Danaher
LaRue I. & Keith D. Danielson
Mr. William J. Davidson
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth C. Davis
Nancy Harley Davis
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Davis
Mr. Samuel L. Davis
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Day
Richard & Estella De Bear
Marjorie L. DeBoos
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Defever
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony F. DeLuca
Frank & Edith DeMeCere
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Den Boer
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Depa
Ms. Flora E. De Vaulx
Philip D. Dexter
Everest R. Dobrowski
John Dodds
Daniel F. Doheny
Mrs. Stanley F. Dolega
Mr. & Mrs. Dombrowski
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold R. Dood
Ms. M. Douglas
Mr. & Mrs. Anibal Drelichman
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Driker
Max Dubinksy
Mr. & Mrs. George P. Duensing
Mrs. Thomas A. Dunlap
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Dunning
Amy & Art Durfee
Dorothy M. Durks
Margaret E. Durst
Mr. & Mrs. Peter P. Dusina, Jr.
Irv & Olga F. Dworkin
Stanley
Richard Edgett
Beryl Edwards
Mr. & Mrs. Cyril J. Edwards, Jr.
Kathleen Edwards
Dr. Samuel J. Edwin
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Ehhardt
Mrs. Elaine Eisenstein
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Ellis
Mr. & Mrs. John Erickson
Elizabeth Evans
Mrs. Reland Schreel Evans
Wayne C. Everly
Marie B. Eveslage
Dr. & Mrs. David L. Falconer
Uwe Faulhaber
Dr. & Mrs. M. Fauman
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Feinman
Herbct & Susanne Feldstein
W. E. Fennel
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Ferber
Joan Finlayson
S. K. Finney
Harold & Gloria Firestone
Dr. Lydia H. Fischer
Ms. Joanne Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. Harry M. Flower
Jane Forbes
Mr. & Mrs. L. M. Forbes
Dr. Jack Forman
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Formosa
Doris R. Foster
Rebecca Foster
Mr. & Mrs. David Fox
Gaynor R. Fox
Stephen R. Frampton
Michael Frank
Josephine E. Franz
Richard Freedland
Edward W. Friedel
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Frucci
Dr. & Mrs. William R. Fulgenzi
Mr. & Mrs. Gary G. Galunas
John T. Gamble
Dr. & Mrs. V. Gangadharan
Dr. & Mrs. Sunilendu N. Ganguy
Raymond Gardella
Dr. & Mrs. Lamaurice Gardner
Dr. & Mrs. Ernest T. Gaston
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Gaudin
Mrs. Harold B. Geary
Mary B. Geiger
Jane Campbell Geis
Irene & Philip Gentile
Dr. Byron Paul Georgeon
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Gerisch
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Gershenson
Mrs. Chris Gerst
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Gibbons
Judge William J. Giovan
Mr. & Mrs. Leonad Glance
Patricia A. Godleski
Dr. & Mrs. Rudolf Goetz
Judith Goldwyn
Dr. & Mrs. R. M. Gonzalez
Gordon Goodfellow
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel Goodman
Mr. & Mrs. Sam H. Goodman
Lucille & Maynard Gordon
Mrs. Mary Gore
Mr. & Mrs. James Gotch
Mr. James A. Goulding
Bruce Graden
Jane A. Graf
J. B. Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Gratapolo
Mr. & Mrs. T. Neal Combs
LaRue I. & Keith D. Danielson
Tom Dusina, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie R. Hare
Dr. & Mrs. Edwin L. Harmon
Miss Eleanor D. Haroldson
Edward & Susan Haroutunian
Mr. Nathan Har Paz
Mr. & Mrs. L. Scott Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Steve L. Harrison
Mr. John Hartzell
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Harzenbeler
Merry Hawkins
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Hayes
Mr. & Mrs. Murray H. Hayward
George P. Head
Mrs. Barbara Hedburg
Gary S. Heizer
Mr. & Mrs. Tommy E. Henderson
Marie Hennessy
Mrs. W. Herbert
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A New Season of International Presentations 1985-1986

Fine Arts String Quartet
Raphael Hilayer, Violinist
Nathan Milstein, Violinist
Aterballeto
Western Opera Theatre, "Don Giovanni"

The Western Opera Theatre, acclaimed touring branch of the San Francisco Opera Center, brings its new product of the Don Juan legend, dramatized in this operatic masterpiece of Mozart. Beautiful melodies, famous opera scenes, mystery, intrigue, and the triumph of good over evil — an evening of musical theater at its finest. 8 pm, Power Center.

Munich Philharmonic
Lorin Maazel, Conductor
National Folk Ballet of Yugoslavia
Cleveland Octet
Carles Montoya, Flamenco Guitarist
Vienna Symphony Orchestra
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Conductor
New Philadelphia Quartet
Richard Woodhams, Obist
Shura Cherkassky, Pianist
Handel's Messiah

Pittsburgh Ballet Theater, Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker"
Jossey Norman, Soprano

The English Concert
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Gunther Herbig, Conductor
Heinrich Schiff, Cellist
Murray Louis Dance Company and Dave Brubeck Quartet
André Watts, Pianist
Songmakers' Almanac
Michala Petri, Recorder
Guarneri String Quartet
San Francisco Symphony
Herbert Blomstedt, Conductor
Berlin Ballet
Beaux Arts Trio
Lewitzky Dance Company
Ruggiero Ricci, Violinist
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
Pinchas Zukerman, Conductor & Violinist
Romu Wind Quintet
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble
John Williams, Guitarist
1986 May Festival

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Thursday, Oct. 24
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 25 & 26
Sunday, Oct. 27

Tuesday, Oct. 29
Thursday, Oct. 31
Saturday, Nov. 9
Wednesday, Nov. 13

Saturday, Jan. 11

Wednesday, Jan. 15

Friday, Feb. 7
Thursday, Feb. 13
Wednesday, Feb. 16
Tuesday, Feb. 18
Saturday, Mar. 15
Tuesday, Mar. 11

Wednesday, Feb. 5
Friday, Feb. 7
Saturday, Feb. 9
Thursday, Feb. 13
Tuesday, Feb. 20
Wednesday, Mar. 26

Tuesday, April 1

Wed., Mar. 12 & Thur. 13
(4:00) Sunday, Mar. 16
Mon., Mar. 24 & Tues. 25
Wednesday, Mar. 26

Tuesday, April 1

(4:00) Sunday, Apr. 8
(4:00) Sunday, Apr. 15

Wednesday, Apr. 16

Wed. Sat., Apr. 30-May 1

Tickets for all concerts are on sale now. Brochure with complete information available upon request.

Contact University Musical Society, Burton Tower, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. Weekdays 9-4:30 Saturday 9-12.
Phone (313) 665-3717; (313) 764-2538.

This year all concerts begin at 8 pm except where otherwise noted. All performances on the central campus of the University of Michigan.
Ample parking available.
Contributors

J. G. Heuer
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Heym
Susanne Hilberty
Eileen E. Hilger
Ruth K. Hill
Peter Hiltz
Mr. & Mrs. Donald W. Hines
John J. Hinnendael
Michael E. Hinsky
Dr. Neill S. Hirst
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Hochman
Mr. & Mrs. L. J. Hogan, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. William Hogan
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Hoglund
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Holowchak
James C. Howard
Robert G. Howe
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Howlett
Mrs. Katharine Ferrin Hubbard
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Huff
L. E. Huntington
Paul Hysen
Information Coordinators, Inc.
Mrs. Joseph Inwald
Clifford Isaac, D.O.

Italian Study Group of Troy
Dr. & Mrs. David Itkin
Mr. & Mrs. Brasch Jacobs
Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Jacobs
Mr. & Mrs. Wendell L. Jacobson
Elsa Jakob
Reverend Darryl F. James
Mr. & Mrs. John O. Jay
Randy W. Jensen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Jessup
Andy Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Bert P. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert R. Johnson
Paul Duane Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Jones
Mrs. Charlene M. Jones
Mr. D. Frank Jones
J. F. Jovanovich, M.D.
Dr. Jacek Jozefowicz
Patricia Judd
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Julius
Captain & Mrs. Robert G. Kales
Mr. & Mrs. S. E. Kang
Mr. & Mrs. Austin A. Kanter

Mr. & Mrs. Herman Kaplan
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Karp
Mr. & Mrs. Norman D. Katz
Philip & Barbara Katz
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Kaufmann
Michael V. Kaul
Mrs. Rosalind S. Kavieff
Mr. Robert Kay
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Kaye
Joyce Ann Kelley
Dr. Annette R. Kelly
Mr. & Mrs. J. E. Kelly
Laura Lee Kelly
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Kelly
Dr. & Mrs. A. F. Keisey
Dr. J. Christopher Ken
R. L. Kennedy
Jeanette and Richard Keramedjian
Horst & Lottie Kersner
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Key
Ida King
Kathy King
Lillian & Alfred King
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas King
Victoria J. King
Mrs. Henry Kinzie
Dr. & Mrs. Milton Kionka
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Kippen
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Kitz
Jean Klarich
Mary Ellen Klein
William & Mary Robertson Kleinert
Justin G. Klimko
Doris P. Koch
Dr. & Mrs. Kocur
Mr. & Mrs. Albert J. Koegel
Ms. Selma Korn
J. Douglas Korney
Dr. V. J. Kozul & Mrs. Kozul
Mr. & Mrs. Otto J. Krause
Nettie Kravitz
Victoria J. Krug
Carol Kryston
Dennis Labeau
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Labelle
Bobby LaDuke
Barbara LaFayette
Donald E. Lata
Jane Lamberson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Langelier
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey Lanning
Mrs. F. A. Lavery, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Noel Lawson
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Lazar
Virginia June McCosh LeBlanc
Judy Lechmar
Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Leckie, Jr.
Mr. Werner K. Lehmann
Mrs. Mary Lemon
Philip Leon
Dr. Dolores V. Leonard
Mr. & Mrs. Vittorio Leopardi
Mrs. John Lesesne
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Leslie
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Now there’s a third monthly in Detroit.

50,000 papers every week. That’s over 200,000 papers monthly. We reach more people than the circulations of both of Detroit’s monthlies combined!

We’re everywhere, every Wednesday. Don’t you owe yourself a look?

The MetroTimes
More than a monthly.
961-4060
Contributors

Dr. & Mrs. Paul R. Lessem
Justice Charles L. Levin
Gerald & Randie Levin
Mickey Levin
Yale Levin
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Lewis
A. H. Lightbuhl
Mr. & Mrs. Calvin Lippit
Mrs. Carl F. Lischer
Mr. & Mrs. Gardner R. Lloyd
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Loffreda
Mr. & Mrs. J. Daniel Logan
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Longyear
Ms. Angela Luken
Mr. George W. Lukowski
Dan P. Lutzelter
Mr. & Mrs. Sherman Lynn
Dr. & Mrs. Robert T. Lyons
Mrs. Richard F. MacLeod
Mrs. Betty A. MacKenzie
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. MacKenzie
Mr. Edwin R. MacKethan
Faith A. MacLennan
Carol Madej
Dr. & Mrs. David Madorsky
Mr. & Mrs. Erwin I. Madorsky
Clair L. Magoon
Harris & Phoebe Mainster
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Mair
Harry & Rachel Maisel
Mr. & Mrs. M. Malter
Patrick J. Mansfield
Mr. & Mrs. Harry J. Mara
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. Marcelli
Philip M. Marcus
Mario's Baking Company
Samuel Markel
Mr. Charles H. Marks
Mr. & Mrs. Rollin P. Marquis
Miss Margaret Marr
Mr. & Mrs. Frank S. Marra
Dr. Elaine Martin
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Martin
Mrs. James F. Martin
William L. Martin, Jr.
Karl Mathiak
Ms. Lida H. Mattman
Zorek P. Mavian
Donna J. McCann
Denver & Gae McCord
Katherine McCullough
Jane C. McKee
Mr. & Mrs. William W. McKee
Arline McKenzie
Glascoe McKinney, II
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. McNair
Marc McNamara
Mrs. Mozell M. McNorriell
Theresa McVeigh
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Meininger
Miss Lynne M. Metty
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Meyn
Grace F. Mezey

Joseph & Mary Jane Michaels
Mr. Frederick A. Miller
Mrs. John P. Miller
Nancy Miller
Miss Kim Mara Minasian
Lyle S. Mindlin
Helen Winkler Minichelli
Mr. & Mrs. Francis W. Misch
Robert A. Mitchell
Dr. & Mrs. George Mogill
John A. Moir
Mr. & Mrs. Cecil J. Moix
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Monolodi
Mr. & Mrs. Freeman Monson
Gladys Morgan
Francesca P. Moriconi
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Morisette
Mrs. Tinnie Morman
Mr. & Mrs. Russells W. Morrison
Mrs. Cyril Moscow
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Bernd Mueller
Betty J. Muller
Carl T. Muna
Joan Munday
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Murray
Audrey Murtland
Susan Myers
Robert N. Nair
Edward & Diane Nalepa
Gail & Jeannie Ness
Karmun Newby
Jim & Lynn Newman
Mrs. Shirley Newman
Richard & Wilma Newton
Sandra Nigoghossian
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Nigro
Mr. & Mrs. Marco Nobili
Mrs. Mary B. Nolan
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Noonan
Mr. & Mrs. James North
Dr. Paul Nowakowski
John J. Nugent
Margery J. Obed
Michael & Caroline Obloy
Mr. & Mrs. John O'Brien
Calvin W. Odom
Maury Okun
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Okun
Mary L. Oldani
Mrs. Terry Oster
Dr. Enrique M. Ostrea
Mr. & Mrs. James Palazzolo
Dr. Peter Palmer
Dale J. Pangonis
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph R. Papp
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur G. Pappas
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Parcell, Jr.
Beatrice Parsons
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Pawlaczyk
Mr. & Mrs. Sanford Pearlman
Mr. & Mrs. Rankin P. Peck
Mr. & Mrs. William Peck
Petra Pepellashi

John Peters & Company
Mrs. L. J. Peterson
Father William Petitt
Mrs. Patricia Petro
Mrs. George Pierrot
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Pintar
David & Susi Pitts
Mr. A. Plachta
Mrs. Robert Plazibat
Mrs. J. R. Plunkett
Bruce W. Polozker
Michael & Rose Popek
Mr. & Mrs. J. H. Porter
Arnold Porner
Arex Potter
Stanley & Jane Prebo
Ms. Martha Preston
Judith Primak
Ms. Joan S. Pugh
Martha M. Puskas
Reverend Joseph A. Quinn
Mrs. Edward D. Quint
Mr. & Mrs. William Rachwal
Casimir Radman
Jeanette M. Raiteri
Carolyn Perry Ramsey
Ward Randol
Brigitte Rauer
Mr. & Mrs. John Reddy
Mr. & Mrs. Donald H. Regan
M. & S. Regan
Mrs. Caroline Reid
Mr. Warren L. Reinecker
Craig & Diane Reynolds
Katherine & William Ribbens
Mr. & Mrs. David Richardson
Robert C. Riess
Mr. & Mrs. Roger J. Rinke
MRS. Florence Potter Robb
Elizabeth B. Roberts
Mr. & Mrs. George Robertson
Mary Lou Robertson
Mary Robertson
Mr. & Mrs. Peter B. Robinson
Robert C. Robinson
Mrs. Walter F. Rockwell
Mr. & Mrs. David Rodwell
Larry Roggow
Ms. Rose Romanow
David & Sheila Ronis
Joanne B. Rooney
Joan & Arthur Rose
Joberta F. Rose
E. Lawrence Rosenberg
Drs. Albert & Rhonda Rosenthal
Patricia J. Ross
Sheila Ross
Ms. Mary E. rotary
Mr. Sheldon Roth
Mr. & Mrs. George Rubin
M. A. Rudelic
Michael Rupert
Mr. & Mrs. Carleton K. Rush
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Russo.
A Michigan First: A State Chartered Savings and Loan Holding Company

“Our Alternative Perspective on the real estate financing business has given us a great deal of flexibility through the years in structuring our financing programs.”

At U.S. Mutual, we have met the challenge of rapidly changing real estate markets in the 1970's and 1980's. We have continually expanded our mortgage and seller financing programs to remain competitive, and increase our market share. Our programs for Realtors, home sellers and buyers, and commercial investors are some of the most flexible and competitively priced in the market today. If you'd like to receive a free copy of our new Annual Report call (313) 259-3300 today or write to our address below.

200 Renaissance Center, Suite 3060, Detroit, Michigan 48243

COMPLIMENTS OF EVANS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Contributors


Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Ryan
Richard J. Sabatini
Maritza Sabbagh
Dr. John Saffran
Dr. & Mrs. William H. Salot
Shirley A. Saltzman, Attorney
Rev. Jacob J. Samonie
Dr. & Mrs. Hershel Sandberg
Mr. & Mrs. Nihal Saran
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sarkozy
Gerald D. Sawdon
Karen Saxton
Vince & Kathy Scanio
Lawrence & Vivian Schecter
Joseph Scheringer
Marie A. Scheutze
Ms. Miriam Schey
Joseph L. Schirle
Mr. & Mrs. Jack M. Schaid
Mr. & Mrs. Jack M. Schmid
Ms. Carolyn Wolf Schmidt
John Schmidt
Herman Schornstein, M. D.
Herbert R. Schroeder
Paula Schuman & Jacques Vielot
Dr. O. William Schumann
Mr. & Mrs. James Schutte
Dr. & Mrs. Oscar Schwartz
Dr. & Mrs. Heinz H. Schwarz
Katherine Scott
Dr. & Mrs. William G. Self
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Semple
Louis C. Scro
Mr. & Mrs. Jack M. Schmid
Mr. & Mrs. Jack M. Schmid
Mr. & Mrs. Henry H. Schumacher
Mr. & Mrs. Sandra Scott
Mr. & Mrs. R. S. Trotter
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander J. Turco
Joseph Turek
Mrs. William S. Turner
Mrs. Scotty Tuttle
Jean & Lewis Unnewehr
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Unsworth
Theresa Vaitkunas
Eliza Valassis
Joseph Valentin
Daniel Van Den Abeele
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Vanderbeek
Wilhelmina Vandereerden
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. VanderKlipp
Lillian E. VanDiver
Dame Yannelli
Mr. Thomas A Varallo
Lisa Varnier
Eddy Vincent
Mr. & Mrs. John Varriale
Mrs. William S. Turner
Mrs. Scotty Tuttle
Jean & Lewis Unnewehr
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Unsworth
Theresa Vaitkunas
Eliza Valassis
Joseph Valentin
Daniel Van Den Abeele
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Vanderbeek
Wilhelmina Vandereerden
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. VanderKlipp
Lillian E. VanDiver
Dame Yannelli
Mr. Thomas A Varallo
Lisa Varnier
Eddy Vincent
Mrs. Oliver H. Wagner
Dorothy R. Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Wall
Mrs. Carson Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Wall
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Walter
Pamela D. Waltermire
Dr. & Mrs. John Ward
Mr. & Mrs. George L. Wardlaw
Mr. & Mrs. Cyrus Warshaw
Gretchen C. Wartman
David Wassenaar
Earl J. Watch
Susan Watson
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel W. Webb
Kurt A. Weber-Stroebel
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert T. Weinberg
Mr. & Mrs. Hans R. Weinmann
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald S. Weinraub
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Weir
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Werner
Donald Weydemeyer
Mr. & Mrs. Wheeler
Daniel White, M.D.
Larry Wickless
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Wilbert
Blythe E.G. Williams
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A moving performance.

Artistry in motion, a harmony of parts are not restricted to the stage. ASC brings that heightened sense of drama to the average automobile with special design and engineering ideas, creating vehicles that touch the emotions and please the eye.

Add a dramatic dimension to your life with the warmth, style and luxury of a precious fur from Jacobson's. Perhaps this sumptuous Black Diamond, the world's finest natural dark ranch mink.

Jacobson's
Contributors

George Williams Interiors, LTD.
Gene M. & Robert M. Williams
Susanne L. Williams
Lorene G. Wilson
Nita Wilson
Pat Wilson
Mrs. I. (Beryl) Winkelmann
Mr. & Mrs. Eric H. Winter
Nancy A. Witt
Pauline J. Wohlford
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald J. Woityra
Mrs. Morton W. Work
Constance Wright
Dr. & Mrs. Harold L. Wright, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth J. Wright
Timothy B. Wright
Dr. & Mrs. Clyde Wu
Mrs. Martin Wyrod
Ms. Lina Alder
Onnalee Anderson
Dominic & Janet Abbate
Mrs. Mary M. Abbott
Kathleen F. Abramczyk
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Abramowitz
Inez Acevedo
Rosita E. Acosta
Mr. & Mrs. J. Peter Acquisti
Mr. Douglas B. Adams
Mrs. Morris Adler
Kenneth K. Alfon
Alberta M. Agla
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Agree
Onnalee Ahrens
Mr. & Mrs. Hanan Ajluni
Judith Ajluni
Dr. & Mrs. Donald G. Albert
Terrill S. Albert
Dr. & Mrs. William C. Albert
William Albertson
Dr. & Mrs. Albert Albrecht
Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. Albright
Gail Alder
Ms. Linda Alder
Mr. & Mrs. Robert T. Alexander
William Alexander
Mr. & Mrs. Mark T. Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Allen
Virginia Allen
Marcie F. Allor
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Almer
Dr. & Mrs. Walter Ambinder
Alexander J. Anderson
E. L. Anderson
Dr. & Mrs. Edward S. Anderson
Malcolm Anderson
Mrs. Nancy L. Andre
Clark Andreac
Mr. & Mrs. Anton Andrus
A Nice Guy
Anonymous 12
Thomas C. Aquino
Adele F. Aras
Sophie Arditti
Mr. & Mrs. Gene R. Arehart
Mr. & Mrs. Frank E. Arens
Mrs. C. H. Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Danial Arnold
Susan E. Arnold
Mrs. Ilona M. Arntzen
Mr. & Mrs. Harry B. Aronow
David Aronson
Dr. & Mrs. Peter J. Aronow
Mr. Frank S. Arvai
Helen Stevens Askew
William Arwood
Stacy Audas
Linda J. Austin
Daniel Avey
Mr. & Mrs. Fred C. Babcock
Mr. & Mrs. David Bazewski
Father John Badeen
Maxim Bahadurian
Dr. Sara Bahar
Mr. & Mrs. Leland O. Baker
Willie & Shirley Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Ballard
Mary Lee Balmer
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Barber
Sue E. Barber
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Baril
William Barkell
Robert O. Barker
Ms. Reay Lynn Barkley
Colleen T. Barnard
Mrs. Sylvia Bartalucci
Mr. & Mr. John W. Barthel
Mr. & Mrs. Charles K. Barton
Mrs. Margaret Bartz
Ms. Beverley M. Baskins
Mr. & Mrs. Louis G. Basso
Marion Bate
Mr. Michael J. Bauer
Mr. & Mrs. Everett Baugh
Mildred L. Bazell
Iris M. Becker
William M. Bedell
Mr. & Mrs. L. A. Beecher
Peter & Rosalie Beer
Mr. & Mrs. Edward D. Beers
Barbara & Paul A. Begun
Ms. Beverly Belding
Blanche W. Bell
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Bell
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Beltaire
Mr. & Mrs. Riccardo Beltramello
Nicholas Benard
Jocelyn Stanley Bennett
Mrs. Lowell Bennett
Howard R. Bennett
Mrs. Eleanor J. Bennink
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence S. Bensman
Bob & Shirley Benyas
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Beren
Seymour Berger
Dr. & Mrs. Lary R. Berkmeyer
Mr. & Mrs. Barton M. Berman
Dr. & Mrs. Jay M. Berman
Mr. & Mrs. Henry S. Berman
Andrew H. Berry, D.O.
Dorothy Berry
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Best
Ms. Ruth E. Beverly
Dr. & Mrs. Jamshid Bhavnagri
Joses Bicera
Jeffrey Bickerstaff
Burton Binder
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Binder
Jane M. Bingham
Dr. & Mrs. Leonard Birndorf
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Bishop
Helen M. Bitonti
Edward E. Black
Marie S. Black
Mr. & Mrs. Saul Blackman
M. B. Blackwood
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Blakeney
John D. Blanchard
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Bleznak
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Blizman
Reverend A. Blonigen, CMM
Bloomfield Village Garden Club
Mr. & Mrs. R. H. Blumberg
Terese Boardman
Ted Bodus
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. Boel
Mr. & Mrs. Walter A. Boelster
Patricia S. Boggs
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Bokram
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Bonarito
Mrs. Gertrude D. Bonk
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin F. Bookstein
David E. Boone
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Boram
Mr. Robert H. Borcherts
Mr. & Mrs. Ben L. Borden
Mr. & Mrs. Carl C. Borella
Mr. & Mrs. Richard I. Bortfeld
Larry J. Bossman
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Bota
Patricia A. Bordow
Mr. & Mrs. Jeremiah Bourke
Dr. & Mrs. Bendt Boving
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Bowes
Will H. Bowius
Mr. & Mrs. David Boyd
Miss Eleanor A. Bozzer
Dr. & Mrs. R. John Bradfield
Sandra L. Bradley
R. J. Brainard
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Branch
Fred Brandenburg
Kenneth Brandt
Marianne Brandt
The Gold Shop of Windsor invites you to drop by and inspect our recent antique jewellery and gemstone acquisitions.

IAN M. HENDERSON
JEWELLERS—GOLD AND SILVERSMITHS—ANTIQUARIANS
H. QUELLETTE AVENUE, WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9A 4J1
TELEPHONE 251-3463—DETROIT TELEPHONE 963-3931

Oriental Rugs
We sell them, buy them, trade them, clean them, repair them, and love them.

HAGOPIAN
14000 W. Eight Mile Rd. (3 blocks West of Coolidge) • Oak Park • 399-2323
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fine clothes, like a fine performance, leave a lasting impression.

Entering our 61st year in Windsor

We are Offering EVERY SINGLE FUR ON SALE!
Including our New 1985-86 Styles and our Designer Models. Choose from the Exciting Creations of World Famous GROSVENOR, Canada Christian Dior and ALFRED SUNG Exclusively in Windsor At Lazare's
- FULL PREMIUM ON U.S. DOLLARS
- NO DUTY
- NO SALES TAX

FOR BEAUTY, QUALITY, ELEGANCE AND VALUE... IT'S

Lazare's
493 OUELLETTE AVE., WINDSOR
FREE PARKING 9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M. DAILY; FRI. TILL 9:00 P.M.
1-519-253-2418
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Contributors

James T. Falk
Ms. N. Fancher
James Fangman
Dr. & Mrs. Jalil Farah
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard R. Farber
Mr. & Mrs. Carl W. Farquhar
Mrs. Robert H. Farquhar
Herman Farrand
Mr. Steve Fashinder
Gerald Faye
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Feinberg
Mr. & Mrs. Louis F. Felder
Mr. & Mrs. Michael S. Feldman
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome J. Fellrath
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Ferrante
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Fick
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Figlen
Sharon R. Fike
Honorable Sharon Trevis Finch
Michael E. Finnegan
Gilbert Firment
Albert Fischer
Catherine L. Fischer
Gary A. Fisher
Mr. Michael E. Fisher
Oda Fisher
Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. Fisher
Steven Fishman
Mrs. Alberta Fitzgerald
Shirley Flanagan
Mr. John Fleming

Professor & Mrs. Roy B. Fleming
Ruth & Fred Fion
Eugenia Florck
Mr. & Mrs. Kuhlman Fluchter
Ceccilia D. Florin
Mr. & Mrs. John Foley
Cathy A. Foltin
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon T. Ford
Dr. & Mrs. J. Forman
Dr. Edith C. Foster
Joan Forshoefel
Reverand & Mrs. John B. Forsyth
Lenore R. Forsythe
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Fox
Mr. & Mrs. David P. Frade
Louis Franczak
Donna J. Fraser
Robert Fraser-Lee
Dr. Arthur Freedman
Stuart & Paulette Freedman
Doris Freeman
Dorothy M. Freeman
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Friedman
Hazen Friedman
Harold S. Friedman
Mrs. Deborah Frisch
Darryl Froehlich
Mrs. Jerold A. Frost
Onalee M. Frost
Ruth H. Freuhauf
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Friar
Donald E. Fulmer
Kenneth S. Gadd

James E. Eberle
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What Greater Joy In Life!

- Music
- Food
- TRAVEL

I am a professional when it comes to TRAVEL and planning a trip for you.

I am a professional when it comes to DINING and COOKING.

I am an amateur when it comes to MUSIC. The closest I can come to performing in an Opera is to appear in this Program.

But put your TRAVEL plans in the hands of my staff and the results will be a high C.

(313) 645-5050
Chuck Randolph Travel & Tours
3588 West Maple Road • Birmingham, Michigan 48010

For office supplies, Detroit looks up to us!

We’re your complete home, school and office supply headquarters. Our wide selection, fast service and great prices keep us heads above anyone else. When you need office supplies look to Macauley’s.

For a complete selection of office supplies, furniture and machines, call 967-0300.

Macauley’s
Office products for more than just the office.
Contributors

Gigi Gaggini
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Gailey, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert Galens
Judge Thomas Hugh Gallagher
Fred P. Gamble
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Garcia
Mr. & Mrs. William Y. Gard
Mr. & Mrs. Keith D. Gardels
Mrs. John H. Gardner
Sharon E. Garrison
Robert Garvin
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Gasparotti
Mrs. Cynthia V. Gayles
Mr. & Mrs. Armand Gebert
Mr. & Mrs. Gelman
Mr. & Mrs. Julien Gendell
Effie Gentry
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gerber
Mr. & Mrs. Gina A. Gervasi
Ms. Mildred Gettdank
Mr. & Mrs. Christian Gheordunescu
Harriette J. Gibson
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Gideon
Leroy & Sharon Giglio
Peter Giles
Mr. & Mrs. Elio Giovannone
Mrs. Henry C. Givens
Marien Glaser
Arthur Glaza
Mr. & Mrs. Lonnie Glispic
Roger J. Goers
Arthur W. Gohle
Dr. & Mrs. Joel Goldberg
Martin R. Goldman
Rohn M. Goldman
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Goldstein
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Goldszer
Leslie Golightly
Mr. & Mrs. Edward C. Goodman
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Goodman
Dr. Virgil Goodman
Anita & Robert Goor
Helen Gordon
Sylvia A. Gordon, Ph.D.
Miss Mildred Gottdank
Carolyn M. Goyette
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald D. Graetz
Adele Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph A. Graham
Rosalie C. Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy J. Grajewski
Irmgard Granelli
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Green
Dr. & Mrs. Ervin Green
Gloria D. Green
Cynthia Greenspan
Nelson Greer
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Gregory
Edythe Gregory
Dr. & Mrs. Louis J. Gregory
Mr. William Greve
Mrs. Katherine Griggs
Carolyn Grimes

Dr. & Mrs. Alexander Grinstein
Thomas W. Gross
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. Grossman
Diane Groebtou
Carol Grunor
Dr. & Mrs. C. S. Guernsey
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Guettin
Mrs. Harold D. Gumpper
Dr. & Mrs. E. S. Gurdjian
Janet Haas
W. R. Hadary
Ruby Hahn
Mr. & Mrs. Halberstadt
Mrs. Marjorie B. Hale
Mr. & Mrs. Michael D. Haley
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hal
Dr. & Mrs. Charles M. Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. David Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. W. Handler
Mrs. Julia Handy
Mrs. Irene Hanson
Andrew & Donna Harakas
Camilie Harbeck
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Harber
Mr. David Harbison
Ms. Laurie Harding
Eugene Harkaway
Jeanne Marie Harlan
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen G. Harper
Mr. & Mrs. James O. Harris
Venora L. Hawkins
Karen Haydu
Jeffrey K. Haynes
N. D. Hayward
Virginia Hazen
Mr. Carleton Healy
Mrs. Clair H. Healy
Sharon Heard
Kenneth H. Hebenstreit
Reverend & Mrs. Harold L. Hecht
Dr. & Mrs. Gerhardt A. Hein
Jon N. Heinrich
Mr. & Mrs. Roger J. Helder
Mr. & Mrs. P. Philip Helfman
Mary A. Helin
Harriet M. Helms
Mr. & Mrs. James Hempseed
A. Henry
Bill & Judy Hepfer
Melvin Herner
Joyce C. Herron
Mrs. Ross W. Herron
Gary J. Hershoren
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hetchler
Ms. Christie Hewlett
Mrs. Thomas H. Hewlett
Victor H. Hickman
Ross & Virginia Hieber
Dr. Francis Higgins
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Higgins
Clarence Hightower
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald E. Hill
Mrs. Mary Hill
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Hiller
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Hirsch
Mr. & Mrs. James C. Hitchcock
Reginald Hinxman
Dr. & Mrs. Bohdan Hnatuk
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad W. Hobgood
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hodges
Theresa Hodges
Daniel Hoffert
Ms. Anna L. Holley
Margaret Holmes
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Holsten
Mrs. Frederick Carl Holtz, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Werner G. Holzbock
Sheridan V. Holzman
John T. Hooper
Joseph F. Horger
Wilma H. Horne
N. A. Horowitz
Linda Hotchkiss, M.D. &
Robert P. Young, Jr.
Elmer M. Houghten
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Houle
Carole E. House
Dr. & Mrs. Lynn E. Howell
Mr. Michael B. Hoyt
Mrs. Barbara D. Hudgins
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Hudock
Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Huegli
Dr. & Mrs. Frank Hull
Margaret Humphrey
Mr. & Mrs. George C. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. Roger E. Hunt
Mr. & Mrs. H. Thomas Hunt
Jill A. Hurlbert
Dr. & Mrs. M. Colton Hutchins
S. William Hutton, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James Hygo
Ideal Incentives, Inc.
Mrs. D. Igleheart
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene T. Ignasiak
Dennis Ingham
Daniel Iorns
Mary Ann Ivey
Mrs. Sylvia Iwrey
Mae Jacob
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond A. Jacobs
Mary C. Jacobson
Mr. & Mrs. Seth L. Jacobson
Mr. & Mrs. Donald L. Jacques
Derek C. Jaggers
Mr. & Mrs. Roy G. James
Ms. Emily Jameson
Robert Janes
K. John Jarrett
Mr. & Mrs. J. J. Jeffries
Dr. Louise M. Jefferson
Mrs. Joseph N. Jennings
Mary & Ed Jennings
David Jensen
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin O. Johnson
Delores Johnson
Nina Johnson
Mrs. Patricia L. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. David Johnston

The 1999-2000 Michigan Opera Theatre season is supported by grants from the Michigan Council for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Charles H. Wright Fund, the Presser Foundation, and Matching America's Promise (MAP) and is co-sponsored by the Michigan Council for the Arts. Each grant is a vote of confidence in the value of the performing arts and the importance of its role in our communities. We are deeply grateful for this support and committed to making the arts a vital part of our daily lives.
Michigan Mutual Insurance Group is now:

Amerisure Companies

The Michigan Mutual Insurance Group has changed its name to the Amerisure Companies. For over 72 years Michigan Mutual has meant integrity and service to policyholders and agents. We use the name with pride and have plenty of reasons for keeping it just as it was.

However, we also want people to know that we've changed in many ways: Our representatives and offices span the U.S., providing plans of insurance and service to meet localized needs. Our people are using the latest technology to help us deliver efficient and effective service.

And we're working closely with local independent agents — through the American Agency System — to make our operations and theirs the best.

Remember our new name:

Amerisure Companies

Amerisure, Inc.
Amerisure Insurance Co.
(formerly Associated General Insurance Co.)
Amerisure Life Insurance Co.
(formerly Associated General Life Co.)
Michigan Mutual Insurance Co.

Home Office: Detroit, Michigan 48226
Regional Offices: Charlotte, Dallas, Detroit, Indianapolis, New York, St. Louis, St. Petersburg.
Contributors


Mr. & Mrs. James C. Johnston, Jr.
Virginia C. Johnston
Mrs. Janet W. Jones
Mrs. Sybil Ruffins Jones
Dr. Jacek Josefowicz
James & Sheila Joyce
Dr. & Mrs. S. Jung
Barbara B. Kabcenell
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Kachel
Sondra Kaeding
Kenneth Kaestner
Ruth E. Kahn
Arthur R. Kainz
Ruth E. Kaliff Accounting Services
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Kanners
Dr. Steven M. Kant
Michele Ann Kapecky
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Karr
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Kasch
Mr. & Mrs. George Kaston
Mr. & Mrs. Boris Katz
Ms. Helen S. Kauppila
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Kauer
Edward A. Kazak
Ms. Marjorie Keller
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Keller
Ralph B. Kelley
Jane T. Kerivin
Mr. Jack L. Kesler
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Kessler
Josephine P. Kian
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Kienbaum
Mr. & Mrs. Morris H. Kimmel
M.A. Kincheloe
Mr. & Mrs. James Kindraka
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. King
Peter F. King
Ruth Rount King
Charles P. Kingsmith
Edward R. Kingsley
Jean M. Kinney
Dorothy M. Kirby
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Kirian
Professor & Mrs. Stanley Kirschner
Arthur H. Kirsh
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon W. Kisabeth
Dr. & Mrs. Karl Kithier
Mr. & Mrs. Gladys Klein
Lillian I. Klein
Mr. & Mrs. John Klemme
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Klingbgl
Charles P. Klingensmith
Werner H. Kneisel
Mr. & Mrs. Burton S. Knighton
James D. & Mary Ann Lyon Knittel
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Knudsivig
Mr. & Mrs. Walter O. Koch
Mr. & Mrs. Wenzel F. Koch
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Kohlenberg
Jackie Kolowski
Daniel B. Kolton
J. Donald Kometz
A. Kost
Mr. & Mrs. John Kotas
Sharon Kotsopodis
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Kowalczyk
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Kowaleski
Stephanie Kown
Mary Ann Kraay
Mr. & Mrs. L.S. Kraft
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Kramer
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Krandle
Darlene Rae Krato
Harry Krause
Ira J. Kreft
Mr. & Mrs. David C. Kregel,
In honor of Julie Walt
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Kreinbring
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph V. Krieg
Warren K. Kruger
Ludmila F. Kruse
Diana O. Krutza
Jaroslav S. Krywyj
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Kubicz
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin A. Kulesza
Mathew J. Kunder
Margaret Kurta
Dr. & Mrs. John Kutsche
Nickolas Kyser
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Labriola
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MORE SPECIALISTS MAKE US MORE THAN A HOSPITAL.

Neurologists, neurosurgeons, cardiologists, cancer specialists, kidney and bone specialists. So many specialists. So many fields. That's why patients from 31 states come to us. It's why doctors around the world train with us. And it's why you or your doctor should talk to us.

Henry Ford Hospital
AND SPECIALTY CENTERS
2799 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, MI 48202 876-3400

Canon
Electronic Typewriters
and Word Processing Systems

Sales - Service
Leasing

BURWOOD
BUSINESS MACHINES
18301 John R, Detroit 883-7911
Contributors

Carol Livingston
Margaret Llorens
Mr. & Mrs. Walter W. Lloyd
Rebecca Lockhart
Janet Lockwood
Mrs. Guenter Loepertz
Mr. & Mrs. L.A. Lopez
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald S. Lorfel
Frank Lorito
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Lourie
Louise D. Lowell
Howard & Carlann Luetzow
Mr. & Mrs. Wilford Lundberg
Mr. & Mrs. James Lundell
Joseph & Amanda Lunghamer
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Lurie
Mr. & Mrs. Sallan B. Lurie
Mr. & Mrs. Ray L. Lynch
Jacqueline Maag
Mr. & Mrs. Wilfred J. MacIntyre
Robert B. MacKay
Mr. & Mrs. William MacKenzie
Carol M. MacLean
Dr. Myron MacLennan
Joann Madison
Mr. & Mrs. F. Madrid
Richard Magee
Andrew J. Maguire, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Vijay Mahida
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Mahler
Dr. & Mrs. Murray Mahlin
Mr. & Mrs. John Mahoney
Mary E. Mahony
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Mair
Mrs. Josephine Mallieki
Mrs. Bella Malinoff
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick F. Manley
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney B. Mann
George & Martha Manning
Varkis Manoogian
Jody J. Maruteen
Mrs. Edith Manville
Mr. & Mrs. Harry J. Mara
Carol Maraldo
Mr. & Mrs. Eddardo Marchi
Mr. & Mrs. John Marcus
Mr. & Mrs. Antonio Marek
Gladys & Zaven Margosian
Mrs. Dolores Markowski
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Marsden
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Mart
Mrs. Robert V. Martelli
Mr. & Mrs. Berthold Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Martin
Roberta Martyr-Mow
Sue Marx
David Mascielli
Mr. & Mrs. P. Philip Matthews.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Maughan
MS. M.J. Maurer
H. Josephine Maynard
Mr. & Mrs. Vern Mayhew
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Mazza
Mrs. Alfreda Mazzeoline

Mary C. McAllen
Sylvia B. McArthur
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. McCabe
Mr. & Mrs. David N. McCammon
Dr. & Mrs. Peter McCann
Mr. & Mrs. W.E. McCollough
Margot McCormack
Mrs. Geraldine McCormick
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. McCoy
Susan A. McCrandall
Virginia McCullough
Gloria C. McCurdy
Lois J. McDonald
Roderick McDonald
Bruce McCarvey
Mr. & Mrs. Reginald McGhee
Mrs. J. Bernard Mcinerney
Jean McIntyre
Donald McIntosh
Robert McKeilcy
Mr. & Mrs. Robert McKenzie
Mrs. Dorothy G. McKinney
Dr. John R. McKinnon
Mr. & Mrs. John G. McLean
Nancy A. McLernon
Mrs. William C. McMillan
James W. McNamee II
Edward McNew
Gerard McPhail
Mr. & Mrs. William F. McQueen
Mary Louise Meade
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Mechat
Mrs. Garbis P. Mechigan
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Meechan
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel Megler
Mr. & Mrs. Dady Mehta
Mr. & Mrs. Fred R. Meier
Mr. & Mrs. James Melnik
Gerald Melzer
Pauline Mengerich
A.R. Menziek
Dr. & Mrs. William D. Mercer
Peter J. Mercier
Francis R. Merckzi
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Merenda, Jr.
Lucy G. Merrikt
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Merz
Marijane Merz
Mrs. William R. Mertz
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Messenbrink
Mr. & Mrs. William B. Metzert
Carol A. Meyer
Dr. & Mrs. George T. Meyer
Mr. Ronald Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Micallef
Frank Migliazzo
Dubravka Miketic
Adelaide & Michael Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Miller
Mrs. Doris J. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. George D. Miller Jr.
Jacki & George Miller
Dr. Herbert & Susan Miller
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"There is no truer truth, obtainable by Man, than comes of Music"

Robert Browning

HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY CARE

"We may not be able to eliminate the problem that places your pregnancy at high-risk, however, we can diagnose, intervene and reduce its impact on you and your baby."

Hutzel Hospital is the leading center for high-risk pregnancy in the state of Michigan. We have been recognized nationally and internationally for our research and care programs in this field.

Call 494-7500 for a free copy of our brochure on high risk pregnancy.

Hutzel Hospital at the Medical Center, Michigan's high-risk pregnancy specialist.
Contributors

David Cryer and Judy Kaye in Sweeney Todd, 1984.

Geraldine O'Grady
Henry Olasky
Leola Olesen
Mrs. Bea Olmstead
Mrs. Judy O'Meara
Mr. & Mrs. David J. Orkoskey
Miss S.C. Ormond
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Ortiz
Dean Osgood
Mr. & Mrs. William Osgood
Mrs. Michael O'Shaughnessy
Dr. David Osher
Mrs. Mary A. Oswalt
Mrs. Theodore R. Owens
Martin P. Pack
Susan Padgham
Jingyi Pak
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Palermino
Ms. Joan M. Palinski
Deiphine & Joseph Palkowski
Mr. John P. Pallack
Mr. & Mrs. Jules L. Pallone
Mrs. Margarita Palutke
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Pangborn
David Paridy
Carol J. Park
Mr. & Mrs. Wilfred W. Parkinson
Mr. & Mrs. E.E. Parks
Myra F. Pasman
Paul's Pastry Shop — Lansing

Ben Paul
Henryk Pawlowski
Michael Pawlowski
Robert & Genevieve Paye
Mrs. Edwin Peabody
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Pearson
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Pecherski
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Pedder
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Pellerito
Ruey Penix
Performing Arts Center, Windsor
Mr. & Mrs. Cornelius C. Perkins
Mrs. Jack W. Perlman
Leslie M. Perlman
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Perrin
Dr. & Mrs. A.L. Perrotta
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Peterthans
Darlene Peters
Frederick Peters
Mrs. Edna Petersen
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Peterson
Mr. Vincent C. Peterson
Dennis and Lucille Petroni
Charles Allen Phillips
Mr. & Mrs. L.D. Phillips
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Phillips
Irene Piccone
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis J. Pickl
Jerry Pickover
Winnifred P. Pierce
Mr. & Mrs. Danie G. Piesko
Helen C. Piggott
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Pike, Jr.
Florence M. Pilson
Tyrus Pinchback
Mrs. Margaret R. Pittman
Joseph A. Placek
Mrs. R.S. Plexico
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Pociask
Mr. & Mrs. I. Pokempner
Dr. & Mrs. Peter J. Polidoro
Arthur Pollak
Senator Laza & Henry Pollack
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Pool
Dr. & Mrs. Charles A. Porretta
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Porinyo
Dr. & Mrs. Juan G. Posada
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Posch, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin E. Poston
Mrs. Glenn E. Potter
Lawrence Potts
Lorraine Wesley Powell
Charlotte Pozniak
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Pruner
Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Pryde
Sherry A. Psenicka
Dorothy Yates Pugh
Eva B. Purves
Carol Ann Putzick
Misha Rachlevski
Mr. & Mrs. Victor F. Radcliffe
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Radtke, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Rager
Dr. & Mrs. A.I. Ragens
Apple pie
Bread du jour
Calzone
Dilled pumpernickel
Elephant ear cookies
Fritatta
Greek coleslaw
Honeydew soup
Indian torta
Jambalaya
Key lime pie
Lasagne Bolognese
Macadamia nut pie
New England corn chowder
Oxtail stew
Poultry/noodle casserole
Quiche Mexicana
Rice pudding a la Ritz
Sangria
Tofu pasta paprikash
Ukrainian borscht
Vichyssoise
Watercress & endive salad
X-tra terrestrial chocolate torte
Yellow squash soup
Zucchini walnut cake

*Changing representative selections.

We run the gamut from A to Z.
(and then some)

We're the
TRAFFIC JAM & SNUG RESTAURANT
Cantfield at Second
5 minutes from the Fisher,
south on Cass

Monday 11 to 3
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 11 to 10:30
Friday 11 to midnight
Saturday 5 to midnight
Closed Sunday

BIRMINGHAM'S REALLY IN TROY!

BIRMINGHAM

CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

MAPLE RD • TROY MOTOR MALL • 643-7000
Contributors

Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Raisch
John Rallie
Gregory A. Randall
William H. Range
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Ranger
Sharon C. Ranucci
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Raphael
Dale Rasor
Robert R. Rathburn
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Rausch
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Ray
Mr. & Mrs. Gale B. Raymond
Claire Beth Raynes
Dr. & Mrs. Seymour D. Raynes
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Redner
John L. Reese
Robert & Margaret Reibel
Dr. Dorothy E. Reilly
John J. Reilly
Carol C. Reiman
Conrad Reinhard
Stella Reinstein
Dr. & Mrs. Oscar E. Remick
Cornelia Rendres
Mrs. Charles Repp
Lorenz Rever
Mr. & Mrs. Deo Forest Reynolds
Hak Inn Rhee
Anni Richardson
Frederick B. Richardson
Patricia Richardson
Phyllis Riley
Mr. & Mrs. Cromer H. Ring
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Rinn
Dr. Eva K. Risdon
Mr. & Mrs. George Ritter
Mr. Benjamin Roberts
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Robertson
John T. Robertson
Maureen Robin
Adrian B. Robinson
J. Russel Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. John Robinson
Kathleen G. Robinson
Pamela Robinson
Dr. Phyllis E. Robinson
Dr. & Mrs. George J. Rock
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Rockland
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Rockwell
James E. Rodgers
Duris & Richard G. Roeder
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Roelofs
Mary Roger
Shirley Roland
Mrs. Jeanne Rondot
Stanley Rontal
Mrs. Gladys Pelham Roscoe
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert E. Rose
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Rose
Mrs. Sheldon Rose
Barbara F. Rosenberg
Dr. Joseph Rosenthal

Dr. & Mrs. Howard S. Rosman
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald F. Ross
Giles L. Ross
Mary Ross
Dr. & Mrs. Alexander Rota
Mrs. George Roth
Marion Roth
Dr. & Mrs. Leon Rottenberg
Jessie B. Row
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Royal
Dianne & Irving Rubin
Mr. & Mrs. John Ruggiero
David Runyon
Esther Runyon
Deiphine Russo
Ann H. Rusano
Donna Rusculelli
Ervin F. Rust
Dr. Jose & Irma Russo
Grant Rutilla & Glenna K. Washburn
Mr. & Mrs. David P. Kuwart
Betsy L. Ryan
Jeanette Ryan
Mary Sabo
Margaret E. Sadler
Henschel M. Sales
Carol Saleetta
Dr. & Mrs. Edwin C. Salter
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore G. Salvetta
Etaine M. Samson
William C. Samuels
Mr. & Mrs. David Sanborn
Antonia Sanchez
Ms. C.W. Sanders
Dr. & Mr. Alvin Superstein
Nevarl Rose Sarkesian
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Sarlinowski
Mrs. H.W. Sarchwell
Mrs. Karen K. Sattler
Mr. & Mrs. J. Edward Sauble
Reverend Hector J. Saulino
Mrs. Georgia L. Saunders
Mr. & Mrs. J.P. Savage
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sawaya
Marie Sawka
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Scales
Mr. & Mrs. Clinton R. Saroff
Marilyn & Neal Schechter
Linda R. Scherdt
Mrs. Mary Jane Schildberg
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Schimer
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Schmidt
Dr. & Mrs. Klaus P. Schmidt
Mr. & Mrs. R.S. Schmitz
Grayce M. Scholt
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell Schrupp
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Schueller
Mr. & Mrs. Berna Schulak
Mr. & Mrs. Frank L. Schuller
Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Schultz
Edmund A. Schwager
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Schwartz
Steven & Marlene Schwartz
Sharon Brott Schwarzer

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Schweizer
Mrs. Charles E. Scott
Tony J. Scouros
Lillian R. Scroggencour
Ms. Helen Seaberg
Kingsley Sears
Debra Seaton
Mr. Jonas Segal
Dr. & Mrs. Nathan P. Segel
Mr. & Mrs. Francis J. Sehn
Mr. & Mrs. Harley M. Selling
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Selover
Maxine Semchysen
William Semple
Cindy Shaffran
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Shaheen
Ms. M. J. Shannon
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Shevrin
Sangyu Shin
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth H. Shipman
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Shirley
Mr. & Mrs. James Shook
Mr. & Mrs. Jack H. Shoushman
Marian Shull
Sherrie Sieffman
Robert W. Sieg
Karen Sights
George J. Sikich
Merry J. Silber
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Sils
Dr. & Mrs. Donald F. Silver
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Silverberg
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Silverman
Dale Simmerman
Angelina Simon
Mr. & Mrs. Max Simon
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Sinai
Ms. Elsie Sinning
Richard Sirvaisits
Mrs. Edward A. Skae
Barbara Welch Skaggs
Reginald Skewes
Mrs. Dolores M. Skinner
Mr. & Mrs. Frank R. Skinner
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Slaughter
Mr. & Mrs. George Sleazak
Peter & Jean Sloan
Ms. Anne C. Simpson
Clare E. Small
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Smiley
Daniel R. Smith
Deborah E. Smith
Eberle M. Smith
Mrs. Gladys Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Julian N. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Melvyn Maxwell Smith
Dr. & Mrs. Ralph G. Smith
Raymond C. Smith
Rilla J. Smith
Sam & Veronica Smith
Sarah Florence Smith
Sodan A. Smith
Richard P. Smolek
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IT'S FANTASTIC SHOPPING AT

Bloomfield Plaza

TELEGRAPH & MAPLE RD.

35 FABULOUS SHOPS.

Argyle Shop  Bloomfield Plaza Shoe Service  Breath of Spring Florist  Chase Cleaners  Colombo's Barber Shop

Concourse 1-Hour Photo  Damman Hardware  DOC  Don Thomas Sporthaus  Elliott Travel Service

Frames Unlimited  Galil's General Office Supply Gallery

Restaurant  R.J.K.'s Total Cuisine Center  Great Scott! Juliard's Shoes

Leotards  El Cetera  The Linen Closet  Loretta Lorien  Machus Red Fox  Madelaine  Maple 3 Theatres  Marimex  Mariomax  Salon

Metro News  Michigan Chandelier  Michigan National Bank  Pieces  Roz & Sherm Sanders  Saucers 'n' Tosses

Sav-On Drugs  Studio 330  Thunderbird Toy Shop  United Good Housekeeper  The Workout Company, Inc.

After the opera, come to

Elias Brothers.

After you enjoy the magic of the opera - enjoy the Fresh Magic® choices at Elias Brothers®.

Over 100 delicious menu choices including our freshest of fresh salad bar...the hamburger classic, Big Boy...our famous scrumptious desserts...and more.

Elias Brother - and only Elias Brothers makes so much fresh from scratch. Every day.

To give you a fresh choice to enjoy at every meal.

“Elias Brothers” and “Fresh Magic” are registered trademarks of Elias Brothers Restaurants.
Contributors

Mrs. Virginia R. Snyder
Robert A. Snyder
Mr. & Mrs. Steve T. Sobel
Mr. & Mrs. W. Sobota
Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Sokol
Dr. Elaine R. Soller
Dr. & Mrs. Victor G. Sonnino
Sylvia M. Sophia
Mr. & Mrs. William Sosnowsky
Georgea M. Sparks
Carlton E. Speck
Angeline Speck
Rabbi Efry Spectre
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn R. Spence
Dr. Theresa Spinelli
Mrs. Charles B. Spittal
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Spring
Mrs. Edith Stahl
The Honorable & Mrs. B. Stanczyk
Karen E. Stankye
Jack Stanley
Mr. & Mrs. Terrance Stapleton
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Staton
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon E. Stauffer
James A. Stedman
Dr. Edward Stein
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Stein
Michael Stein
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Steinberg
William K. Steiner
Mrs. Dan Stenborg
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald A. Stencil
Esther E. Stepanak
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Stettner
Mrs. Jane F. Stevenson
Mr. & Mrs. Chester Stewart
Helene & Daniel M. Stewart
Sheila F. Stewart
Nicole St. Jean
Nelda Stock
Terrence Stocker
Kay Stoddard
Curtis Stokes
Mrs. Henry A. Stokes
Leonard & Ruth Stolto
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Stone
Michael Stoner
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph E. Stoner
Charlotte Stonestreet
Reverend Eugene R. Strain
Gerard J. Strayhorn
Hattie Strooebel
James P. Strouse
Joyce Stuart
Judge & Mrs. Joseph A. Sullivan
Cecelia Sunday
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore J. Sura
Sally Kay Sutley
Mr. & Mrs. David Sutter
Sharon A. Swartz
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Swidler
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic M. Swinehart
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph V. Swisher

Ron Raines and Cleo Laine in The Merry Widow, 1984

John W. Sybert
Mr. & Mrs. James Symsington
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund T. Szapel
Mr. & Mrs. Cass Sewejkowski
Karen C. Szymanski
Mr. & Mrs. Norman J. Tabor
Mr. & Mrs. C. R. Tallinger
Lisa Tallman
Mrs. Elfi Tangert
Mary Ryan Taras
Richard G. Tarnow
Dr. & Mrs. Haig Tashjian
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Tauber
Kathleen Tavoularis
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Taylor
Mr. & Mrs. R. L. Taylor
Terrie E. Taylor, D.O.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas S. Taylor
Vera P. Taylor
Joshua Tazelaar
Timothy & Karen Teegarden
Gary Temple
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Tennant
Irene Ter Ellen
Helen P. Ternasky
Russell & Nancy Thayer
Angela K. Thomas
Don Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey Thomas
Joan E. Thomas
Joanne K. Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill D. Thomas
Mrs. Virgie N. Porter Thomas
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Thompson
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Thompson III

Mrs. Nona E. Thompson
Jean W. Thornburg
Dr. Barbara C. Tilley
Dr. Judith E. Tintinalli
Mr. & Mrs. Nicolae Tipei
Alice & Paul Tomboulian
Mr. & Mrs. Jack A. Tompkins
Fran Toroniewski
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Tourkow
Stephen C. Towell
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Trautman
Carolyn Trent
D.J. Tromble
Steven & Barbara Tronstein
Marie A. Trent
Susan & Lane Trubey
Elliott A. Trumbull
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Truscon
Miss H.R. Trzciński
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Turchan
Dr. & Mrs. Dimitry M. Turin
Judith & Allan Tushman
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Twarowski
Margery A. Tyler
Claire Upton
Roberta Urbani
Mr. & Mrs. Martin M. Urberg
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Utley
Hasan Uzman
Mrs. Louise Vallancourt
Mr. & Mrs. Gary C. Vailade
Don & Joan Valentine
Mr. & Mrs. E.H. Valentine
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald VanWyke
Richard J. Vance
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Have a Great Season

ADP
THE COMPUTING COMPANY

4500 Enterprise Drive
Allen Park, MI 48101
(313) 336-7700

Wishing you success
as great as the
enjoyment you provide!

DOUGLAS & LOMASON COMPANY
CORPORATE OFFICES — 24600 Harper Court, — Farmington Hills, Michigan 48028
Telephone — (313) 478-7600 in Michigan
Telephone — 800-521-4924 outside Michigan

iBrowse Books

• 30% off on current NY Times best selling hardcovers
• 20% off on NY Times best selling paperbacks
• 10% off on most other hardcovers
• 25% off hardcovers priced $30 and above

To Order Books
855-9353

Hours
Monday - Saturday 10 am - 9 pm
Sunday 10 am - 6 pm
33086 Northwestern Highway
West Bloomfield, Mich. 48033

Buy flowers
for someone special.

Yourself.

For further information call
(313) 542-8866
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Contributors


Edward J. Vanderlaan
Marjean M. Varnier
Lisa M. Varsel
Mr. & Mrs. Barney Vassas
Veronica Vaughan
Bill J. Vedouras
Mrs. Eleanore Vellaure
Sangelo Vettoretto
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald S. Viedrah
Lois M. Vondrak
Ignatios J. Voudoukis, M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. Vreeland
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence H. Wade
Mrs. Elease B. Wafer
F. Karen Wagner
Helen Wainio
Mary Joyce Waite
Harold Waldfogel
Edna Walker
Gwedolyn L. Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Walker
Dr. & Mrs. A.A. Wallart
Miss Shirley A. Walls
Maureen Walsh
Mrs. J. Walther
Miss Lois A. Wamboldt
Lilli M. Ward
Carol G. Wargelin
Pearl A. Warn

Elsie S. Wassenaar
Mr. & Mrs. S. Wasserman
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Waters
Alan L. Watson, D.D.S.
Lorance L. Watson
Frank S. Weaver
Virginia L. Webb
Rachel H. Webers
Mr. & Mrs. Eleanore L. Weertman
Edith Weehbe
Dr. & Mrs. Allan Weiner
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Weisz
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Weitz
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Wells
Sylvia Wendrow
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Wentworth
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E. West
Mrs. Paul R. Wheaton
Donna L. Wheeler
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert H. Wheldeh
Mr. & Mrs. David White
Donald L. White
Mrs. Janet F. White
Marion Whitaker
Mary Whittmore
Mr. & Mrs. Keith S. Wicks
Colleen D. Widlak
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Willfong
Thomas J. Wilhelm

Patricia Willford
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Willens
Barbara J. Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Halton W. Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Williams
Mr. & Mrs. R.J. Williams, Jr.
Richard R. Williams
Marita Williamson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Willis, Jr.
Mrs. Ruby G. Wills
Magnus A. Wilson
Richard Wilson
Beryl Wilson-Hoffman
Wayne Witanen
Edward D. Winstead
Mr. & Mrs. Terence C. Wise
Mr. & Mrs. Chet Wisniewski
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald M. Wolberg
Dr. & Mrs. Ervin Wolf
Evelyn Wolf
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph G. Wolf
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Wolf
Nancy & Wayne Wolfram
William B. Wolfolk
Mr. & Mrs. D.L. Wolk
Dr. Paula C. Wood
David D. Woodard
Mr. & Mrs. Ashby Woolf
Carol Worsley
Ruth A. Worthington
X-Ray Industries, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. Yerg
Dr. & Mrs. Young Hae Yoon
John M. Young
Mr. & Mrs. K. Joseph Young
Dr. & Mrs. Robert S. Youngberg
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Zaks
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey J. Zameck
Lawrence S. Zatkin
Mr. & Mrs. Ara Zerounian
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Ziegelman
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Zieme
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome W. Zimmerman
Ann & Sidney Zirulnik
Mrs. Barbara Zoschnick
John Zyntarski, Jr.
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BEST WISHES FROM

H&H
TUBE AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4000 Town Center
P.O. Box 487
Southfield, MI 48037
(313) 355-2500

THE PRINT GALLERY
A library of thousands of prints,
posters and lithos organized into
75 categories for your convenience.
MUSEUM GIFT SHOP • CUSTOM FRAMING

THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
The Nutgatherers by Bouguereau $20.
29203 Northwestern at 12 mile
Sfld.-Franklin Plaza
356-5454

THE PRINT GALLERY
SPECIALISTS IN
HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ACCESSORIES

NSS INDUSTRIES

CONGRATULATIONS
From
THE EWING FAMILY

9075 GENERAL DRIVE / PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN 48170
PHONE 313-459-9500
“LA COMMEDIA è FINITA!...”

For Canio the play is over, but for you it can go on and on. You’ll find complete recordings & highlights of your favorite Operas on Records, Cassettes & Compact Discs at Harmony House—where the Classics live on!

Orchestral - Instrumental Chamber - Opera

HARMONY HOUSE
records and tapes


Compliments of

Dearborn BANK & TRUST
MEMBER FDIC

Fifteen locations to serve all your financial needs.
274-1000

CONVENIENT,
COST-SAVING SERVICES
FOR THE
INDEPENDENT INVESTOR

DISCOUNT BROKERAGE SERVICE
Reduce brokerage fees and maximize your investment returns.
- Stocks
- Mutual Funds
- Corporate Bonds
- Government Issues
- Margin Accounts
- Option Accounts

PRECIOUS METALS INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS
Buy at volume purchase prices. Take delivery or not, as you wish.
- Precious Metals Accounts
- Gold Coin Storage Accounts
- Coins or Bars in Gold or Silver
- Olympic Coins Available

Liberty Bank Liberty State Bank & Trust
OAKLAND BANK & TRUST

INFORMATION & ORDERS
CALL 362-5000
ASK FOR LIBERTY INVESTMENT CENTER ~

AT ZIEBART, WE’RE DEDICATED TO ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL.

From the protection of fine cars to the support of the fine arts, Ziebart Corporation and Ziebart Dealers across the country are working hard to make the world a little more beautiful.
An accomplished vocalist and pianist, Rose Cooper was a pioneer in the musical development of Detroit. Serving as a member of the original Overture To Opera Committee (the forerunner of Michigan Opera Theatre) and as a Trustee of Michigan Opera Theatre for twenty years, Mrs. Cooper worked closely with David DiChiera in promoting the growth of the fledgling opera company.

In 1982, in loving tribute to Rose Cooper's devotion to opera and her support and encouragement of developing artists, her family and friends established the ROSE COOPER MEMORIAL APPRENTICE AWARD. In 1982, gifts made to underwrite this AWARD enable the participation of an outstanding young singer in MOT productions. This year's recipient is soprano Celeste Tavera.

The 15th Anniversary Season ROSE COOPER MEMORIAL APPRENTICE AWARD is made possible through the generosity of:

- Bryce and Harriet Alpern
- Paul and Winifred Broder
- Abraham and Rose Cooper Scholarship Fund
- Peter and Shelly Cooper

MEMORIAL DONORS

Michigan Opera Theatre gratefully acknowledges the generosity of those donors who made gifts to the Annual Fund in memory of Charles M. Endicott and James F. Martin.

- Charles M. Endicott
- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clyde Johnson
- Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Donovan

- James F. Martin
- Bloomfield Village Garden Club
- Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Cowin
- Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Davis
- Ms. Flora E. DeVault
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Dewar
- Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Ethington
- Mr. and Mrs. William B. Everson
- Mr. and Mrs. W. Richard Keros
- K mart Corporation
- Mr. & Mrs. William W. Page
- Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Ricker
- Mr. Barry Schmideberg
- Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Schwendemann
- Mr. J. Douglas Sykes
- Dr. and Mrs. William J. Westcott

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO MICHIGAN OPERA THEATRE ON YOUR 15TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON.

WITH GRATEFUL APPRECIATION FOR THE 1981 PRODUCTION OF ANOUSH

HARRY M. BERBERIAN
Acknowledgements

A salute to the local business community and the many individuals whose commitment to the company’s growth and prosperity helped make the 1984/85 Michigan Opera Theatre season possible.

As always, financial assistance is most vital and our base of support in this area continued to grow last year, not only through direct contributions, but also as a result of the various activities sponsored by our invaluable Michigan Opera Theatre Guild and those who so generously gave of their services and expertise.

The following lists are indicative of the myriad forms of support upon which Michigan Opera Theatre relies for its well-being. We salute you.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAMS
Accessibillity Programs
Steven Handschu
Title 504 Advisor
Interpretation for the Deaf
Mary Wells
John Ray
Dr. Steve Chough
Documentation and Creation of Materials
Joan Hill
Louisa Ngote
Detroit Public Schools/Randolph Vocational-Technical Center
Sandra MacLeod, Coordinator
Kimberlea Murlone, Intern
Livonia Public Schools/Career Intern Program
Norman Findley, Coordinator
Margi Scharstra, Intern
Piano
Arnolt Williams Music, Inc.

DEVELOPMENT

1984/85 Development Committee
John A. Betti
Chairman
Paul E. Gallagher
Co-Chairman

1984/85 Corporate Campaign
Edward P. Czapor
Chairman
John W. Day
Vice-Chairman
Donald J. Atwood
John A. Betti
Robert E. Dewar
Paul E. Gallagher
Gary L. Guertin
Clint D. Lightman
Mark E. Mathews
Jules L. Pallons
William J. Schlageter
Arthur R. Seder, Jr.
Martin E. Welch III

1984/85 Foundation Committee
Andrew M. Savel
Chairman
Cameron B. Duncan
H. James Gram
C. Thomas Toppin

1984/85 Individual Campaign
Mrs. William P. Vititoe
Donald E. Waddell
Co-Chairmen

In-Kind Donations
Ameritech Publishing, Inc.
Alma Boyd Florists
Burrough’s Corporation
George’s Famous Coney Island
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Starkweather
Superior Coffee Company
Touche Ross and Company
The Traffic Jam
Mr. and Mrs. William Vititoe

FINANCE

Cameron B. Duncan
Chairman
Clarence Catallo
Robert E. Dewar
Brock Plumb
Andrew M. Savel
Thomas Schellenberg
Richard D. Starkweather

GUILD ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Barbara Book
The Underground Collector
Birmingham
Alma Boyd Florists
Detroit
Chamberlain Bakery
Dearborn
Executive Assistance Bureau
Detroit
Edmund Frank and Co.
Detroit
Fred Kahael
Madison Heights
Chuck Randolph Tours
Birmingham

NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Walton A. Lewis
Chairman
J. Addison Bartush
Mrs. Charles M. Endicott
Mrs. Richard D. Starkweather
Mr. Robert C. VanderKloot
Mrs. Sam B. Williams

PRODUCTION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Suann Darmondy
Artist Travel Coordinator
Dale Austin
Supernumerary Coordinator
Nancy Krolkowski
Production Volunteer
Dr. Arnold Cohn
Apprentice Classes
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We proudly salute the Michigan Opera Theatre for the many music-filled hours it brings to Detroit and offer sincerest best wishes for another successful season.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.
When it comes to fine dining, we’re set in your ways.

The Dearborn Inn has three different dining choices, each with its own style and mood. So you’re sure to find the kind of dining you’re in the mood for.

**FORMAL** The Early American Room features traditional American dining in a distinctive, formal atmosphere.

**CASUAL** The Ten Eyck Tavern boasts robust, hearty meals within casual surroundings.

**BUFFET** For a succulent prime rib luncheon, come to the Golden Eagle Lounge, weekdays from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. On Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., our cocktail hour features hors d’oeuvres and drinks typical of countries from around the world.

---

**SEE US FIRST**

FOR

- Interest-Earning Checking Accounts
- High-Interest Savings Accounts
- Home Mortgage Loans
- Home Improvement Loans
- Auto Loans
- Recreational Vehicle Loans
- MasterCard® - VISA®

And many other financial services. Visit any branch office for more information.

**FIRST FEDERAL OF MICHIGAN**

Main Office: 1001 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226. Phone: (313) 965-1400.
You're very close to another great performance.

Somerset Inn
Everything you want your hotel to be.
2601 West Big Beaver Road
Troy, Michigan 48084
(313) 643-7800

Pegasus Taverna
Greektown, Detroit
558 Monroe St. Detroit, MI 48226 964-6800
All major credit cards accepted.

The Baker's Loaf is
"A Fresh Approach to Baking"

Also Featuring
Godiva Chocolates

We're Proud To
Support The Opera

Northwestern Hwy.
Southfield
Phone: 354-LOAF

Autobahn Motors
Authorized Dealer

Volkswagen
Peugeot
Mazda

Sales - Service - Parts

Autobahn Motors — 338-4531
1765 Telegraph Rd.
Bloomfield Hills/Michigan
How can you make your office run better?

Admit it. Sometimes the office, the nerve center of American business, can get on your nerves. We don't blame you. There's never been a time when running an office was more complex or more challenging.

If you're looking for expert advice on how to make your office run better, give us a call. We can help you identify your office problems and come up with efficient and cost-effective solutions.

If you want professional solutions to your business problems, backed up by service that's prompt, personal and reliable, we can help.

GENERAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
We've got the answer.

OFFICE SUPPLIES  COMPUTER SUPPLIES

DETROIT  BIRMINGHAM  WYANDOTTE
PENOBSCOT BLDG.  6012 TELEGRAPH RD.  2948 RIDGE AVE.
962-7983  626-4700  642-6330  285-9595

THE MARGARET DIAMOND SHOP

Ladies' Apparel
Accessories, Gifts
Fine Jewelry

377 FISHER RD.
GROSSE POINTE, MICHIGAN
(313) 886-8826

ATLAS TOOL, INC.
29880 Groesbeck Hwy.
Roseville, Mich. 48066

Mark Schmidt, President

778-3570  371-0371

GLAMOROUS, SILKY AND DECIDEDLY from

MALTER Furs - INC.
Designers of Fine Furs

Harvard Row Shopping Center
W. 11 Mile Rd. and Lahser Road
Southfield 358-0850

45 YEARS OF FASHION,
QUALITY and SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA
3800 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201
Phone: (313) 831-2220
Harold J. Brown, Manager

Best Wishes for another sensational season from
audio dimensions
Royal Oak, 549-7320

jerome magid photography
Expose yourself to great music — Thank you MOT
29267 franklin hills drive
southfield, michigan 48034
(313) 354-3133

FORSTER-LAIWLAW FLORIST, INC.
101 FISHER BUILDING
DETROIT, MI 48202
875-4050
144 NORTH HUNTER
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
647-3000

mobile parking systems, ltd.

Mario's
Fine Italian Dining
833-9425

Aquarian Age Tea Room
Free Reading With Refreshment Purchase
Office Plaza Building
301 W 4th St
Royal Oak, Mich

KELMAN, ROSENBAUM, LEVITSKY & ROLLINS, P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
30230 ORCHARD LK. RD.
SUITE 200
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 48018
313-855-6640

HATS OFF TO MICHIGAN OPERA!
DETOIT ATHLETIC CLUB

HECTOR SOSSI

KELMAN, ROSENBAUM, LEVITSKY & ROLLINS, P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
30230 ORCHARD LK. RD.
SUITE 200
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 48018
313-855-6640

COME IN AND SAY HELLO TO THE BEST PIANO AND ORGAN DEALER IN THE DETROIT AREA... WE OFFER RENTALS, LESSONS, AND THE BEST PRICE IN TOWN ON YOUR NEW OR USED PIANO OR ORGAN.

* RENTALS AVAILABLE
* BRAND NAME PIANOS
* VOICE LESSONS
DEARBORN PIANO & ORGAN CO., INC.
25305 WEST WARREN
PHONE 278-5400
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JACK MARTIN & CO., P.C.
Certified Public Accountants
Jack Martin, CPA
Managing Director

OFFICES IN:
• Detroit, Michigan — Renaissance Center
• Birmingham, Michigan
• Battle Creek, Michigan
• Washington, D.C.
• Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota

Providing Accounting, Auditing,
Tax and Management
Consulting Services to Businesses,
Professional Practitioners,
Non-Profit Organizations
and Governmental Entities.

BALL PARK FRANK QUALITY
DOESN'T END WITH
BALL PARK FRANKS.

For the finest European pastries,
you owe it to yourself to visit . . .

Josel's
FRENCH PASTRIES

• Fresh Apple Flans
• Fresh Quiche
• European Pastries

21150 MACK AVENUE • GROSSE POINTE WOODS 881-5710

'GRINDERS FOR INDUSTRY, INC.
51300 W. PONTIAC TRAIL
WIXOM, MICHIGAN 48096
313/624-5755
TELEX/TWX 810 232-1550

PRECISION GRINDING MACHINES
DON'T MOVE... IMPROVE!
- Adjustable Do-It-Yourself and Custom Closet installations
- Ventilated Wire Shelving and Basket Systems
- Custom Plans for Remodeling or New Construction
- Huge Selection of Closet and Home Storage Products
- Tenant Staff to Solve Storage Problems
- Unique Gifts

FREE PHONE ESTIMATES

LUTTER CONTROL
THE ORIGINAL... THE ONLY... TOTAL CLOSET STORE!
28908 Orchard Lake Rd. (Between 12 & 13 Mile Roads)
(313) 855-9678

CARL'S CHOP HOUSE
3020 Grand River • Detroit, Michigan 48201
Reservations: 833-0700
NATIONALLY KNOWN FOR 4-H PRIZE STEAKS
FRESH SEAFOOD • FRESH FISH
SELECTED FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

THE WARREN BANK
WARREN, MICHIGAN 48090
758-3500
Member FDIC

27248 Van Dyke
21522 Van Dyke
29333 Hoover Rd.
2000 Twelve Mile
23120 Dequindre
22859 Ryan Rd.
30801 Schoenherr
13490 Ten Mile
48377 Van Dyke
4600 14 Mile Road

LOBBY HOURS — ALL OFFICES:
Mon. thru Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

DRIVE-UP:
Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
All other branches 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

CERESNIE & OFFEN
Furs by
181 S. WOODWARD AVENUE
NEXT TO BIRMINGHAM THEATRE
BIRMINGHAM, MICH. 48011

Talk to the experts

WILLIAMS ART GLASS STUDIOS, INC.
SUNSET ANTIQUES, INC.
313/628-1111
22 N. Washington (M-24) Oxford, MI

antique stained and beveled glass windows
antique fireplace mantels
French doors, sidelights, entry doors

WOLVERINE
FLEXOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.
20774 Chesley Drive
Farmington, Michigan 48024
476-7700
Area Code 313

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC
BEER • WINE • LIQUOR

Joe's Wine & Liquor Shoppe
Since 1933
2933 Russell
Detroit, Mich. 48207
EASTERN MARKET
393-3125
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Great performances in any profession result from dedication, practice, and talented people.

DETROIT BALL BEARING
AN INVENTECH COMPANY

Fine apparel and accessories for the discerning woman

Janet Varner
DOWNTOWN ROCHESTER

THE MINOWITZ FAMILY

An American — Lebanese Restaurant
LUNCH — DINNER BEFORE & AFTER THE OPERA

Excellent Cuisine & Entertainment
in an intimate atmosphere
Complete accommodations for MOT Groups

301 Fisher Building · Detroit, MI 48202 · 873-7888

Ceramics
Glass
Jewelry
Leather
Wearables
Wood

Luncheon served in a garden setting

Detroit Gallery of Contemporary Crafts
Mon-Sat. 11-5

Mon.-Sat. 11-5

Jewelry

Wood

LEATHER

LUNcheon served in a garden setting

301 Fisher Building · Detroit, MI 48202 · 873-7888
America's Premier Jazz Station
Have you listened lately?
For over five years, Alice B. Haidostian has been associated with the Michigan Opera Theatre and in that brief span has raised over $400,000 for the company.

Beginning in 1980, Mrs. Haidostian personally assumed the responsibility to raise $40,000 toward the extraordinary costs of producing the Armenian opera, Armen Tigranian's *Anoush*. This historic production — the first professional performance outside the Soviet Union and the first time Anoush has ever been performed in English — owes its existence on the Michigan Opera Theatre stage to the dedication of this remarkable woman.

Married to prominent physician, Dr. Berj H. Haidostian, Alice is an accomplished pianist and performer as well as champion of numerous volunteer fund-raising campaigns. An active member of many committees at the University of Michigan, Mrs. Haidostian is an active member on many civic boards including the MOT Trustees, the Alex Manoogian School, the Oakway Symphony Society, the Pro Musica Society of Greater Detroit and the Wayne County Medical Society. Alice was recently appointed First Vice-President of the Detroit Symphony’s Women's Association.

She was recruited by David DiChiera in the spring of 1982 to head the Michigan Opera Theatre Advertising Committee for the season program book. A monumental task, Mrs. Haidostian raised over $65,000 her first year, $75,000 her second year and $86,000 her third year. This year she agreed to head the same committee and surpassed her 1984-85 goal by $23,000, securing over $104,000 of advertising revenue for the 1985-86 season program book:

Her dedication to supporting and promoting the arts in Detroit are to be applauded — Brava!

**ADVERTISING COMMITTEE**

Alice B. Haidostian  
Coordinator  
Irene Arrington  
Dale Austin  
Richard A. Cascio  
Joyce Cohn  
James F. Cordes  
Robert E. Dewar  
Alice Johnston  
Richard D. Starkweather

**PROMPTERS**

We acknowledge with appreciation the following whose contributions helped defray the cost of publishing the 1985-86 Season Program Book.

Elizabeth Aprahamian  
Mr. and Mrs. Ara Berberian  
Mr. Harry M. Berberian  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Bird  
Cynthia Haidostian Hudgins  
Kirkor and Hasmig B. Imirzian  
Harry A. Keoleian  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Muer  
Nederlander Travel Corporation  
Mr. and Mrs. David Pollack  
Mr. Richard P. Ryan  
Saks Fifth Avenue  
Mr. Tom Woolsey
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For centuries, the finest beers in the world were brewed over direct fire. Stroh still brews this way.

EVERY DAY WE SET THE BEER BUSINESS BACK 200 YEARS.

In 1981, the Stroh Brewery Company bought one of the world's most modern and efficient breweries for $90 million. Then we spent $15 million to change it.

The money went for a brand-new brewhouse where beer could be made by a centuries-old method called fire-brewing.

Two hundred years ago, practically all beers were brewed over direct fire. But as American brewers turned to steam heat to cut costs, fire-brewing died out.

Then Julius Stroh visited the breweries of Europe. He found the best beers were still brewed over direct fire. They tasted smoother, more flavorful.

So, he decided, his family's beer would be fine-brewed—even though it cost more. We also brew Schaefer, Old Milwaukee, Schlitz, Schlitz Malt Liquor and other fine beers to the same uncompromising standards of quality, in a variety of styles. But it's the unique character of fine-brewed Stroh and Stroh Light that has helped us become America's third-largest brewer.

Sometimes, looking backwards is the best way to get ahead.

STROH
We haven't lost the family touch.
The engineers who designed these roads knew that they'd present a challenge. But they never expected that some would drive these roads in a Thunderbird for precisely that reason.

On roads with long, smooth straights, Thunderbird's sleek lines use the wind to improve the car's stability and road control at highway speeds.

There are also great driving roads with twists and turns that define the term "serpentine". On this kind of road, Thunderbird's precise steering and all-season radials do an excellent job of unwinding the road.

You may even know of a special road that closely resembles an asphalt roller-coaster. On this kind of pavement, Thunderbird's gas-filled struts and shocks, and modified MacPherson front suspension excel.

On roads like these throughout the country, a very select group of drivers are discovering the meaning of Thunderroads.

State Road 196, Florida

Route 112, New Hampshire

Route 101, Washington

Have you driven a Ford... lately?
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**Conductor**
Mark Flinn

**Stage Director**
Albert Takazuckas

**Lighting Designer**
Michael Baumgarten

**Set Designer**
Peter Dean Beck

Costumes courtesy of Portland Opera Association, designed by Brad Pace

**Wig and Make-up Designer**
Rebecca Watson

**Chorus Master**
Suzanne Acton

---

**Gianni Schicchi**

*Comedy in one act*

Music written by Giacomo Puccini

Libretto by Giovacchino Forzano


---

**I Pagliacci**

*Lyric Drama in two acts*

Words and Lyrics by Ruggero Leoncavallo

First Performance: Milan, May 21, 1892

---

**MICHIGAN OPERA THEATRE**

David DiChiera, General Director

**PRESENTS**

Puccini's

**Gianni Schicchi**

in English and

Leoncavallo's

**I Pagliacci**

in Italian with English Surtitles

**October 11-19, 1985**

Fisher Theatre, Detroit
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Gianni Schicchi
Setting: Florence, 1299

Buoso Donati has died and left his considerable estate to the three grasping relatives, deeply shocked, decide to seek advice from the well-known local rogue and father of Rinuccio's sweetheart Lauretta, Schicchi. He acts as the deposed relatives' lawyer, but is removed and Schicchi takes his place in bed. When even the doctor is fooled, the old man's property is declared void, and Schicchi is made executor of Buoso Donati's will. The audience is addressed in a Prologue in which they are told of the drama, both 'theatrical and real,' which is about to unfold.

The villagers of a Calabrian town greet a company of actors who have arrived there to perform. Canio, head of the troupe, describes that night's presentation (Un giudizio nottiero). A villager jokingly suggests that the hunchback actor Tonio is secretly courting Canio's wife, Nedda. Canio reveals his jealous nature and warns that he would tolerate no infidelity from his wife (Tua è la giusta). As Canio and the villagers depart for a pub, Nedda remains behind. Disturbed by her husband's suspicion, she expresses her envy of the birds who soar overhead (Sempre tua). The reformer Tonio approaches and declares his love for her, but she scornfully rejects him. Enraged, he reaches for her, but she strikes him with a whip. Humbled, he leaves, fleeing the scene.

The audience is given the grim and immortal story of the drama, both 'theatrical and real,' which is about to unfold.

The villagers are told of the drama, both 'theatrical and real,' which is about to unfold.

As the villagers stare in horror, the play is about to begin. Alone, Canio begins to prepare for his role as the cuckolded husband. He questions whether he must play the clown though his heart is breaking (Vesti la giubba). The villagers, assembled to see the presentation, Pagliaccio and Colombina, in the absence of his wife, Pagliaccio (played by Canio), Colombina (Nedda) is serenaded by her lover Harlequin (Ruggiero), who dismisses her servant Taddeo (Tonio). Colombina and Harlequin plot to poison Pagliaccio. Pagliaccio enters as Harlequin slips away. Colombina utters the very same words Canio overhead: Nedda speak to her lover that afternoon (A stasera, o per sempre tua sacra). Suddenly, Canio finds himself torn between reality and the comic play. His mask of pretense forgotten, Canio violently demands that Nedda tell him her lover's name. Pagliaccio non son. Nedda tries to continue on with the play while the audience applauds the 'realistic' acting. Furious with rage, Canio stabs Nedda. As Silva rushes forward to help her, he too is killed by the enraged Canio.

As the villagers stare in horror, the audience is given the grim and immortal beneficence — La commedia e finita.

SPECIAL THANKS
Comedia Costumes for this production were designed by Georgia Baker for TRICITYS OPERA COMPANY, INC.

Peter Bamford for Trizec Properties, Inc

PLEASE NOTE
Michigan Opera Theatre offers exciting opera getaway weekends with the Hotel St. Regis, 873-2000.

Coming up next at the Fisher: Marta, November 13. PLUS. West Side Story, November 15-December 8. CALL 313/874-SING for tickets and charge by phone.

The Michigan Opera Theatre 1985/86 Program Book is available in the lobby for further historical information on Gianni Schicchi/Pagliacci and for artists' profiles of this evening's cast.
Music by
Friedrich von Flotow
Libretto by
W. Friedrich Riese
English translation by
George and Phyllis Mead,
used by arrangement with
G. Schirmer, Inc., Publisher
and copyright owner.
First performance: Vienna
November 25, 1847

Conductor
Steven Larsen
Stage Director
David Gately
Lighting Designer
Peter West
Scenery courtesy
of Portland Opera
Association, designed by
Lee Mayman
Costumes courtesy
of Portland Opera
Association, designed by
Brad Pace
Wig and Make-up Designer
Rebecca Watson
Chorus Master
Suzanne Acton

CHORUS
Daniel Aggas
Diane Aron-Calhoun
Jacqueline Barth
Michael Begian
Veronica Bell
Tilis Butler Jr.
John Campbell
Rachel Choate
George Cooney
Betty DeWilde
Vanessa Ferriole
Louise A. Fisher
Yvonne Friday
Rosaline Guastella
Roxythe L. Harding, Jr.
Madeline Harrold
Joan Irwin
Carol Jimines
Clarence E. Jones
Michael McCormick
Barbara E. Martin
Jamés Moore
Robert Morency
Richard Mox
William Pelto
Rita Pendleton
Mary Robertson
John D. Sartor
John Schmidt
William Stainer
Stephen Stewart
Judith Szefi
Alan Seiler

CAST
Nancy/Julia,
a friend of Lady
Harriet Durham
Alice Baker
Lady Harriet Durham/Martha,
Lady-In-Waiting
to Queen Victoria
Sharon Christman,
Nov. 1, 3 and 8
Christine Donahue,
Nov. 2, 6m and 9
Sir Tristram Mickleford,
Lady Harriet’s cousin
Michael van Engen
Lionel, a friend of Plunkett
Kristian Johannsson
Plunkett, a wealthy farmer
Paul Geiger
Sheriff
Lawrence Adams*
Servants
Beryl Henderson*
Martin Lewis*
David Reilly*
Maidservants
Renee Reed*
Chaside Sawyer*
Celeste Tavera*

Supernumeraries
Stacy Barrett
Jed Cohen
Leah Duncan
And, introducing the
Royal Hunting Beagles
Sir Blue
Lady Christie
Lady Honey
Sir Joe
Lady Lucy
Sir Morgan
Sir Sam
Sir Sparky
Sir Paul Horn, the
Royal Beagle Handler

* MOT Young Artist Apprentice
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ACT 1, Scene 1. The residence of Lady Harriet Durham near Richmond, England.

Lady Harriet Durham, Lady-in-Waiting to Queen Victoria, is in her boudoir with a group of her friends in attendance. They comment on the fact that she seems to have lost interest in the pleasures of the Court. She asks them to leave; then confides to her maid Nancy that she is bored and needs some new diversions.

Sir Tristram Mickleford, Lady Harriet’s cousin and admirer, arrives to invite her to the cockfights and races. From the street outside comes a song of a group of young women who are on their way to the Richmond Fair to hire out as maidservants to the local farmers.

This gives Lady Harriet the idea for an amusing escapade; she and Nancy will go to the Fair dressed as farm girls. Although Sir Tristram objects, Lady Harriet persuades him to come along and gives each of them a new name. Nancy will be “Julia,” Sir Tristram will be “Bob,” and Lady Harriet will be “Martha.”

Scene 2. The Richmond Fair.

A crowd is waiting for the opening bell. Among them are Plunkett, a prosperous farmer, and his foster brother, Lionel, who are discussing the possibility of hiring two good maidservants. Lionel expresses his gratitude to Plunkett for his kindness through the years, and Plunkett, a servant of true love, expresses his willingness to remain true to his heart.

The fair opens and the Sheriff reads the law to the waiting crowd: 1) a servant must agree to be hired for a year for a sum agreed to by both parties, and 2) the contract becomes binding when money changes hands. Lady Harriet, Nancy, and Sir Tristram arrive too late to hear the Sheriff’s proclamation. The two women, who are in a holiday mood, agree to be hired by Lionel and Plunkett, and accept their money. At Sir Tristram’s urging, they then try to leave. Lionel and Plunkett assert their legal rights and the Sheriff affirms them. The two farmers take “Martha” and “Julia” home with them.

ACT II, Scene 1. Plunkett’s Farmhouse.

Lionel and Plunkett arrive with their new “servants.” However, the men soon discover that the women are not ordinary servants. They don’t even know how to spin; their employers are forced to teach them. Meanwhile, Lionel has fallen in love with “Martha.” She complies with his request that she sing for him (The Last Rose of Summer). He declares his love and asks her to marry him. Although Lady Harriet is also attracted to Lionel, she forces herself to reject him because of the supposed difference in their stations. At midnight Plunkett decides it is time to retire for the night, and locks the women in. When Sir Tristram arrives in a carriage, they are able to escape through a window.

Scene 2. An Inn, A Hunting Forest Near Richmond.

The Queen’s hunt is in progress. Plunkett and a group of friends are enjoying themselves and celebrating the qualities of British ale. Nancy arrives with a group of ladies of the Court. Plunkett recognizes her as “Julia” and insists that she return to his service. The ladies rudely send him away. Lionel appears, thinking sadly of his lost love (In My Dreams). He encounters Lady Harriet walking by herself. Although he is confused by her elegant attire, his feelings of joy at seeing her again lead him to renew his declaration of love. Lady Harriet is deeply moved, but deliberately insults him to discourage his impossible hopes. Lionel angrily asserts his rights as “Martha’s” master, and she calls for help. Lady Harriet’s men arrive and put Lionel under restraint. When he hears Nancy address “Martha” as “My Lady,” he realizes that he has been the victim of a hoax.

Plunkett, knowing that the Queen is nearby, and worried about the danger that Lionel is in, takes the ring from his foster brother and hurries away to see what can be done.

ACT III. Plunkett’s Farmhouse.

Outside the farmhouse, Lady Harriet muses on her love for Lionel and resolves to win back his heart. Lionel steps from the house and resists her apologies, even when she explains that through his ring he has been identified as the long-lost heir to the Earl of Derby, unjustly banished from court. As Harriet and Lionel part, Nancy enters telling Plunkett that she would never be separated from her love, whereupon the two resolve to marry.

Evening falls as the ladies and gentlemen of the court, disguised as peasants, set up a replica of the Richmond Fair outside Lionel’s house. Harriet, dressed as “Martha,” cites her qualifications as a servant of true love and wins Lionel’s forgiveness. The entire company joins the reunited couple in a toast to eternal love.

— Courtesy of Portland Opera and Opera News.
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**Synopsis**

**ACT ONE**

**PROLOGUE**

**JET SONG**

**SOMETHING'S COMING**

**THE DANCE AT THE GYM**

**MARIA**

**TONIGHT**

**AMERICA**

**COOL**

**ONE HAND, ONE HEART**

**TONIGHT**

**THE RUMBLE**

**ACT TWO**

**FEEL PRETTY**

**SOMEBODY**

**GET OFFicer KRUPKE**

**A BOY LIKE THAT**

**I HAVE A LOVE**

**FINALE**

**Musical Numbers**

 Tony hurries in and the meet for the fight. As it is about to begin, knives appear, and Riff and Bernardo are taunted by the Jets for their

difference of opinion. The gang members are readying themselves for battle. Tony's heart is heavy, and he is determined to protect Maria.

Maria is in her room, where she is preparing for her meeting with Tony. She is worried about what has happened and is feeling
desperate. She decides to go to the gym and meet Tony there.

As Tony and Maria arrive at the gym, they are greeted by a group of Jets. Tony blasts off into the air, and Maria is forced to hide behind

a dumpster to avoid being seen. The Jets are demanding that Tony hand over Maria, and Tony refuses. The two gangs engage in a

violent struggle, and Maria is in the crossfire. She is shot and killed, and Tony is horrified.

As the bodies fall, the sound of a whistle is heard. The police arrive, and a search is launched for the culprits. Tony is captured and

taken to the police station. Maria's death is a shock to everyone, especially Tony. He is in a state of despair and is unable to

face the reality of what has happened.

In the end, Tony is left alone, pondering the meaning of Maria's life. He is determined to find the truth and bring those responsible to

justice. The story ends with Tony reflecting on the futility of gang violence and the importance of love and friendship.
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Setting: Peking in legendary times

**ACT I** At sunset before the imperial palace, a Mandarin reads the crowd an edict; any prince seeking to marry the Princess Turandot must first answer three riddles. If he fails, he must die. The latest suitors, the Prince of Persia, is to be executed at the moon’s rising: the bloodthirsty citizens rush forward to kill him in a surge of mass hysteria, but are repulsed by the guards. In the tumult a slave girl, Liu, kneels by her aged master, who has fallen from exhaustion. A handsome youth, Calaf, recognizes the old man as his long-lost father, Timur, vanquished king of Tartary.

When Timur reveals that only Liu has remained faithful to him, Calaf asks her why; she replies it is because once long ago he smiled at her. As the sky darkens, the mob again cries for blood, but greets the moon with sudden, fearful silence (La sui monti dell’Est). The onlookers are further moved when the Prince of Persia passes by, and call upon the princess, hidden in the palace, to spare him. Calaf, too, demands that she appear; as if in answer, Turandot steps onto her balcony, with a contemptuous gesture bidding the execution proceed.

The crowd falls prostrate, and Turandot withdraws. As the death cry is heard, Calaf—who has been transfixed by the beauty of the unattainable princess—strides to the gong that announces a new suitor. Turandot’s ministers, Ping, Pang, and Pong, attempt to discourage him. When Timur and the tearful Liu also beg him to reconsider (Signore, ascolta!), Calaf seeks to comfort them; but as their pleas reach new intensity (Ah! Per l’ultima volta!), he strikes the fatal gong and calls Turandot’s name.

**ACT II** **Scene i** In a palace pavilion, Ping, Pang, and Pong lament Turandot’s bloody reign, praying that love will soon conquer her icy heart and peace return. The three let their thoughts dwell on their beautiful and peaceful country homes, but the noise of the populace gathering to hear Turandot question the new challenger, calls the ministers back to harsh reality.

**Scene ii** Before the palace, the aged Emperor, seated on a high throne, vainly asks Calaf to reconsider. Turandot enters to describe how her beautiful ancestor, Princess Liu-Ling, was brutally ravished by the Tartar King when he conquered China centuries back (In questa Reggia); in revenge, she has turned against all men and determined that none shall ever possess her (Mai nessun m’avra).

Then, facing Calaf, she asks the first riddle: What phantom is born every night and dies every morning in the human heart? “Hope,” Calaf answers correctly. Unnerved, Turandot continues: What flickers red and warm like a flame, yet is not fire? “Blood,” replies Calaf after a moment’s pause. Visibly shaken, Turandot delivers her third riddle: What is like ice yet generates fire, enslaving you if you go free, making you a king if it takes you as a slave? A tense silence prevails until Calaf triumphantly cries “Turandot!”

While the crowd voices thanks the princess begs her father not to give her to the stranger, but to no avail. Calaf, hoping to win her love, offers Turandot a challenge of his own: If she can learn his name by dawn, he will forfeit his life. Turandot accepts, as the crowd repeats the Emperor’s praises.

**ACT III** **Scene i** In the palace gardens, Calaf hears a proclamation: On pain of death no one in Peking shall sleep until Turandot learns the stranger’s name. The prince muses on his impending joy (Nessun dorma), then Ping, Pang, and Pong try unsuccessfully to bribe him to leave the city. As the fearful mob threatens him with drawn daggers to learn his name, soldiers drag Liu and Timur; Calaf tries to convince the mob that neither knows his secret. When Turandot appears, commanding the dazed Timur to speak, Liu cries out that she alone knows the stranger’s identity but she will never reveal it (Tanto amore segreto, inconfessato). Though she is tortured, she remains silent. Impressed by such endurance, Turandot asks Liu’s secret: “Love,” replied the girl (Tu che di gel sei cinta). When the princess signals the ministers to intensify the torture, Liu seizes a dagger and kills herself.

Following the procession carrying her body, everyone leaves except Turandot and the prince. He demands she look on the innocent blood shed for her sake (Principessa di gelo). Haughtily, she warns him not to touch her, but he embraces her passionately and kisses her. She confesses that of all her suitors he was the first she feared, and it is he who has drawn her first tears (Del primo pianto). Now that he has won, she begs him to leave without demanding more. He makes her a gift of his life. His name is Calaf, son of Timur. She too has won, he says, as she summons him before the emperor and the populace.

**Scene ii** Outside the imperial palace, Turandot brings Calaf in triumph. For a moment it appears she might announce his name and demand his death. Instead she says his name is Love. The crowd hails love as the light of the world.

— Courtesy of Opera News

“Here ends the opera, terminated by the death of the Maestro (Puccini),” said conductor Arturo Toscanini to the La Scala audience at the world premiere in 1926.
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